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Class Notes for foundational courses on Universal Human Values which are presently being run by more than 
40 universities and all AICTE affiliated colleges in India.  
The course nomenclature may differ university to university.  
Examples: 

• AKTU has a 3-credit course “A Foundation Course on Human Values and Professional Ethics” 

• AICTE’s Model Curriculum mentions this as a mandatory 3-credit course UHV-II: “Understanding 
Harmony” 

We suggest universities use a common course name “A Foundation Course on Universal Human Values and 
Ethics” 
 
This work by UHV TEAM (uhv.org.in) is licensed under CC0 1.0.  
To view a copy of this license, please visit https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0 
 
We consider the efforts towards integrating value education in the present education system and moving 
towards holistic value-based education as a worthy mission for the wellbeing of all. In this spirit, no royalty 
or fee is charged on this work. 
 
These class notes for a foundation course in Universal Human Values and Ethics, are an outcome of 
the long-drawn search, visualization and experimentation by the authors and their colleagues in the 
UHV TEAM to evolve an effective and universally acceptable content and methodology for introducing 
value education in the present curricula of technical and other professional institutions. Thus, it is in 
response to a long-felt and urgent need to integrate education in human values with professional 
skills. A unique methodology focusing on the right understanding of the human reality vis-à-vis rest of 
existence has been systematically presented. This involves the discovery of the inherent harmony 
and co-existence in entire existence forming the basis of Universal Human Values and facilitating 
transformation towards holistic perception and ‘Human Consciousness’.  
 
Starting with identification of basic human aspirations as happiness and prosperity in continuity, the 
discussion is focused on the appropriate programme to fulfill these enabling to live a fulfilling life. 
Understanding harmony at various levels starting from the human beings and spanning up to the 
whole existence forms the core contents of value education in These class notes. Finally, the 
important implications of ‘right understanding’ in life and profession are adequately elaborated. 
 
Unlike the conventional treatment, the issues in professional ethics are analyzed in the context of 
right understanding thereby enabling the resolution of various ethical dilemmas. The main focus is on 
the development of the ethical competence in the individual through right understanding. The class 
notes conclude by proposing salient steps to undertake the journey towards holistic and value-based 
living.  
 
Salient Features 

• The prime focus is towards affecting a qualitative change in the consciousness of the reader, a 
change in the worldview rather than on mere information transfer.  

• The whole content is presented in the form of proposals and the students are encouraged to self-
explore and verify these on the basis of their natural acceptance and experiential validation. 

• The style of presentation is in the form of a dialogue with ample repetition to assimilate the core 
concept. 

• Each chapter starts with a recap of the previous understanding and ends with a crisp summary as 
well as a probing set of questions to test the grasp of subject matter, practice exercises to connect 
the proposals with real-life situation and some creative project work. 

The class notes are supplemented with a Teacher’s Manual and a website. A model course syllabus 
is also given in the appendix to facilitate the teaching-learning process.  

https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0
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SECTION II of IV: Understanding the Harmony at 
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Chapter 5: Understanding the Human Being 
                   as Co-existence of the Self and the Body 

 

  
 

Recap 
In previous chapters, we have discussed the basic aspiration of human being, i.e. happiness, 
prosperity and its continuity. Happiness is to be in harmony and the programme for continuous 
happiness is to live in harmony at all levels of being – from individual human being, to family, to society 
and to nature/existence. It is essential to understand the harmony at all these levels of being in order 
to live in harmony, to be in harmony or to be in a state of continuous happiness.  
 
As we go ahead, we want you to explore the nature of harmony at all these levels one by one. 
Proposals will be put forward to you about the harmony at each of these levels. You are requested to 
verify them one by one, on your own right. First to verify them on the basis of your own natural 
acceptance; and then validate them further in your living (experiential validation) to see if it leads to 
mutual happiness and mutual prosperity or not. Our role is to draw your attention towards the 
proposals and help in initiating this process of self-verification in you. Hence, the main responsibility 
is yours. 
 
In this chapter, we will begin to explore the harmony in human being. 
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Human Being as Co-existence of the Self and the Body 
What do you visualize when you read the words human being? You may imagine a human body with 
its familiar form and features. Have you also thought about who is visualising the human being? Who 
is appreciating the form and features? Is a human being just the Body or something more than that? 
We want to explore exactly what a human being is. 
 
The proposal is that human being is the co-existence of the Self and the Body.  
 
Let us try to observe it in ourselves now (refer to fig. 5-1). 
 

 
 
Who is interested in understanding what is written in These class notes? Who makes sense of the 
words? We keep saying things like ‘I am happy’, ‘I feel bored’, ‘this is my friend’, ‘that is a stranger’, ‘I 
like this music’, ‘I want to eat delicious food’ and so on. Like that, we have an idea that I am there and 
my body is also there. We can see that it is the Body that is tall or short, fat or thin, healthy or sick 
and so on. We also have an idea about ourselves. This ‘I’ is referring to the Self, not the Body. You 
(Self) are the one that recognises the relationships, that decides what to do and that feels happy or 
sad. When we say, “I ate delicious food”, we can see that the food was consumed by the Body and I 
enjoyed the taste of the food. 
 

The Needs of the Self and the Body 
If you try to understand Self and Body separately, it could be understood on the basis of need (see 
fig. 5-2). The need of the Self is happiness. If someone expresses a feeling of respect for us, we feel 
happy about it. Respect is one of the needs of the Self. Now, if you look at the need of the Body, it is 
physical facility. One example of it is food. You may observe it in yourself that food is required, and 
respect is also required. Both of these are required for human being.  
 

 
 
Do you think, one can be replaced by the other? For example, if you are given well prepared tasty 
food, but it is given to you with a push and a sharp, “here, take it and eat”! Will it work for you? 
Providing tasty food may fulfil the Boy, but the disrespect will not be satisfying for the Self! 
 
Similarly, if you are given respect, but no food, you may tolerate it for a day or two. However, you 
certainly need food also. Isn’t it? 
 
Thus, both of these are required. By giving food only, you can’t ensure respect. Same way, just by 
giving respect, food is not ensured. Thus, these are two different types of needs. Both of these are 
essential and therefore, both of them have to be fulfilled separately for human being. 
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Needs – Are they Temporary of Continuous? 
To clarify the difference between the two types of needs, let us look at them in terms of time. The food 
is required continuously or you need it only when you feel hungry? When your stomach is full, do you 
still require food? It is easy to see that food is needed only when we are hungry. If we are forced to 
eat when the stomach is full, we find it uncomfortable, rather intolerable. Thus, food is needed from 
time to time and not continuously. Therefore, food is required temporarily. 
 
What about respect? Is it desired continuously or only for a certain time? It is also easy to see that 
we desire respect all the time.  
 
You can notice that if a friend wishes you every morning, but does not wish you one day, how you 
feel – comfortable or uncomfortable? From this, if you conclude that there is a break in this feeling of 
respect for you, you feel uncomfortable, isn’t it? 
 

One of our friends came to visit with his ten-year old daughter. A conversation was taking 
place. At one point someone asked her “does your father love you”? She was silent for a few 
minutes. The person asked “Does he not love you”? She looked at him and said “he loves me 
but, why does he shout at me and beat me”? Taken aback, the friend defended himself by 
saying “I have scolded you few times, but I haven’t beaten you, have I”? Her response was, 
“remember, the night before Diwali… two years ago”. 

 
Since feeling is needed in continuity, even a small gap is not acceptable. The child remembers these 
minute gaps over such a long time! 
 
The need of the food is temporary. If someone forces us to eat continuously, we feel uncomfortable 
about it. Just imagine if you went to a friend’s house and he served delicious food. You ate with 
enthusiasm because it was your favourite food. Now what would happen if your friend kept insisting 
for you to eat more and more, even after your stomach is full? 
 
In case of respect, we want continuity; but in case of food, we don’t want the continuity. Hence, both 
the needs are different with respect to time. Can you observe this? 
 
Like that, explore all your needs. All the needs related to the Self, like the need for respect, the need 
for trust, the need of relationship, the need of happiness – all these are continuous in time. We don’t 
want any kind of break in it, even for a moment. On the other hand, all the needs related to the Body, 
like the need for food, the need for shelter – all these are required for a limited time. Having them in 
continuity creates a problem for us. This is one way; we can differentiate between the need of the Self 
and the need of the Body. 
 

Needs – Quantity and Quality 
The other way to see the difference between the two; is in terms of quantity and quality. The need for 
food is quantitative in nature. We can identify the quantity of the food needed to nurture our body. 
Same is the case with the need of clothes, shelter, etc. None of us can eat unlimited amount of food 
or wear unlimited amount of clothes. We can always identify the quantity of cloth needed to prepare 
a dress. Like that, any physical facility is required in a limited quantity. You can observe it in yourself 
– whether you need physical facility in a limited quantity or unlimited quantity. 
 
On the other hand, the feeling of respect, trust, etc. is not quantitative. We don’t say, ‘today I got half 
kg of respect’ or ‘two metres of trust’. Even speaking like this appears laughable. These feelings are 
qualitative in nature. We can’t talk about their quantity. We can only say, whether these feelings are 
there or not there. They are qualitative; they are in the form of a feeling. Either this feeling is there or 
not there; measure of quantity does not apply to it. 
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With these two differences, we can see that the need for physical facility and the need for happiness 
are two different types of needs. The need for physical facility relates to the Body and the need of 
happiness relates to the Self. 
 
Refer to Exercise no. 2 placed in ‘Practice Exercises for Self-exploration’ at the end of this chapter. 
Through it, you can further explore the needs of the Self and the needs of the Body. Please do that 
exercise now, before moving ahead. Could you see that the needs of the Self and the needs of the 
Body are of two different types? 
 

Fulfilment of the Needs of the Self and the Body 
Now, let us see how these two different types of needs are fulfilled. Refer to fig. 5-3. The need for 
food is fulfilled by something physical – like rice and vegetables or a sandwich. You may say that is 
obvious – because it really is! But when it comes to the need for respect, it is fulfilled by the feeling of 
respect. You may want your friends to pay attention to you, to listen to what you say without 
interrupting you and even to appreciate what you say, isn’t it? These are few expressions of the 
expectation of right feeling, from which you conclude that your friends respect you. 
 

 
You can find out if your need for food will be fulfilled if your friends keep saying nice things about you, 
but they don’t offer you anything to eat, all day! It is quite obvious that some food is required to fulfil 
the need of the Body. Similarly, you can find out if your need for respect will be fulfilled if your friends 
keep on feeding you with the best of foods, but keep making fun of you, all day. Can you see that 
these are two different needs and one cannot be substituted for the other? 
 
All the needs related to the Body, which are in terms of physical facility, are fulfilled by some physio-
chemical things. All the needs related to the Self are in terms of feeling, and they are fulfilled by right 
understanding and right feeling. 
 
We discussed this in chapter 3 also, while talking about the basic human aspiration. We saw that 
three things are required for a human being to be fulfilled:  

1. Right understanding in the Self 
2. Fulfilment in relationship with human being 
3. Physical facility with rest of the nature 

 
Refer to fig. 5-4. The physical facility has to do with the needs of the Body. The right understanding 
and right feeling have to do with the needs of the Self. 
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For human being, in addition to the Body, the Self has become prominent. Thus the need of the Self 
has become significant. Hence, feelings, like trust, respect, etc. have become of higher priority 
compared to the physical facility. To be fulfilled, over and above physical facility, human being needs 
right understanding and right feeling which are the needs related to the Self. 
 
The need of the Self is happiness, while the need of the Body is physical facility. The need for 
happiness is fulfilled by right understanding and right feeling; whereas the need for physical facility is 
fulfilled by physio-chemical things. Both of these needs have to be fulfilled separately, because the 
two are of different types. For human being to be fulfilled, both the needs have to be taken care of. 
 
What do you think – are both, the Self and the Body, important or you can do away with any one of 
them? Are we taking care of both, or are we largely focused on the Body only? Most parents sincerely 
want to take care of the child to the best extent possible. What many of them end up doing is largely 
taking care of the needs of the Body and almost ignoring the Self. For example, a mother may try to 
over-feed the child and if the child resists, she may shout at or even beat the child. In the process, 
the Self is getting violated, though the Body is getting fed. If we observe our day-to-day living, we are 
largely focused on the needs relating to body. 
 

Needs of the Self are Definite 
Of course, the needs related to the Body depend on the age, health condition, shape and size of the 
Body etc. An adult may need 1kg of food in a day, while a small child may need 100 grams. A tall 
young man may need 3 metres of cloth for a pant, while a short boy may need only 1 metre of cloth. 
Like that the needs related to the Body will vary. 
 
On the other hand, the needs of the Self are definite. A child needs happiness as much as a youth as 
does an old person. In other words, this right understanding and right feeling is the need of any Self 
and every Self, regardless of the state and condition of the Body. Can you see that? 
 

The Activities of the Self and the Body 
When we look deeper into the human being, we can look at it in terms of the activities going on. Refer 
to fig. 5-5. 
 
The Self has the activity of desire, thought and expectation. Observe within yourself, whether these 
activities are going on in you or not? What do you see? Are these the activity of the Self or the Body? 
Is this activity of desire and thought continuous or temporary in time? Just start observing whether 
these activities are going on continuously in you or only for some time? Try to stop your thought – 
what do you find? Does it stop? Is it possible to stop the activity of desire, activity of thought? We will 
find that the activity of the Self is continuous in time. We cannot stop it. 
 

 
 
On the other hand, any work that we take from the Body, like eating, walking, etc., is temporary in 
time. After some time, the Body gets tired and we need to give it rest. We cannot make it continuous.  
 
Thus, when it comes to performing an activity with the help of the Body, we can’t do it continuously. 
On the contrary, any activity of the Self is continuous; we can’t stop it even for a while. When we are 
bored of thinking about one thing, we start thinking of something else. But one or the other desire, 
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thought keeps going on continuously in us. Any activity with the help of Body is difficult to continue 
while any activity of the Self is difficult to stop. Can you observe this difference? 
 
Refer to exercise no. 3 placed in ‘Practice Exercises for Self-exploration’ at the end of this chapter. 
Through it, you can further explore the activities of the Self and the activities of the Body. Please do 
that exercise now, before reading further. Could you see that these activities are qualitatively of two 
different types? 
 
The Self and the Body can be differentiated on the basis of their need as well as their activity. The 
third difference is at the level of response – the response of the Body and response of the Self. 
 

The Response of the Self and the Body 
The response of the Body is based on recognizing and fulfilling whereas the response of the Self is 
based on knowing, assuming, recognizing and fulfilling (see fig. 5-6).  
 

 
Let’s take an example to clarify it. If someone is piercing a needle in your body, the Body has a definite 
recognition and fulfilment. If the needle is harder than the skin of the Body, it will go inside; if it is softer 
than the skin, it will not go inside. This recognition and fulfilment of the Body with the needle is definite.  
 
Now, let’s look at the response of the Self. If someone is piercing a needle in our body, will we 
cooperate with him or oppose him? That depends upon the situation and our assumption about that 
person. If the person piercing the needle is a doctor, we cooperate. On the contrary, if the person is 
an enemy trying to inject poison in the Body, we will oppose him. It means that the recognition and 
fulfilment of the Self depends upon the assumption in the Self. Can you observe that your response 
to the other person depends upon your assumption? Any small difference in assumption leads to 
different recognition and fulfilment.  
 
Let’s take another example. You are lying on the operation table for some surgery. The doctor is ready 
to perform the job. Just before the anaesthesia, a close friend makes a phone call to you and informs 
you that this doctor is hand in hand with your enemy. What would you do? Will you continue with 
operation or jump out of the table? Obviously, the second one. Why? Because of the information you 
received via the phone call. Now, your assumption about the doctor has changed. Obviously, no other 
physical change outside has taken place. The table, the room, and the people, everything is same, 
but your assumption about the doctor has changed, so it is followed by a change in recognition and 
fulfilment. Earlier, you were ready to pay for the operation and now you won’t allow him to operate, 
even if you are paid for it!  
 
The recognition and fulfilment of the Body will be the same in both the cases. However, the recognition 
and fulfilment of the Self depends upon the assumption. Since the assumptions keep changing based 
upon the influence of circumstances, peer pressure, society, media, etc.; our recognition and 
fulfilment, our conduct also keeps varying throughout the day. That is the source of the indefinite 
conduct of a human being. All the problems that we see around, ultimately, relate to this. 
 
With this background, if you observe people around you, they have various assumptions in 
themselves, many a times, not based upon right understanding but influenced by the sensation, 
media, advertisement, preconditioning prevailing in the society, etc. Due to differences in assumption, 
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their recognition and fulfilment is different. Hence, there is a lot of difference in the conduct of various 
people. 
 
Not only that, even a single person may have many different sets of assumptions. When one set of 
assumptions is active, his conduct is one way. When another set of assumptions is active, the conduct 
is different. You may find the same person full of affection one time and full of jealousy another time. 
We also may have various assumptions in us. Sometimes these assumptions may even be contrary 
to each other; and depending upon the time, situation and circumstances – one of them may become 
active. This makes our behaviour much more complicated. Any misleading assumption that is not 
right, leads to a wrong recognition and fulfilment, ultimately leading to wrong behaviour / conduct.  
 
This is what most of us are doing – living on the basis of assumptions. As a result, all of us are facing 
problems at various levels. If we assume ourselves to be of one sect, and assume the other sect to 
be our opponent, our behaviour with the people of these two sects will be quite different. Like if a 
person believes himself to be of sect one and he has the assumption that those who believe 
themselves to be of another sect are different from him, his behaviour will be very different for people 
of both these sects. However, when he is able to understand human being, his assumptions will be 
set right and his behaviour will be mutually fulfilling for any human being, and every human being. 
Can you see that? 
 
The conduct of the human being basically depends upon the response of the Self, as all decisions 
are made by the Self. Only with the assumptions set right, i.e. assumptions that are based on knowing, 
can the recognition and fulfilment be set right; and only then can the conduct become definite.  
 
This has been elaborated in the fig. 5-7. As long as we are just operating in the smaller block 
(assuming, recognizing, fulfilling), we are in problem. Our conduct is indefinite as our assumptions 
keep changing. The solution is to operate in the bigger block (knowing, assuming, recognizing, 
fulfilling). The shift from operating only on the basis of assuming without knowing to operating on the 
basis of knowing is facilitated by human education-sanskar. 
 

 
 
Knowing means understanding the reality as it is, in its completeness. Since the reality is definite, 
knowing is also definite. With right understanding, our assumptions, basically our acceptance is set 
right, our recognition of relationship is set right, and therefore, we make effort to fulfil the relationship. 
In this way, our conduct becomes definite. It becomes humane; so, we are calling it definite human 
conduct. 
 
If we understand (know) the human being as proposed above, our assumptions will be set right – we 
will be able to see that all human beings are similar. Our recognition of relationship will be set right – 
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we will recognise all human beings as being similar, rather than on the basis of their cast, creed, 
gender, age, language, region, religion, etc. With the recognition set right, our fulfilment of relationship 
will be set right – we will make effort for fulfilment of both the Self as well as the Body, rather than 
discriminate based on weather one is male or female, white or black, Hindu or Christian, etc.  
 
To live in a state of solution, we need to ensure knowing in the Self; which is the most important task 
for a human being. In the absence of knowing, when we are living just by assumptions, we are in 
problem, and creating problem for the others. Can you see that? 
 
This transformation from the state of problem or indefinite conduct to the state of solution or definite 
conduct can be ensured by human education-sanskar. 

 

The Self as the Consciousness Entity, the Body as the Material Entity 
We saw that the need, fulfilment, activity and the response of Self and Body are completely different. 
They are two different types of reality – the Self (which is also called as Jeevan) is the domain of 
consciousness [A Nagaraj 2003], while the Body is the domain of material. 
 

 
 
As shown in fig. 5-8, the domain of consciousness is characterized by the activity of knowing, 
assuming, recognising and fulfilling. On the other hand, the domain of material only has the activity 
of recognising and fulfilling. 
 
Happiness is the need of the consciousness and it is fulfilled by right understanding and right feeling 
which are activities of the consciousness itself. Body is a material unit and its needs are material in 
nature and they are fulfilled by physio-chemical things. Thus, the need of the consciousness is fulfilled 
by the activities of consciousness only; whereas the need of the material body is fulfilled by physio-
chemical (material) things only. 
 
To understand the human being, both the domain of consciousness as well as the domain of material 
needs to be understood. For human being to be fulfilled, both domains need to be fulfilled separately. 
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Gross Misunderstanding – Assuming Human Being to be only the Body 
A gross misunderstanding is to assume the human being to be just the Body. 
 
As far as the needs of human being are concerned, they are in terms of happiness and physical 
facility. The need for happiness is continuous because it is actually the need of the Self. With the 
assumption that ‘the human being is just the Body’, all the efforts for fulfilment of human needs have 
to take place through physical facility. We are actually trying to fulfil the needs of the Self through the 
Body, through physical facility. Of course, we are also trying to fulfil the needs of the Body through 
physical facility. 
 
We are trying to fulfil the continuous need for happiness, like respect, through physical facility like 
clothes and food. Since the need for happiness is continuous, we end up thinking that it will come 
from more clothes, more food, etc. Hence, the need for clothes, food and any other physical facility 
appears to be undefined or unlimited in quantity. This is articulated in fig. 5-9. 
 

 
For instance, you can observe people who are trying to get respect out of clothes. They keep on 
buying and wearing new clothes just to draw attention towards themselves. Do you think that this 
attention is the same as respect? Is it possible to get respect based on the clothes you wear? What 
about continuity of respect on this basis? Certainly, it does not work! 
 
The impact of this assumption is that we keep accumulating more and more physical facility, without 
knowing how much is enough; how much will fetch us continuous happiness. We never feel 
prosperous. We feel deprived so we try to accumulate more; that is how we get into a loop. Check if 
you are also caught in this loop.  
 
The gross misunderstanding is assuming the human being to be the Body; and therefore, trying to 
fulfil all the needs through physical facility alone. It is needless to say that there are wide repercussions 
at every level of human existence. On the one hand, there is exploitation of natural resources for more 
and more physical facility. On the other hand, human beings are exploited in the process and also, 
they are made to compete for the limited physical facility. 
 

The Self is Central to the Human Being 
If we now look at human being, the Self (consciousness) is there, the Body (material) is there and the 
two co-exist. Further: 

• It is the Self that has the need to know and the possibility to know the reality – it is the knower 
or seer. 

• The Self gives instructions to the Body when the Body needs to be involved and it reads the 
sensations from the Body (see fig. 5-10). In that sense, the Self decides what to do – it is the 
doer. 

• It is the Self which experiences happiness or unhappiness – it is the enjoyer (experiencer). 
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In this way, we can see that the Self is central to human existence. The Body is used as an instrument. 
In chapter 6, we will explore into the Self in more detail. We will explore the needs of the Self and how 
these needs are fulfilled. In chapter 7, we will explore the needs of the Body and their fulfilment.  
 
The fulfilment of the needs of the Self and the needs of the Body ensures the harmony in the human 
being. That is the brief proposal of harmony in human being for your self-exploration. 
 

Salient Points 
• Human being is the co-existence of the Self, a consciousness unit and the Body, a material 

unit. The two are in co-existence with each other. 

• The needs of the Self and the Body are of two different types – fulfilling one cannot fulfil the 
other. The need of the Self is happiness and this need is continuous and qualitative. The need 
of the Body is physical facility and this need is temporary and quantitative. 

• The need of the Self is fulfilled by right understanding and right feeling, while the need of the 
Body is fulfilled by physio-chemical things.  

• The need of consciousness (Self) is fulfilled by the activities of consciousness only, while the 
need of material Body is fulfilled by material things. Consciousness cannot be fulfilled by 
material and vice versa. 

• The activities of the Self, like desire, thought, expectation, etc. are continuous in time. The 
activities of the Body, like eating, walking, etc. are temporary in time. 

• The response of the Body is definite, and in terms of recognizing and fulfilling. The response 
of the Self is in terms of knowing, assuming, recognizing and fulfilling. Knowing is to see the 
reality as it is. The response of the Self is indefinite if it is based on assuming, recognising and 
fulfilling. It is definite and humane if it is based on knowing, assuming, recognising and fulfilling. 

• The indefinite response and indefinite conduct are a source of problem. With knowing, the 
response becomes definite and leads to definite human conduct. This is a state of solution. 
This transformation from a state of problem to a state of solution is facilitated by human 
education-sanskar.  

• Harmony in the human being means ensuring the fulfilment of the need of the Self, fulfilment 
of the need of the Body and ensuring harmony between the Self and the Body. 

 

Test Your Understanding 
 

Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. Human being is the co-existence of the Self and the Body. What are three specific 
distinguishing attributes of the Self and the Body? Explain with examples. 

2. The domain of consciousness is fulfilled by the activities of consciousness, while the domain 
of material is fulfilled by material things. Consciousness cannot be fulfilled by material. Explain 
these statements. 

3. What is the qualitative difference between the activities of the Self and those of the Body? 
Illustrate with few examples. 

4. How is the response of the Body definite? 
5. What is the meaning of definite human conduct? Explain with examples of the definite and 

indefinite response of the Self. 
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6. What is the gross misunderstanding about a human being? What is the outcome of it? Relate 
it to the problems we see in the society. 

 

Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
(To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
1. Who is male-female, tall-short, good looking-ugly, Hindu-Muslim, blind-not blind, able to 

understand, able to decide, able to run? Is it the Self or the Body? 
 

2. Take your list of desires. Revise it if you need to. Now classify the desires as being related to the 
need of the Self or need of the Body. 

Desire Related to the Need 
of the Self 

Related to the Need 
of the Body 

Health  Body 

Feeling of acceptance for me in my 
friends 

I want that feeling of 
acceptance 

 

Being physically in the company of my 
friends 

I want to be with my 
friends 

 

Food for nutrition  My Body needs the 
nutrition 

Food for taste I want the taste  

Lots of money – for needs of Body  Money for food, 
clothes, shelter, etc. 

Lots of money – for respect in the 
society 

Money for jazzy bike 
etc. so people will 
respect me 

 

Understanding my natural acceptance It is my need to be in 
harmony 

 

This is just a sample list. Please make 
your own list 

  

 
If a desire appears to be related to both (needs of the Self and needs of the Body), look for the 
purpose, and split it into two or more sub-desires until you are able to see clearly whether the sub-
desire is related to the need of the Self or the need of the Body. E.g. the desire for ‘lots of money’ 
has been split into two sub-desires. One part is to get food, clothes, shelter, etc. for the Body, and 
the other part is to get respect amongst friends in the society. If you look at the first desire it is 
related to Body, while the second desire is related to Self. 
 
From this exercise, 

a) Find out at least two key distinguishing features between the needs of the Self and the 
needs of the Body. 

b) Roughly what percentage of your desires is related to the needs of the Self and what 
percentage is related to the needs of the Body? 

c) Compare the rough percentages, below: 

Percentage of time and effort you are 
making for physical facility (recollect from 
exercise done in chapter 3) 

Percentage of needs of the Body 

Percentage of time and effort you are 
making for fulfilment in relationship and 
right understanding (recollect from 
exercise done in chapter 3) 

Percentage of needs of the Self 

What are your conclusions from this exercise? 
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3. Make a list of your activities from morning till night. Some of these are activities going on in you 
(the Self), some activities are going on in your Body and some activities involve both you (the Self) 
as well as your Body. Classify the list of activities in these three categories (see table, below). 

Activity In the Self In the Body Involving both the 
Self and the Body 

Running 

  I made the decision 
to run. The Body is 
running 

Eating 

  I made the decision 
to eat. The Body is 
eating. The Body is 
getting the nutrition 
and I am getting the 
taste 

Thinking 
I am thinking. My 
body is not involved 

  

Feeling excited 
I am feeling excited There is some effect 

on my Body also 
Both, me and my 
Body is involved 

Heartbeat 
 This is happening in 

the Body 
 

Blood circulation 
 This is happening in 

the Body 
 

Other activities…    

Write down your observations regarding: 
a) The activities of the Self which do not involve the Body. Can you see that these activities 

are continuous? 
b) Activities of the Body. Can you see that they involve some internal organs of the Body 

(like the heart and blood vessels)? Can you see that these activities are discontinuous or 
cyclic? 

c) Activities that involve both, the Self as well as the Body. In such activities, try to identify 
the role of the sense organs as well as the work organs. For example, when you are 
observing a mosquito to kill it: 

• You have decided to observe the mosquito 

• The eye, a sense organ, and the ear, another sense organ, are used as 
instruments 

• The hand, a work organ, is used to squat the mosquito (of course, after you 
decided how and when to do it) 

 
4. List out 10 decisions that you have made in the last few days. Try to identify the basis for each 

decision – was it based on knowing or was it based on assuming without knowing? See table, 
below: 

Decision Based on Knowing and 
Assuming 

Based on Assuming 
without Knowing 

To pick up the call from my 
friend 

 I was expecting good news 
from him 

To drop the call from my 
friend 

 He gave me bad news 

To call my mother I knew my mother will 
sympathise with me 

 

To eat a tasty pizza  I assumed it will be tasty and 
it was great 

This is just a sample list. 
Please make your own list 
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What percentage of your decisions are based on knowing? Which category of decisions do you 
feel more comfortable with? Write down your conclusions from this exercise. 

 
5. Take out a few pairs of clothes that you use regularly. For each pair of clothes, find out 

approximately what part of the price you paid for it was  
a. To fulfil the need of the Body (health of the Body) 
b. To get attention, respect, etc. from others (need of the Self) 
What percentage of your money is being spent on clothes for health and what percentage of 
your money is being spent for getting attention etc.? What is your conclusion from this 
exercise? 

 

Part 3: Projects and Modelling Exercises 
You may like to revisit this part of Test Your Understanding after reading through the complete class 
notes once and self-exploring all the key proposals. With that, you may have some (or many) aha! 
moments in which something clicks for you, you understand a proposal. What you have understood 
may be expressed in various creative ways which appeal to different people. This part is for you to 
give a creative expression to your understanding. Of course, you can do this in a group also. Creative 
expressions may be in the form of sketches, drawings, paintings, clay models, sculptures, songs, 
poems, music, dance, audios, videos, games, puzzles, stories, skits, plays, dramas, charts, diagrams, 
plans, survey questionnaires, blogs, something on social media and so on. It is the story of your own 
life – and it matters. While some hints are given above, please feel free to share your real aha’s in 
your own way! 
  
“I have to know the existential reality to be in tune with it” 
 
“Human being – co-existence of the Self and the Body or just the Body”? 
 

Part 4: Your Questions 
Write down your questions or doubts in your note-book. If any of the previous questions have been 
clarified by your self-exploration of the proposals so far, please mark them as answered. We would 
like to discuss the questions remaining unanswered in your self-exploration. 
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Chapter 6: Harmony in the Self 
                   – Understanding Myself 

 
 

 
 

Recap 
In the previous chapter, we discussed human being as the co-existence of the Self and the Body. We 
discussed categorically the needs, activities and response of the Self and the Body. We understood 
the Self as a consciousness entity and the Body as a material entity; we saw that the Self makes all 
the decisions, regarding itself as well as regarding the Body. 
 
There is harmony in the human being when the needs of the Self as well as the needs of the Body 
are fulfilled: 

▪ The need of the Self is continuous happiness. It is fulfilled by right understanding and right 
feeling which are activities of consciousness. 

▪ The need of the Body is physical facility. It is fulfilled by physio-chemical things which are 
material in nature. 
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Having explored the harmony between the Self and the Body, now we will explore into the activities 
of the Self and see how harmony can be ensured among all the activities of the Self; ultimately, 
leading to harmony in the Self, resulting into a state of continuous happiness. 
 
Let us take a deeper look to try and investigate into the Self. 

 

Activities of the Self 
We can easily see that we are involved in various activities all the time. Activities like eating, sleeping, 
playing, studying, etc. are going on. In chapter 5, we tried to distinguish between the activities of the 
Body, the activities of the Self and the activities where both, the Self as well as the Body are involved. 
When we say ‘my activities’, we are generally referring to our imagination, our activity of making 
decisions, our desires, our thoughts, our expectations and so on. It is necessary to understand the 
Self with precision, so as to be able to understand harmony in the Self.  
 
In fig. 6-1, three sets of the activities of the Self are mentioned. These are the initial activities that we 
will study. It is not just a matter of reading about these activities, but it is rather important to see these 
activities going on in you. It is important to experientially validate what is being discussed here. Only 
then will it make any difference in your living. Your happiness or unhappiness all depends on your 
own state! So, let us start exploring into the activities of the Self. 
 

 
 
Desire is about what you want to be. It is the name given to the activity of imaging. Since we use the 
word desire quite often, we are talking about it here, but what we can actually observe within, is the 
activity of imaging. It is like that for other activities of the Self also. 
 
So, desire is the power for the activity of imaging. You are making an image in the Self. When we say 
desire, it is in the form of an image which you have created within. For example, if there is a desire 
for a big house, you want to become the owner of a big house. So, when you say desire for a big 
house it means you want to be the owner of a big house and you have an image of this. Desire means 
imaging of ‘what you want to be’. 
 
Thought is the power for the activity of analysing, trying to work out the details of ‘how to fulfil your 
desire’. When you have a desire for becoming an owner of a big house, you try to work out the details 
of the house. For example, will you have a dining room, a bedroom, a kitchen, a veranda, a bathroom, 
so on and so forth – this is called analysing. You are trying to separate different parts of the image, 
trying to work out the details of the image, trying to analyse the image – that is called thought. You 
generate lots of possible details, and you are taking up some of them. For the verandah, you may 
have lots of possibilities – an open verandah, a partially covered verandah and so on. You compare 
these possibilities and take up some of them. Which ones you will take up and which ones you will 
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not depends on your basis for comparison. Thought is the activity of analysing based on comparing 
various possibilities to fulfil your desire. 
 
We can see that desire is about ‘what to do’ or ‘what to be’ and thought is about how to fulfil the desire. 
So, thought is about ‘how to do’. 
 
Expectation is the power for the activity of selecting based on tasting. For example, when you are 
desiring for a big house, you have an image of it, you are analysing that image, trying to work out the 
details of it, and now you are trying to fill the finer details, like the smoothness of the walls, the colours, 
etc. – that is the activity of selecting. Here is a house, a drawing room and you want to decide whether 
to put white colour, green colour or blue colour on the wall. This selection of colour is based on your 
taste. If you had visited some place and you saw a cream colour room which you happened to like, it 
is now part of your taste. So now when you are selecting colours, you selected for cream colour. 
Expectation is the activity of selecting which is of course on the basis of tasting. 
 
We can take more examples to exemplify each of these activities. You have selected the style and 
colour of your clothes. This selection is based on your taste. You may like to wear loose cotton clothes 
– that is your selection. You have selected clothes which are blue in colour – that is your taste. Your 
friend might like to wear tight synthetic clothes which are black in colour – that is his selection based 
on his taste. You may or may not be aware of your taste, but every selection you make is based on 
your taste. Try to observe the way you sit. You select the position and posture every few minutes. 
That is also based on your taste for comfortability. 
 
The root of selecting-tasting and analysing-comparing is the desire. You may have a desire to be 
comfortable, so you are selecting body postures that provide comfort. You may have a desire to be 
knowledgeable, so you are analysing courses available in your college and selecting some of them. 
At the root is a desire for what you want to be and it is in the form of an image – not just a physical 
image but an image that also contains some feeling, some purpose. 
 
Can you observe within yourself and see that the activities of imaging, analysing-comparing and 
selecting-tasting are going on? 
 
You may observe that you have a desire to be a person with a good job. Then you may have many 
thoughts about how to get a good job – ‘shall I try for campus recruitment, shall I apply directly to the 
companies that do work in the areas of my choice, shall I consult my seniors’ and so on. There may 
be many thoughts like this. You may be dropping some of these thoughts when you compare with 
your criteria – ‘I want to consult that senior because (s)he has always been nice to speak with, I don’t 
want to apply directly because the placement office will disqualify me from campus interviews if I did 
that’ and so on. Then there may be many selections depending on your taste – ‘this set of companies, 
because they offer the best package’ and so on. Is that happening in you? 
 

Activities of the Self are Continuous 
We have the power of desire, i.e. we have the capacity for the activity of imaging, so we are able to 
image. We have the power of thought, i.e. we have the capacity for the activity of analysing, so we 
are able to analyse. We have the power of expectation, i.e. we have the capacity for the activity of 
selecting, so we are able to select. These powers are inexhaustible, so the activities are continuous! 
 
Try to observe if these activities are going on in you continuously or not. Are you having some desire 
or the other all the time? Like the desire to be happy – is that always there or sometimes you have no 
desire at all? Are you having some thought or the other continuously or there are times when you stop 
thinking? Are you having one or the other expectation all the time or there are times when you have 
no expectation? Like do you always have the expectation to keep the Body comfortable? And you 
keep selecting some body-posture or the other? Start by observing your activities during the day, and 
later you can make the observations during the night also. 
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If you are not able to see that it is continuous, you have to go on finding out, go on exploring, checking 
whether there is any time when there is no desire, when there is no thought or when there is no 
expectation. Find out if these activities are not going on or they are going on, but you are not aware 
that they are going on. 
 
The activities of imaging, analysing-comparing and selecting-tasting are always going on; whether we 
are aware of them or we are not aware of them; they are continuous. 

 

Activities Together Constitute Imagination 
Now, if you put these activities together, it is called imagination. We may not immediately be able to 
observe our desire, thought and expectation distinctly, but it may be easier to see that something is 
going on within. One imagination or the other is going on in us all the time. 
 
You can look into yourself and find out whether this imagination is going on in you all the time or you 
can stop it. It is important to look into yourself to find out. So, what do you find? If you observe yourself, 
you will find that some imagination or the other is going on all the time. 
 
Even if you observe yourself for five minutes you will find some 10, 20, 30 imaginations taking place. 
You may do this exercise to just observe yourself for five minutes and see all that is going on inside 
you! 
 

Imagination gets Expressed in Behaviour and Work 
All the decisions are made in our imagination. The decision regarding behaviour with human being is 
taken at the level of the imagination. Similarly, for any work we do with rest of nature, the decisions 
are taken at the level of imagination. It is where all decisions are taken. Can you see that? 
 
You may select to express something outside as behaviour or work or you may select not to express 
anything outside. That decision is also taken at the level of imagination. When it comes to the 
expression outside, the Body is used as an instrument. In behaviour, you may use the Body to share 
your feeling of respect for your friend by way of words. In work with rest of nature, you may involve 
your Body to sow the wheat seeds and so on. Your behaviour or work is simply an expression of your 
imagination in which the Body is involved. 
 
When your imagination is in harmony with your natural acceptance, it leads to harmony within and 
therefore, a state of happiness. If this imagination is in contradiction with your natural acceptance, it 
leads to disharmony and unhappiness. It is very important to see what is going on in our imagination, 
to be aware of our imagination, because our basic aspiration of happiness depends upon it. This is 
what we have to start looking into. 
 

One of our colleagues related this incident: I remember conducting a workshop in a small town 
for a group of teachers. I asked them “can you tell me what is your desire”? One of them said 
“as long as I am alive, I want unlimited wealth and after death, I want moksha (liberation)”. 
Now these are quite contradictory desires! When he is working for unlimited wealth, he will 
keep worrying about what will happen to his liberation. When he is working for liberation, he 
will keep thinking about what will happen to that unlimited wealth. With these contradictions, 
he will be in a state of unhappiness – can you see that? 

 
When we are comfortable within, when we are in harmony within, when we are in a state of happiness 
within, our behaviour and work is also likely to be harmonious. When we are uncomfortable, in 
disharmony, confusion and unhappiness within, our behaviour and work is also likely to be 
disharmonious. 
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We are taking this example again and again just to clarify the point. When you are thinking of taking 
revenge from someone for two hours and after two hours you drop the idea, is there any execution 
outside? There is no execution at the level of Body, no execution in behaviour and no execution in 
work. However, a lot has taken place at the level of imagination and this becomes the source of your 
happiness or unhappiness. For these two hours you were thinking of taking revenge, of opposition 
which is not naturally acceptable to you; so, for these two hours you were in the state of contradiction, 
of unhappiness. The other person may not even know of it as you have not expressed it outside! 
 
Similarly, when you think for two hours about a friend with a feeling of respect, about how to express 
your feeling of respect to him, you are in harmony within because the feeling of respect is naturally 
acceptable to you. When you are in harmony within, you are in a state of happiness. Of course, if you 
express this feeling of respect to your friend, it will lead to happiness for your friend also, since respect 
is naturally acceptable to him as well. 
 
Observe your own state of imagination and try to correlate your expression, in terms of behaviour and 
work. When is your behaviour fulfilling for the other? When is your work mutually enriching? 
 
Find out if imagination is going on or not going on? Is it going on continuously or there is a point of 
time when there is no imagination taking place? Can you see that you decide at the level of 
imagination and that your behaviour and work is just the expression of your imagination? Can you 
see that you use your Body, as and when required, for expressing your decisions? You may be aware 
of it or you may not be aware of it, so keep on observing and keep on verifying this. 
 
While the Self is central to human being, if you look at the Self, this imagination is central to the Self 
in the sense that happiness and unhappiness depends on the state of imagination. With that, it also 
connects the Self to the world outside, in terms of behaviour with human being and work with the rest 
of nature. It, further connects to natural acceptance within. In that sense the imagination plays a 
central role. 
 

State of Imagination 
We may find it difficult, at first, to observe our imaginations. We may then be able to see some of 
them, maybe with gaps in between. We may remember some imaginations and not others. Some 
imaginations may be connected to each other; some may be disconnected and even very contrary to 
each other. 
 

You may remember there was a TV serial called ‘Mungerilal Ke Haseen Sapane’ (Beautiful 
dreams of Mungerilal). It is about the day-dreams of a person called Mungerilal. What it depicts 
in each of the episodes is, that in first one minute he is a peon sitting outside an office on a 
stool and soon he takes off into his imagination for some twenty minutes (of that episode) and 
in last one minute he realizes that he is the peon sitting outside the office on his stool. These 
twenty minutes, he imagines all kinds of very interesting things. 

 
Now if you start looking at yourself, you will find that it is not only Mungerilal who is having these 
imaginations – we all are having such imaginations, one after the other. We may or may not be aware 
of our imaginations. We may or may not be able to find out where they are coming from, but 
imaginations are going on in each one of us. 
 
As you are reading These class notes, you can find out what is going on in your imagination. Even in 
five minutes, so many imaginations will be taking place one after the other. Are you able to see that? 
Are you aware of them? How much time your attention is in the class notes and how much time you 
are imagining other things? To comprehend one paragraph, you may be able to observe that you 
have to read it more than once, even if it is of interest to you. That is because you are thinking of 
many other things in between while reading. When you look at the things to which your attention goes 
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to, those are the things you consider important. Sometimes you think what is written in the class notes 
is important and sometimes you may think of your friends who have gone for a movie! 
 

That is why when we are conducting a class for this course, we keep repeating the important 
points many times, because we have an idea about what may be happening in the students. 
They may be going from one imagination to other imagination. By the time we speak 
something, we state some important point, the student picks up a few words and then (s)he 
takes off. (S)he starts imagining something, something else and so on. For ten minutes (s)he 
is off the class, in her own imagination and (s)he does not know what is going on in the class. 
Ten minutes later (s)he comes back and tries to trace what is being talked about. You see, we 
are clear that every student wants to know, wants to understand. We also have an idea about 
their ability to focus. By keeping both these things in mind, we write the contents on the board. 
We also keep repeating 10 times, 20 times so that even if (s)he comes back after 15 minutes 
(s)he should be able to find out what is being talked about, to get the point being discussed. 
Slowly, over time, things settle down as (s)he is able to see the relevance of what is being 
discussed. Then, her attention stays for more time on the discussion and we can go faster. 

 
An example has been shown in the fig. 6-2. It shows the way imagination goes. While a student 
is sitting in the classroom, the teacher is giving an assignment and the student is writing down 
the assignment. Suddenly he(student) remembers his friends who are planning to go for a 
movie. He recalls the last time he saw a movie with them. Many scenes may flash before him 
– of the escapades of the hero and the heroine. A loud thud of the dropping duster brings him 
back to the classroom. The board has now been filled up with 20 questions for the assignment. 
Anoop sees his notebook where only the first question has been written. Surprised at that, he 
starts writing the questions. He thinks that he can’t catch up with the teachers’ pace, so he 
starts planning how to get a copy of the questions. He will get it from the notes of one of his 
friends. Again, he slips back to the imagination about the movie. Anoop also want to be a 
scientist, have a big house with a lab in the basement. He wants to have a nice family. But he 
has to get some decent grades for that, he thinks. And so, it goes, one imagination after 
another. At this point, you may try to identify the desire, the thoughts and the selections. One 
desire is leading to many thoughts, selecting one of them and further analysing it and so on. 
Also try to identify the basis for the selections, the basis for comparing. 

 

 
If you try to trace your own imaginations, you will get an idea of the activities going on in you. You will 
find out that you (Self) are deciding the content of your imagination. You will find out that your 
imagination stays on those contents that you consider valuable, consider important. When you do this 
exercise, you will find that many of your imaginations are in harmony with each other, some are 
contrary to each other or contrary to your natural acceptance. 
 
Find out how you feel when your imaginations are contrary to each other – are you comfortable or 
uncomfortable? You will find that only when your imaginations are in line with your natural acceptance, 
it leads to happiness. Only when your imaginations are in harmony with each other it leads to 
happiness. This is a significant observation to make. It points to the fact that your happiness and 
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unhappiness depends on your own imagination! If you are not aware of your imaginations, they are 
still going on – making you happy or unhappy, all without your awareness! 
 
Once you start looking at your imagination, becoming aware of your desire, thought and expectation, 
you will be able to find out the state of your imagination. Refer to fig. 6-3. Your imagination could be 
well organized, in harmony or it could be a random mixture of harmony and contradiction. It could be 
in harmony or in contradiction with your natural acceptance. 
 

 
 
What do you find? Is your imagination well organized or random? Or nothing seems to be happening 
or you are unaware of what is going on? 
 
This imagination is significant because all the decisions are made here! Everything we feel, everything 
we think and everything we do is decided here. The state of imagination gives us a very precise idea 
about our life. If the imagination is well organised and in harmony, life will be in harmony – it will be 
happy. On the other hand, if the imagination is random and confused, so will the life be – sometimes 
happiness, sometimes unhappiness. 
 
Find out which state is desirable and what your current state of imagination is. It will give you an idea 
about yourself. 

 

Possible Sources of Imagination – Preconditioning, Sensation and 
Natural Acceptance 
The seed or root of the imagination is the desire. As we have seen, a small desire expands in thought 
and further expands in expectation. if we can be aware of our desire, we can check if it is in line with 
our natural acceptance or not before expanding it further in our imagination! 
 
Now the next question that we want to investigate into is the desire – where is it coming from? If you 
find it hard to pinpoint the desire, look into the content of your imagination as a whole. We want to 
find out, “what is the motivation that is driving our imagination”? If we look at this desire, thought and 
expectation, what is their source or motivation? Who is deciding on them? Are we deciding them 
ourselves? Or is it someone else making the decision, like parents, family members, friends, teachers, 
the social environment, etc.?  
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For example, you want to come first in the class. Is it really your own desire? Did you decide it yourself 
or it came from your parents, or it came from your teachers, or it came from your friends or it came 
from the social environment – what is it? We don't usually ask this question as to where it is coming 
from. It looks like we are deciding, but when we question deeper that how these desires came; then 
we may find that it came from the family, from the teachers, from the friends and so on. 
 

 
 
If you look into it (refer to fig. 6-4), you will find that there are three possible sources of motivation for 
imagination: 

1. Preconditioning 
2. Sensation 
3. Natural Acceptance 

 

Preconditioning as a Source of Motivation for Imagination 
A dominant source of imagination is preconditioning. Preconditioning means the beliefs, notions, 
norms, ideas, views, assumptions, dictums, goals, etc. picked by oneself, or prevailing in the family, 
in the society which may influence our imagination. For example, if parents say ten times you have to 
come first in the class, your desire gets conditioned, and you have the desire to come first in the class. 
If your friend also says you have to come first in the class, if your teacher also says you have to come 
first in the class, you get a strong desire to come first in the class. We tend to pick up whatever 
preconditioning is there around us in society, in family, in school without verifying it for ourselves. 
 
If you ask yourself whether you want to come first in the class or you want to understand what is being 
taught, what is the answer that you get? What is your natural acceptance? Given all the choices, you 
will like to understand what is being taught in the class, provided it relates to your happiness and 
prosperity – that is your natural acceptance. However, you desire to come first in the class because 
somehow you have now started relating it to your happiness or under the pressure (or influence) of 
your parents, your teachers, your friends or the society around. It may not be your natural acceptance, 
but you have made it your desire without verifying it for yourself.  
 
Like this you can see that a large percentage of your desires are motivated by preconditioning. They 
are not your natural acceptance, but you have made them your desire under some influence or 
pressure; and you may not even be aware of it! If you are not even aware of them, they are riskier for 
you as they might mislead your desires and you may not even notice it. In fact, a little awareness will 
show that the way we dress, what we select to eat, the way we talk, the way we behave… most of 
these are coming from our preconditioning. 
 

One of our friends related an example about a metro city of India which he visited fifteen years 
back. He along with his friends was going to meet someone at his house. In the metro train, 
he found that most of the youngsters were wearing torn trousers. He was quite surprised to 
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see this as he was in a metro city. He naively asked one of his friends if people in the city were 
facing some economic crisis. The friend was surprised and asked what happened. He said 
“people are wearing torn clothes – the trousers are torn at the bottom”. The friend laughed and 
replied, “Don’t you know? This is the fashion today”! Now this was quite unexpected for him 
and he kept thinking “if they have to wear torn clothes, why do they need to get it stitched”? 
But you know this is fashion and this fashion means some preconditioning has been created 
around. So, now we are paying for stitching the trouser and we are paying for tearing the 
trouser. Similarly, those heels of fashion – fashion of high heels, low heels and it keeps 
changing every few months. Our preconditioning is changing and we keep changing the 
clothes and shoes. Does it happen with you? Find it out. You may get so many things from 
your experience.  

 
Our preconditioning keeps on deciding our desires, thoughts and expectations. Can you see that?  
The prevailing preconditioning is one major source of motivation for imagination. 
 

Sensation as Another Source of Motivation for Imagination 
Another major source of our desire, our imagination is the sensation. Sensation is the information we 
get from the Body through the five sense organs – of sound (through ears), touch (through the skin), 
sight (through the eyes), taste (through the tongue) and smell (through the nose). For example, you 
are going by the road and you see a very shining red car passing by. Now your imagination is dragged 
by that car. You start desiring for that car now, because you happened to like the colour, or you 
happened to like the shape, speed or something else. So, this sensation has made an impact on you. 
So, now you have a desire for the car. Does it happen? 
 
Sensation has an important role in our imagination. See, if that is how it has been happening. Many 
of our desires are governed by the sensation that we get from the sense organs and we may feel 
motivated to fulfil those desires without being able to relate them to the continuity of happiness. You 
happen to eat some exotic food, and the taste motivates you to visit the restaurant again and again. 
You listen to some music and the tunes, the singer’s sonorous voice engrosses your whole thought. 
You now feel like listening to the music again and again. Your friend purchases a very soft woollen 
cloth, and the very touch makes you think how to get one for you too. Your neighbour uses some kind 
of perfume which you happen to like and you start locating that perfume in the mall. You like the way 
someone looks – now you want that person as your intimate friend. Now, you will see that you have 
been accumulating desires just like that; without verification and without being aware of how it came 
about. 
 
These are the two major sources of motivation for our imagination. One is the preconditioning and the 
other is sensation.  
 

Natural Acceptance as the Most Authentic Source of Motivation for Imagination 
The third source of motivation is our natural acceptance. Some people also refer to it as the inner 
voice or conscience. Self-verification on the basis of our natural acceptance can be the third possible 
source. It may or may not be the predominant source of motivation currently, but it can be the real 
source for deciding our desire, our imagination. 
 
Try to find out what your natural acceptance is: 

• To respect or to disrespect others? 

• To protect your Body or to damage your Body? 

• To eat food that nurtures your Body or to eat food that harms your Body? 
 
It is as simple as that. If we are aware of our natural acceptance, and we are aware of our imagination, 
we can make the choices that are in line with our natural acceptance. We will look into this third 
possibility in more detail as we go further. 
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So far, we have discussed three possible sources of motivation for our imagination. One is the 
prevailing preconditioning, the second one is sensation and the third possible source is the self-
verification on the basis of our natural acceptance. Can you see this for yourself? 
 

Consequences of Imagination from the three Sources – Self-organisation 
or Enslavement? 
Try to find out: of all the desires you have, what percentage of desires are coming from preconditioning 
and sensation; and what percentage is motivated by your natural acceptance?  
 
With this observation you can also see, as long as your desires are coming from preconditioning, you 
cannot be sure whether they are in harmony with your natural acceptance or not. Therefore, you are 
not sure whether, with these desires, you will be in harmony or you will be in contradiction 
within. Therefore, you are not sure whether you will be in a state of happiness within or unhappiness 
within. 
 
Similarly, when desires are based on sensation you are not very sure whether they are in line with 
your natural acceptance or not. So there again, you are not very clear whether it will lead to state of 
harmony and happiness within or contradiction and unhappiness within. 
 
We can recall the discussion on the prevailing notions about happiness from chapter 4. Assuming 
that pleasing sensation is happiness is one notion. We get bored with any indulgence after some time 
and want to shift to something else. We keep shifting TV channels, shifting from sweets to salty 
snacks, shifting from one kind of music to another and so on. Now you can see that a particular 
sensation may match with our taste for a while, but we don’t want to continue with it since it does not 
necessarily ensure harmony in the Self. 
 
Similarly, the assumption that good feeling from the other will fetch us happiness can now be 
evaluated. We like the taste of the feeling that we receive from the other. However, it does not ensure 
harmony within us – it does not ensure right understanding and right feeling. Therefore, the taste of 
the feeling is very short lived. Try to observe people who have such an assumption. They keep 
expecting affirmation from the other. A husband may keep expecting his wife to pay full attention to 
him and only to him all the time. She may expect him to pick up her phone call every time on the first 
ring; to answer her messages immediately; to inform her of whom he is meeting every time and so 
on. This sort of expectation is an indication that we have an assumption that the feeling from the other 
is a source of my happiness. 
 
Only when your desires are coming through your natural acceptance, you can be sure that you are in 
harmony within because then your imagination is in line with your natural acceptance. Only then you 
are sure to be in a state of harmony within and therefore, in a state of happiness. The only way to 
ensure harmony at the level of Self is to ensure that all our desire, thought and expectation, all our 
imaginations are in line with our natural acceptance. 
 
This is also the meaning of definite conduct. We are able to see our natural acceptance. Our 
imagination is in harmony with our natural acceptance; therefore, we are in a state of harmony 
(happiness) within. Our behaviour and work are now in line with (in harmony with) our natural 
acceptance. This is what we referred to as definite human conduct. 
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Next, ask yourself if your desires, which are motivated by some preconditioning, are really yours or 
they are borrowed from outside. Who decided to wear the torn clothes (to show others that you are in 
tune with the latest fashion)? Is that really you? Because if you had decided (on the basis of your 
natural acceptance), would you not have selected clothes that protect the Body, and also that are 
acceptable in the society? If we look into this in depth, it is the prevailing preconditioning that is 
deciding, rather than your natural acceptance; it is the other deciding, rather than you! In that sense, 
the decision is dictated by the other. Refer to fig. 6-5. It is a state of enslavement. That indicates that 
we are dictated by our own preconditioning! 
 
Similarly, ask yourself if your desires which are motivated by sensation, are really yours or they are 
borrowed from outside? Who decided to go for that food for the sensation of taste alone, without 
checking if it is nurturing for your Body? Is that really you? Because if you had decided (on the basis 
of your natural acceptance), would you not have selected food that is nurturing for your Body, and 
which was also tasty? If you look carefully, it is the sensation of taste that is overriding your natural 
acceptance. In that sense, the decision is dictated by the sensations of the Body. It is a state of 
enslavement. That indicates we are enslaved by our own sensations! 
 
When you ask yourself if your desires which are based on your natural acceptance, are really yours 
or they are borrowed from outside. If you decided on shoes to protect your feet and you selected 
shoes of the right size and shape of your feet, it is in line with your natural acceptance. For such 
desires, selections, you are not influenced by what people say or the conditions outside. The latest 
shoe fashion for pointed shoes, high heeled shoes, the shiniest shoe exteriors, etc. would not have 
any influence on your decision or your selection. You get an affirmative yes – that desires based on 
your natural acceptance are truly your desires. Of course, such desires would be in line with your 
basic aspiration for mutual happiness and mutual prosperity at the base, so they will be acceptable 
not only to you, but to the other as well. This is the state of being self-organised, organized under the 
guidance of one’s natural acceptance. 
 
Being self-organised is not the same as freedom. The general sense of freedom is one of doing 
whatever one desires. Another aspect of the general sense of freedom is escape from some sort of 
bondage. As we have seen, our desires are largely motivated by preconditioning and sensation, so 
there could be a desire to dominate and force the whole class to take a day off. Would you consider 
such an action to be a sign of freedom? Being self-organised, on the other hand, is used specifically 
for the responsibility one willingly takes in ensuring harmony. I am happy to take the responsibility to 
act in accordance with my natural acceptance. It is in the interest of harmony within myself and 
harmony outside. If we make effort for collaborating with our classmates to understand all that is being 
taught, it is in the interest of harmony. One can make such choices when one is guided by their natural 
acceptance (one is self-organised). 
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The exercise of finding out the accumulated desires coming from preconditioning, sensation and 
natural acceptance will give us an idea of our state of being self-organised or being enslaved. In other 
words, it will give an idea of how much we are in harmony within and how much we are in disharmony 
within; how much we are in a state of happiness within and how much we are in a state of unhappiness 
within. We will get a reasonable idea about “what we are”. It will also give a good idea about what we 
need to do to reach to the state of being self-organised, the state of complete harmony and continuous 
happiness within. 
 

The Way Ahead – Ensuring Harmony in the Self by way of Self-
exploration 
The state of harmony within is ‘harmony in the Self’; and it is desirable. Once we are in harmony 
within, we are self-organised, in a state of continuous happiness. To reach to this state, we need to: 

a) Know our natural acceptance. We have mentioned before that our natural acceptance is for 
relationship, not for opposition; for harmony, not for disharmony; and for co-existence, not for 
conflict, struggle. In chapter 2, we had referred to natural acceptance as “what I really want to 
be”, “what is naturally acceptable to me”. 

b) Be aware of our imagination, i.e. our desire, thought and expectation or the activities of 
imaging, analysing-comparing and selecting-tasting. In chapter 2, we had referred to our 
imagination in terms of “what I am”. 

c) Find out how much of our accumulated imagination is motivated by preconditioning, sensation 
and natural acceptance. This is essentially analysing “what I am”. 

d) Work out a way to sort out our imagination till it is fully in line with our natural acceptance, i.e. 
our desires, thoughts and expectations are in line with relationship, harmony and co-existence; 
and free of opposition, exploitation and conflict. This is basically working out a way to line up 
“what I am” with my natural acceptance, through the process of dialogue within, i.e. The 
process of self-exploration. 

 

 
 
Harmony in the Self is achieved by ensuring harmony between our imagination and our natural 
acceptance, by ensuring that all imaginations are in line with our natural acceptance (fig. 6-6). 

 

Understanding Harmony in the Self (Detail) 
[The first-time reader may choose to skip this part and come back to it in the second reading. Here, 
we are introducing ten activities of the Self. For more details, please refer to appendix A6-1] 
 
If we look at the finer details, it would give an idea of the current state of development of the Self as 
well as a glimpse of the complete state of development. As we go into further chapters, these points 
will be further detailed and clarified. 
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If you look at the Self (refer to fig. 6-7), the activities have been marked in two blocks, B1 and B2. So 
far, we have been talking about the activities related to block B2, “what I am”, my imagination. Desire 
is the activity of imaging – about myself, my state of being, what I want to be as a human being. 
Thought is the activity of analysing – about how to fulfil my desire to be. Expectation is the activity of 
selecting – the things to do in the outside world to fulfil my desire. We have been discussing these 
activities because these are the activities that we are awakened to, by and large. If you are having 
difficulty in being able to see your desires, thoughts and expectations distinctly, find out if it is because 
you are not fully aware of yourself, of your activities and the content of these activities. 
 
These activities, together called imagination, are governing our harmony or disharmony within and 
outside (in terms of our behaviour, work and participation in the larger order, i.e. in the family, society, 
nature/existence). 
 
The activities related to block B1, “what I really want to be”, related to my natural acceptance are what 
we have previously referred to as right understanding and right feeling. These are the activities of 
contemplation, understanding and realisation. Contemplation is the activity of seeing my participation 
in the larger order, seeing my relationship with other human beings and my relationship with the rest 
of nature. Understanding is the activity of seeing the harmony in nature, seeing the inherent harmony 
in every unit in nature. Realisation is the activity of seeing the co-existence in existence. 
 
If I am awakened to these activities, i.e. if I have the right understanding and right feeling, it is my 
internal guide for all my imagination. I can filter every input that I get from outside. I accept only those 
inputs which are in line with relationship and ensure relationship; inputs which are in line with harmony 
and ensure harmony and inputs which are in line with co-existence and ensure co-existence. This 
internal guide is shown by the arrow from B1 to B2. This is a very important arrow. This is what we 
have to awaken to. 
 
If you observe the Self which is awakened only to B2, it is partly in harmony but largely in disharmony 
and unhappiness. This unhappiness is not naturally acceptable, so it tries various means to achieve 
happiness or escape from unhappiness as we discussed in chapter 4. The solution is to realise our 
innate potential to awaken to higher activities of contemplation, understanding and realisation, to a 
Self that is awakened to B1 and B2. This is what we are referring to as a Self with human 
consciousness. This is the self-evolution in human being, i.e. the Self awakening to all its activities. 
This self-evolution is facilitated by self-exploration which is what we have been trying to initiate. The 
evolved Self is shown in fig. 6-7. 
 
In this context, it is pertinent to mention that at any point our state of being can be articulated as the 
accumulation of our desire, thought, expectation and the ‘acceptances’ derived out of it. These 
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‘acceptances’ put together is what we are calling as sanskar. So, sanskar is the ‘acceptances’ derived 
from the summation of all our imaginations (from all time). In other words: 
 
Sanskar = ‘Acceptances derived out of ∑ [ Desire (from all time) + Thought (from all time) + 
Expectation (from all time) ]’ 
 
It is being updated over time. We have some sanskar at one moment t. At the next moment (t+1), our 
sanskar can be articulated as: 
 
Sanskar (t+1) = Sanskar (t) + Environment (t) + Self-exploration (t) 
 
That is, our sanskar at the next moment (t+1) is a result of our sanskar at the present moment (t), the 
environment we are in at the present moment as well as the self-exploration, self-verification we do 
at the present moment.  
 
These acceptances (sanskar) may or may not be in line with our natural acceptance. If we are doing 
the self-exploration based on our natural acceptance, sanskar generated out of this will be 
harmonious and therefore, our sanskar at the next moment will be more harmonious than our sanskar 
now. 
 
On the other hand, if we are just assuming things without self-verification, even then we will have an 
updated sanskar in the next moment, but that sanskar may or may not be better than our current 
sanskar. It can be worse if we are assuming things based on wrong preconditioning or sensation. 
 
For example, we keep getting inputs from the social environment like ‘do not trust anyone’! These 
inputs are coming from parents, other family members, friends, social media, etc. The fear is that if 
you trust someone blindly, they may take advantage of you or even harm you. Incidents of such events 
are reported frequently in the media.  By getting this input again and again, it becomes part of our 
imagination. As a result, at one point of time, we may develop the acceptance for it. Now ‘do not trust 
anyone’ becomes a part of our sanskar and it continues with us. It now mistrust becomes the basis 
for many of our imaginations and many of our decisions are based on this sanskar. 
 
If we ask ourself, ‘is the feeling of trust naturally acceptable me or the feeling of mistrust is naturally 
acceptable to me'? When we do the self-exploration on this question and in our self-verification, we 
find that it is the feeling of trust that is naturally acceptable, we develop the acceptance for the feeling 
of trust. Hence, our previous sanskar, ‘do not trust anyone’, gets updated to the feeling of trust (rather 
than mistrust). In this way, our sanskar is modified. You can refer to chapter 8 for some more details 
about the feeling of trust for your own self-verification. 
 
The key input for self-exploration has to come either from within the Self, specifically from B1 or as 
proposals which are based on what someone else has seen at the level of their B1 i.e. at the level of 
activities of contemplation, understanding and realisation. Then only will it lead to lasting improvement 
in our sanskar. 
 
We tend to stay in our comfort zone; to accept proposals that match our existing beliefs (unverified 
assumptions) and to discard proposals that don’t seem to match, thereby deepening the existing 
preconditioning, existing beliefs, existing sanskar. If we take the inputs from the other as proposals 
for self-exploration, we slowly understand and our sanskar also gets improved, i.e. having lesser 
unverified assumptions and the Self is more in harmony within. 
 
Even with only B2 active, with effort we can look into our natural acceptance. We get the answers 
when we try, when we explore within. Clearly, we see that we have a natural acceptance for: 

1. Relationship 
2. Harmony and 
3. Co-existence 
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We have a natural acceptance for mutual fulfilment in relationship and not for opposition. In chapter 
8 on harmony in family, we will explore into relationship in detail. We will see that we have a natural 
acceptance for mutual fulfilment in relationship with human being. In chapter 9, we will see that we 
have a natural acceptance for mutual fulfilment with the rest of nature as well. The clarity about 
relationship is awakening to the activity of contemplation. 
 
We have a natural acceptance for harmony and not for disharmony, not for exploitation. In chapter 10 
we will explore into the harmony in nature in detail. The clarity of harmony (reflected as mutual 
enrichment) at the level of nature is awakening to the activity of understanding. 
 
We have a natural acceptance for co-existence and not for conflict, not for struggle. In chapter 11, we 
will explore into the harmony in existence. The clarity of co-existence in existence is awakening to the 
activity of realisation. With all the activities of B1 awakened, B1 becomes the guide for our imagination 
(B2). 
 
One more work that needs to be done, along with awakening to B1, is to sort out the sanskar, the 
prior accumulated acceptances. If we observe carefully, we can realize that we have accumulated a 
lot of these acceptances which are resulting in numerous desires, thoughts, and expectations. What 
has happened is that very unconsciously, without awareness, we have accumulated a lot of these 
acceptances. Many of these acceptances are contrary to each other and also not in line with our 
natural acceptance. And, we are not even aware of them. We have accumulated so many 
acceptances and all of them put together are what we are calling sanskar. 
 
Each one of us has a lot of accumulated acceptances, accumulated sanskar. Our pre-conditioning, 
our perspective, our tendencies are all a part of expressions of our sanskar. One person may have 
the tendency to share – it is what her sanskar is. Another person may have the tendency to hoard – 
that is in his sanskar. The Self is working with all the accumulations, the sanskar. So many of our 
imaginations are springing out because of our accumulated sanskar is being triggered either by myself 
or some situations outside. 
 
If we are unaware of our sanskar or the inputs we are taking from outside; then we may not be able 
to see where our imagination came from! To work toward harmony in the Self, it is essential to be 
aware of our imagination and our sanskar and sort it out, layer after layer. That means we have to 
sort out our imaginations, our sanskar and make sure that we keep only what is in line with our natural 
acceptance and the rest is evaluated out. 
 
The seed or root of the imagination is the desire. As we have seen, a small desire expands in thought 
and further expands in expectation. Now, if we find contradictions in the imagination, the best place 
to check is the desire. This desire needs to connect to our natural or existential purpose – that is what 
we have been hinting at when we introduced natural acceptance. Also, desire connects to our feeling 
in relationship which we will explore in more detail in chapter 8. To check whether some selections or 
some thoughts will lead to harmony or not, it is best to check the desire (which has given rise to these 
thoughts and expectations): 

• Is it born out of a naturally acceptable feeling or not? 

• Is it for a human purpose or not?  
 
For example, if you are thinking of how to express respect to your mother, the desire behind it is a 
desire for living with respect. Since respect is a naturally acceptable feeling, this desire will lead to 
harmony, and thoughts to fulfil this desire will also lead to harmony and happiness. On the other hand, 
if you are thinking of expressing disrespect to your mother, the desire behind this thought is living with 
disrespect. Since this desire is conflicting with the innate desire for feeling of respect, this desire will 
lead to disharmony; the thought of disrespect will lead to disharmony and unhappiness. Of course, if 
we are not aware or if we are not referring to our natural acceptance, if we are not having that internal 
dialogue, we may find out the result right now, or after some time, even many days and many years. 
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It just means that we are either unaware of our imagination at that moment or we are not checking 
whether it is in line with our natural acceptance or not i.e. whether it will lead to harmony or not.  
 
One of the simple ways to do this check is to find out the source of motivation for the desire – is it 
preconditioning or sensation or self-verification on the basis of our natural acceptance. Because 
without this awareness, without this dialogue; desires are being motivated from all these three 
sources. In the meanwhile, without much of awareness, we have accumulated a lot of desires – some 
are in line with our purpose and naturally acceptable feelings in relationship, while others are not. 
With awareness and with the internal dialogue, every moment, the sanskar can be cleaned out. 
 
When both the following parts are complete, we are in harmony within, in a state of continuous 
happiness, in human consciousness. These two parts are: 

1. The activities in block B1 have been awakened. We have the right understanding – of 
relationship, harmony and co-existence (mutual fulfilment). With that, this right understanding 
has become the guide for B2 (imagination), so now we have the right feeling and right thought. 

2. We have sorted out our sanskar, i.e. all our sanskars are now in line with our existential 
purpose and naturally acceptable feelings. Our sanskars only in line with relationship, harmony 
and co-existence (mutual fulfilment). 

 

 
Then we are able to participate for mutual fulfilment with the world outside (refer to fig. 6-8). It means 
that our behaviour with human being will lead to mutual happiness, work with rest of nature will lead 
to mutual prosperity and our participation in larger order will lead to the fulfilment of human goal which 
ultimately will lead to undivided society and universal human order. An undivided society and universal 
human order can be ensured on the basis of understanding of the harmony: in existence as co-
existence, in nature as harmony and in our relationship with other human being and with rest of nature 
as mutual fulfilment. 
 
We will explore these in detail as we go on. We have just mentioned this to give you a feel that 
ultimately this is how our imagination will look like; this is how the state of the Self will look like; this is 
how our conduct will look like and that would be the final result of it. One end of it is the realisation of 
co-existence in existence, understanding of harmony in nature and contemplation of relationship in 
the Self; and other end is the undivided human society and universal human order. 
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One of the ways you can find out your state of being is to do the practice session on 
finding out how much of the desires, thoughts and expectations are motivated by 
preconditioning, sensation and natural acceptance (it is included in the practice sessions 
for this chapter). 
 

Salient Points 
• The Self is central to human existence. Every decision is made by the Self and if required, it 

is expressed outside using the Body as an instrument. 

• The Self is continuously active in imaging, analysing-comparing and selecting-tasting. 

• The Self has the continuous power to desire, so the activity of imaging is always taking place. 
It has the continuous power of thought, so the activity of analysing based on comparing is 
always taking place. It has the continuous power of expectation, so the activity of selecting 
based on tasting is always taking place. 

• Together all these activities are called imagination. Imagination is continuously taking place in 
the Self. 

• All the desires, all the decisions, all the selections are made in the imagination. They may be 
expressed outside in the form of behaviour with human being or work with rest of nature, as 
and when required, using the Body as an instrument. Imagination connects to the behaviour 
and work. In that sense, the imagination (the accumulated imaginations and sanskar) is central 
to the Self. 

• Sanskar is the ‘acceptances’ derived from the summation of all our imaginations from all time.  
Sanskar = ‘Acceptances derived out of ∑ [ Desire (from all time) + Thought (from all 
time) + Expectation (from all time) ] 
It is being updated over time. We have some sanskar at one moment t. At the next moment 
(t+1), our sanskar can be articulated as: 
Sanskar (t+1) = Sanskar (t) + Environment (t) + Self-exploration (t) 
These acceptances (sanskar) may or may not be in line with our natural acceptance. If we are 
doing the self-exploration based on our natural acceptance, sanskar generated out of this will 
be harmonious. 

• The happiness or unhappiness depends on the content of imagination (and sanskar). If it is in 
line with the natural acceptance, there is harmony in the Self – it is in a state of happiness. If 
it is not in line with the natural acceptance, there is contradiction in the Self – it is in a state of 
unhappiness. 

• There are three possible sources of motivation for imagination – preconditioning, sensation 
and natural acceptance. Preconditioning means the beliefs, notions, norms, ideas, views, 
assumptions, dictums, goals, etc. prevailing in the family, in the society which may influence 
the imagination. Sensation is the information the Self reads from the Body through the five 
sense organs – of sound, touch, sight, taste and smell. Self-verification on the basis of natural 
acceptance leading to right understanding is the third source of imagination.  

• When the imagination is motivated by preconditioning or sensation, it is enslaved by some 
external source. This is enslavement. When the imagination is guided by natural acceptance, 
it is the state of self-organization. 

• When imagination is in line with natural acceptance, only then it is definite to be in harmony, 
leading to a state of happiness within. When it is motivated by preconditioning or sensation, it 
is not definite whether it will be in harmony or in disharmony. 

• Since the natural acceptance is for relationship, harmony and co-existence, when imagination 
(i.e. desire, thought, expectation) is guided by these three – relationship, harmony and co-
existence, there is harmony in the Self. The Self is in a state of happiness. If we can ensure 
that all our imaginations are guided by relationship, harmony and co-existence, there is 
harmony in the Self in continuity and the Self is in a state of happiness continuously. 

 

Test Your Understanding 
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Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. Why is it important to study the Self? How does it help in your day-to-day life? 
2. Explain the activities of the Self with a diagram. With the help of an example, show how are 

they related. 
3. What is imagination? Is it taking place continuously or is it a temporary activity that you can 

start and stop at will? Justify your answer with some examples. 
4. Describe the harmony in the Self with a few examples. 
5. List the various sources of imagination in the Self. Elaborate with few examples. 
6. How is behaviour and work decided? Is it decided by the Body or by the Self? which activity 

of the Self is connecting to behaviour and work? 
7. How can self-exploration help to ensure harmony in the Self?  
8. The acceptances out of accumulated imagination at time t was mentioned as sanskar (t). It 

keeps getting updated as given in the chapter. Sanskar at the next moment is 
Sanskar (t+1) = Sanskar (t) + Environment (t) + Self-exploration (t) 
Explain the meaning of this statement with the help of any two examples. 

 

Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
 (To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
 
1. Observe your imagination for about 15 minutes. List down the object of your imagination at least 

once every minute. From this list or from directly observing your imagination, make a sequence 
diagram (as shown below).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Now write down your observations: 

a. Are you able to see your imagination all of the time or only some of the time? 
b. If you are able to see (be aware of) your imagination only some of the time, what do you 

think is the reason? 
c. Are all your imaginations well connected (one imagination leads logically to another 

imagination) or are there sudden changes from one subject to another subject or there are 
gaps in between one imagination and another imagination? What is the reason for this 
state of imagination? 

d. What are your observations from this exercise? 
 
2. Reflect on the times when your Body was healthy, when your Body was sick, when your Body 

was resting, when your Body was refreshed, when your Body was fatigued, etc. (i.e. your Body 
was in different states). Write down your observations: 

a. Is the activity of imagination continuous in time and not dependent on the state of your 
Body? [Of course, we are not asking about the content of your imagination].  

b. Do you always decide your behaviour and work, or does your Body decide it? Does the 
state of your Body have any impact on your behaviour or on your work? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next??? 
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What did you understand about yourself from this exercise? 
 
3. Take your list of desires. Revise it if you need to. For each desire, identify the primary source of 

motivation (sensation, preconditioning or natural acceptance). If there is any desire which has 
more than one source of motivation, split it into two or more desires. E.g. a desire for good clothes 
may be motivated by your natural acceptance (to protect the Body from excessive heat or cold) 
and also be motivated by the social preconditioning for the clothes of the latest fashion. In such a 
case, split the desire into two desires. You may be already doing this for innerwear (to protect 
your Body, for comfort) and outerwear (for fashion). 

Desire Motivated by 
Preconditioning 

Motivated 
by 
Sensation 

Motivated 
by Natural 
Acceptance 

Good health To look good   

Good health  So I can 
eat all I like 

 

Good health   So I don’t 
feel sleepy 
while 
reading 

Feeling of acceptance for me in my 
friends 

   

Being physically in the company of my 
friends 

   

Food for nutrition Nutrition   

Food for taste  Taste  

Lots of money – for needs of Body    

Lots of money – for respect in the 
society 

   

Understanding my natural acceptance    

This is just a sample list. Please make 
your own list 

   

Now, write down your observations: 
a. What percentage (approximately) of your desires are motivated by your natural 

acceptance? This will give you an idea of the percentage that you are self-organised or 
autonomous. Keep in mind that natural acceptance is about purpose and it does not 
change with time, place or person. 

b. What percentage (approximately) of your desires are motivated by sensation or 
preconditioning? Now you can get an idea of the percentage that you are dependent or 
enslaved. 

c. What effort is necessary to be completely self-organised or autonomous (if that is your 
goal)?  

 
4. The basic desire (D) of a human being is continuous happiness. For it, there are multiple sub-

desires. For each desire or sub-desire, there are multiple thoughts. For each thought there may 
be many expectations. All this is together called imagination. In this exercise, we are trying to 
specifically identify the desires / sub-desires and the associated thoughts and expectations. Find 
out if there is harmony among the sub-desires, thoughts and expectations. 
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5. Write down some of your habits, some things that you like, some things that you dislike, the basis 

of how you make choices and some “rules of life” that you go by – these are all a part of your 
accumulated imagination and sanskar. For each entry, if you can ask “why” and get an answer, 
go with the answer. E.g. if you like to eat sweets and you ask yourself “why sweets”? Your answer 
may be “because I like the taste of sweets”, so write down “taste of sweets”, instead of “sweets”. 
Like this make a list. This defines “what you are”. Note that your desires are a part of your sanskar 
which is the acceptances out of your accumulated desires, thoughts and expectations. Recall the 
list of your natural acceptance. How much (what percentage) of your sanskar (acceptances) is 
matching your natural acceptance? Write down your conclusions from this exercise. 

 

Part 3: Projects and Modelling Exercises 
You may like to revisit this part of Test Your Understanding after reading through the complete class 
notes once and self-exploring all the key proposals. With that, you may have some (or many) aha! 
moments in which something clicks for you, you understand a proposal. What you have understood 
may be expressed in various creative ways which appeal to different people. This part is for you to 
give a creative expression to your understanding. Of course, you can do this in a group also. Creative 
expressions may be in the form of sketches, drawings, paintings, clay models, sculptures, songs, 
poems, music, dance, audios, videos, games, puzzles, stories, skits, plays, dramas, charts, diagrams, 
plans, survey questionnaires, blogs, something on social media and so on. It is the story of your own 
life – and it matters. While some hints are given above, please feel free to share your real aha’s in 
your own way! 
 
“Self (consciousness) is the significant part of human being” 
 

1. Activities of the Self 
2. Three sources of imagination 
3. Self-evolution: Sanskar (t+1) = Sanskar (t) + Environment (t) + Self-exploration (t) 
4. Happiness = harmony in the Self 

 
Part 4: Your Questions 
Write down your questions or doubts in your note-book. If any of the previous questions have been 
clarified by your self-exploration of the proposals so far, please mark them as answered. We would 
like to discuss the questions remaining unanswered in your self-exploration. 
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Chapter 7: Harmony of the Self with the Body 
                   – Understanding Self-regulation  

                      and Health  
 

 
 

Recap 
When we now look at human being, the Self (consciousness) is there, the Body (material) is there 
and there is co-existence between the two – the Self and the Body. It is the Self that is taking the 
responsibility for the fulfilment of the needs of both itself as well as the Body and to maintain the co-
existence between the two. 
 
The Self is the one that has the will to live with continuous happiness, which is its need. It is taking 
the responsibility to fulfil that need by ensuring harmony within. It is developing right understanding 
and right feeling in itself for that. In the process, the Body is used as and when required, as an 
instrument. 
 
In the previous chapter, we discussed the harmony in the Self. With harmony within, the Self is in a 
state to maintain the harmony with the Body. In this chapter, we will discuss the harmony of the Self 
with the Body. This will also help us to understand prosperity in greater detail.  
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The Self as the Seer-Doer-Enjoyer (Body as an Instrument) 
Now that we have seen the human being as co-existence of Self and the Body, we can go into the 
details of the co-existence between the two. Refer to fig. 7-1. The Self is a unit of consciousness and 
it is in co-existence with the material Body. It is the Self that makes all the decisions and uses the 
Body to execute them, as and when required. 
 

 
The Self sends instructions to the Body and the Body follows those instructions. If you instruct your 
body to stand, it stands; if you instruct the Body to sit, it sits; if you instruct the Body to eat, it eats; if 
you instruct your body to stop eating, it stops eating and so on. The Body follows the instructions of 
Self. All these instructions are information that is being given by the Self to the Body. Can you see 
that? 
 
All the sensations taking place in the Body are available to the Self and it reads the sensations it 
considers significant. As you are reading this page, the image of the whole page, and perhaps the 
table and surrounding objects is falling on your eye, but you are selecting what to pay attention to. 
You are reading the words now, and at some other time you are taking note of the mobile on the table 
and so on. 
 
Note that the eye has no choice of the image being formed on it. The image on the eye will include 
the page of the class notes, the table and surrounding objects. The sounds reaching the ear will 
necessarily make an impression on it and the same is true for every sense organ. These sensations 
are pieces of information. Similarly, all the sensations of sound, touch, sight, taste and smell are 
always available to you. But you access them only as and when you consider it necessary. You decide 
what to pay attention to and what not to pay attention to. Can you observe that happening? 
 
To take an example, when you want to eat a sweet, you instruct the Body to walk to your favourite 
sweet shop, pay the money to buy the sweet, put the sweet in the mouth and so on. Who is giving the 
instructions in this process – the Self or the Body? The Self is giving instruction to the Body, and the 
Body is acting accordingly. When the sweet comes in contact with the tongue, it creates a sensation 
at the tongue and you read that sensation as taste. Once the sweet goes down the throat, the 
sensation of taste is not available to the Self any more, and the sweet is in the process of digestion 
by the Body. 
 
Try to observe the Self, the Body and the transactions between the Self and the Body. The instructions 
are sent to the Body by the Self and the sensations from the Body are being selectively read by the 
Self. All these transactions are in the form of information. No material transaction is taking place. 
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Refer to fig. 7-2. The Self (consciousness) is there and the Body (material) is there. There is a will to 
live with continuous happiness in the Self. That is the need of the Self.  
 
Recall that it is you (Self) that has the will to live with continuous happiness. This continuous 
happiness is the need of the Self and it is fulfilled by right understanding and right feeling. In order to 
live with continuous happiness, the programme of the Self is to understand harmony and to live in 
harmony at all levels of being – from self to the entire existence, i.e. individual, family, society and 
nature/existence.  
 
In this process, the Body is used as an instrument. For nurturing, protecting and rightly utilizing this 
instrument, physical facility is required from time to time. A part of my programme is to produce the 
required physical facility, and also to protect it and rightly utilize it. This production, protection and 
right utilization of physical facility is only a part of my full programme. A rough estimate is that the 
programme related to physical facility is less than one fourth of my programme. Physical facility is 
required primarily to ensure harmony with the Body – my body and the Body of my family members. 
It is also required for right utilisation of the Body. 
 
The need of the Self is the primary need of human being. The programme of understanding harmony 
and living in harmony at all four levels (individual, family, society, nature/existence) is the complete 
programme. In this programme, the Body is a useful tool, a useful instrument. In this way, we can see 
that Self is playing the major role. It is the Self that is the seer, doer and enjoyer. 
 

I am the Seer 
It is the Self that sees the reality; that understands the reality. 
 
You can observe that while reading These class notes at this moment, you are seeing the words with 
the help of your eyes. Is it the eyes that understand, associate meaning to the words or is it you, the 
Self who understands? The eyes are a tool. The eyes or any of the other sense organs do not see, 
the Body does not see. Rather, it is the Self which sees through the eyes, it is the Self which 
associates meaning, it is the Self which understands. Of course, it may use the Body, and particular 
sensations in the Body as a help, as an instrument to see. 
 
When you observe within, you don’t even need to use the senses. For example, to see your feeling, 
to see if you are happy or unhappy, you are able to see it directly. Do you need eyes or any other 
senses to see it? The Self is able to see the feelings within. In this way, you are able to directly see 
your desires, thoughts, expectations and so on. 
 
The Self is the seer, it is the one which understands and, in the process, the Body is used, as and 
when required, like an instrument.  
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I am the Doer 
Self is the doer. Doer means, one who decides, one who takes the decision to do or not to do. 
 
Whom you would like to call doer, one who takes the decision or one who just follows it? For example, 
you are reading These class notes right now with the help of your eyes. Now, observe who has taken 
the decision to read the class notes – eyes or you (the Self)? Since you decide what to do and what 
not to do – you are the doer. To execute your decision, you use the Body as and when required. 
 
Further, there are activities of the Self where the Body is not at all involved, like desire, thought and 
expectation. Remember the example of thinking of taking revenge for two hours? At the end of two 
hours who dropped the idea – the Self or the Body? You can see that it is the Self that decided. 
 
In this way, I am the doer. 
 

I am the Enjoyer (Experiencer) 
It is the Self that feels enthused or depressed or angry or delighted – the feelings are in the Self and 
not in the Body. Of course, there is an impact of these feelings on the Body; so if you are enthused, 
your body is more energetic; if you feel angry, your breathing may become faster and so on. 
 
It is the Self that experiences the happiness and unhappiness. In that sense, I am the enjoyer. 
 

Self is the Seer-Doer-Enjoyer 
We can see that I (Self) am the seer, doer and enjoyer while the Body is used as an instrument as 
and when required. Try to verify this in yourself. 
 

Body as a Self-organised System and an Instrument of the Self 
The Body is a wonderful self-organized unit. It has so many parts. Each part is co-existing in harmony 
with every other part. The eyes are well connected to the brain; the mouth, the stomach and the whole 
digestive system is synchronized and so it is for every organ, every cell of the Body – and I have to 
do nothing to make these connections or to synchronise the various parts or to deal with every cell.  
 
Just imagine if the parts of the Body were fighting with each other, what would happen. What if the 
lungs got into opposition with the heart, the stomach started struggling with the kidney, the hands got 
into conflict with the head, and so on! Just imagine, if we had to keep track of every bone in the Body, 
organize and manage them! It is a good thing that the Body is self-organised. 
 
It grows from two cells to the size of a child, to an adult size in a well-organized manner, and every 
cell of the Body is contributing to it. It absorbs what is required. It assimilates what is absorbed into 
various cells, tissues, organs, etc. It excretes what it does not require. When there is any disharmony 
in the Body, it generally heals itself. 
 
The Body is like an instrument, an equipment which we can use, as and when required, for fulfilling 
our programme – i.e. for happiness and prosperity. Our role vis-à-vis the Body is to understand its 
self-organisation and do what is required to maintain it, to keep it in harmony, in good health. This is 
what we will explore next. 

 

Harmony of the Self with the Body 
Refer to fig. 7-3. Just like any instrument or equipment that we use, we have the responsibility for its 
upkeep, repair and maintenance etc. For example, if I am using a car, I have the responsibility to take 
care of the car – to fill petrol in the car, to protect the car from meeting an accident and so on.  
 
Our responsibility toward the Body is in terms of nurturing the Body, protecting the Body and rightly 
utilizing the Body. Nurturing the Body is by providing the right air, water, food, sunlight, etc. Protection 
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is from unfavourable conditions. Right utilization would mean using the Body for the purpose of the 
Self. The feeling of responsibility toward the Body is called as the feeling of self-regulation. 
 
Feeling of self-regulation = the feeling of responsibility toward the Body  

– for nurturing, protection and right utilization of the Body. 
 
This self-regulation is not restraining or controlling, but rather it is identifying the responsibility and 
having commitment towards the Body. With this feeling of self-regulation in me, I make a programme 
to nurture, protect and rightly utilize the Body, thus ensure the health of the Body. When I am able to 
execute this programme, the Body remains in good health. 
 
Health of the Body = 

1. The Body acts according to the instructions of the Self 
2. The parts of the Body are in harmony (in order) 

 
The Body is healthy if it is able to perform the instructions of the Self. When you ask the Body to get 
up at 5:00AM, it is able to spring out of bed refreshed. When you ask the Body to play a vigorous 
game of football, it is able to run and jump as you instruct it. When you ask the Body to sit for four 
hours so you can study for the exams, it is able to sit erect without back support for four hours. That 
is a healthy body. On the other hand, if the Body is not able to get up or run and jump or sit up straight 
when you ask it to, you say it is an unhealthy body, a sick body. When the Body is not able to follow 
your instructions, you come to know that there is something wrong with the Body. The first indicator 
of the health of the Body is that it is able to act according to the instructions of the Self. 

 
The second indicator of a healthy body is that different parts of the Body are in harmony amongst 
each other, they are in order. The human body is composed of several organ systems (like the 
skeletal, muscular, respiratory, digestive, excretory, circulatory, nervous, endocrine, exocrine, 
lymphatic and reproductive systems). In a healthy body all these are in harmony. When we place 
some food in the mouth, saliva with ptyalin is released. It mixes with the food as we chew and helps 
to convert starch in the food into glucose. Almost half the digestion process is completed before the 
food goes down the throat! Like that, every system is doing something and it is finely balanced with 
all the other systems. In general, we may not be aware of all this till we fall sick – when the harmony 
of the Body is disturbed.  
 
What do we do when the Body is healthy? It is my responsibility to make right utilization of the Body. 
That is, I utilise the Body in fulfilling my need. As we have seen, our basic aspiration is continuous 
happiness and prosperity, so right utilization of the Body would mean I am using the Body toward this 
end. I will be able to do this only if I have this feeling of self-regulation in me. If this feeling of 
responsibility is not there, I may end up misusing the Body, using it to get happiness through 
favourable sensation, from overeating tasty food for instance and, in the process, making the Body 
unhealthy. 
 

As far as health of the Body is concerned, the feeling of self-regulation in the Self is primary and 
the health in the Body is a natural consequence. Can you see that? 
 
When the feeling of self-regulation is there in the Self and there is health in the Body, these two 
together ensure the harmony of the Self with the Body. 
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Appraisal of the Current Status 
Over the last 100 years or so, there have been significant improvements in terms of longer life-spans, 
in dealing with communicable diseases and trauma, but yet, ensuring health remains a question mark. 
Lifestyle related disorders like obesity and alcoholism are increasing; and so are mental disorders, 
like depression. With an ever-busy lifestyle, looking for instant results, there is an inclination towards 
medication and treatment rather than on a comprehensive programme for health. 
 
When we look at these issues with the background of what has been discussed so far, these are not 
the problem, but rather, these are some of the symptoms. The problem is in the wrong assumptions, 
one of which is that human being is the Body. With this assumption, as we explored in chapter 5, 
happiness is sought through pleasant sensation through the Body. Over eating and consumption of 
"junk food" etc. has become common. The Body is harmed due to excessive consumption or over 
indulgence for favourable sensation. Since continuity of happiness cannot be ensured in this manner, 
people tend to take to escape routes, including alcohol and drugs which further aggravate the ill-
health. 
 
Further, the assumption that we will get happiness from sensation though the consumption of physical 
facility has led to a high demand for it. The production and sale of physical facility has become 
primarily for profit, so much so that the food produced has large quantities of harmful chemicals, 
primarily from the fertilizers, insecticides, etc. used in the process of farming. Adulteration of food has 
also become common. This, and such other activities, have resulted in contaminated intake: of food, 
air, water and even sunlight! 
 
Most of the present-day disorders are psycho-somatic in nature. Psycho = having to do with the Self. 
Somatic = having to do with the Body. The state of the Self has an effect on the Body. A simple 
example of this is rise in blood pressure when one is angry. The state of the Body also has an effect 
on the Self. Having a bath refreshes the Body and also has a soothing effect on the Self. These effects 
are very prominent when the individual is living with the assumption “I am the Body”. 
 

The Way Ahead 
There is a need to understand human being as it is (as co-existence of Self and Body). It is essential 
to understand the needs of the human being and work to fulfil them. With this basic understanding, 
there can be a major shift in paradigm. 
 
The significant part is having the feeling of self-regulation in the Self. This can happen only when the 
Self is in harmony, i.e. there is right understanding and right feeling in the Self. With a feeling of self-
regulation, the Body will naturally be nurtured, protected and rightly utilized, resulting in good health 
of the Body. Then, with the family level supporting individual efforts of providing a conducive 
environment, healthy food and home remedies, etc., long-term health of the Body can be ensured. 
 
Some aspects of it have been brought up for exploration in this chapter. However, a detailed study 
needs to be done for ensuring both self-regulation and health at the individual, family level and 
beyond. 
 

Programme for self-regulation and Health 

How will the feeling of self-regulation in the Self be expressed? What will be the programme for 
maintaining health of the Body? Such a programme must necessarily include nurturing the Body, 
protection of the Body and right utilization of the Body. This is what we want to explore into now. 
 

Nurturing the Body 
As we have seen, the Body is, by nature, a harmonious organization. Nurturing means providing the 
necessary inputs to it. The right inputs nurture the Body, without disturbing its harmony. The Body is 
not in isolation – it is in an environment which has some impact on it. The state of the Body, the inputs 
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and the environment together could be a cause for disharmony in the Body. To correct these, 
medicine or medicine with treatment may be required.  
 
Overall, the programme for nurturing and maintaining health of the Body includes the following: 

1a. Intake   1b. Routine 
 2a. Physical Labour   2b. Exercise 
 3a. Balancing internal and 3b. Balancing breathing of body 

   external organs of body 
 4a. Medicine   4b. Treatment 
 
1a. The first part is the intake, all that the Body takes in. It includes the air it breathes, the water it 
drinks, the sunlight it absorbs, the food given to it and so on. The Body needs to be able to take what 
it needs from the intake for its nurturing and protection. The air needs to have the necessary oxygen 
and other ingredients; the water should have the requisite purity, the minerals and other required 
micro-nutrients. In most of India, keeping the Body for about two hours per day in sunlight is required 
for absorption of sufficient vitamin D. As far as the food is concerned, it has to be nutritious, it should 
be easy to digest and of course, it must be tasty for the Self. Taste is one way the Body recognises 
the food and secretes appropriate digestive juices – these are different for acidic and alkaline foods, 
for example. Of course, the undeveloped Self may indulge in a particular food, just for getting 
happiness from the taste! Another important quality of intake, particularly food, is that after the 
necessary ingredients from it are absorbed by the Body, the remaining waste should be excretable. 
That happens through the breathing, the sweat as well as the end of the digestive system. 
 
1b. A regular routine is required in order to keep the Body healthy. For instance, it is necessary to 
develop a daily routine which includes activities like waking up, cleaning the Body, eating (and not 
eating in between), doing physical work and sleeping. Similarly, seasonal changes in routine are 
necessary. For instance, the digestion becomes sluggish when seasons change, so traditionally, 
fasting is done or light food is taken during this time. Similarly, appropriate adjustments are required 
in order to keep the Body in good health in every season. 
 
2a. The Body needs adequate movement and exertion to maintain its health. It also needs physical 
facility for its upkeep. Labour is the effort a human being does on the rest of nature. Labour ensures 
movement of the Body. There are two categories of labour. The first or main category of labour results 
in production of physical facility. Some 4-6 hours of labour a day provides sufficient body movements 
to keep the Body in good health. It is interesting to note that with this much labour, more than enough 
amount of physical facility can also be produced. Daily two hours of labour in the field is sufficient to 
grow vegetables for a family of 10, while providing the Body with adequate movement. Sweeping and 
swabbing your room is labour, through which the Body gets a great aerobic workout and you get a 
clean room. Cycling five kilometers to work and back, can provide fair movement to the Body. The 
second category of labour is service in which maintenance and upkeep of a physical facility or body 
is ensured; even though no new physical facility is produced. Repair/maintenance of 
instruments/equipment, body massage, haircuts and such service activities fall in the second 
category. Interestingly, the feeling exchanged in performing the service is an important portion of this 
category of labour. So, in addition to the way the hair come out, the feeing with which a barber trims 
your hair is quite important. 
 
A lifestyle which includes appropriate intake, routine and labour, would be generally sufficient to keep 
the Body in good health. However, if we are unable to do that, or in spite of this effort, there is some 
disharmony in the Body, there are some more aspects of the programme for self-regulation and 
health, below. 
 
2b. Exercise requires exertion or physical effort; and it also ensures movement of the Body. The major 
difference between labour and exercise is that in exercise no physical facility is produced. Exercise is 
quite useful in maintaining the health and fitness of the Body. Various means of exercise include 
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walking, jogging, swimming, weight lifting. Most of the outdoor and indoor games also provide 
exercise. 
 
3a. Due to any reason when internal or external organs get stressed, the harmony of the Body is 
disturbed. Then, there is a need for balancing them, bringing them back into harmony. This may be 
due to repetitive nature of your work, inactivity due to lack of work and exercise or some accidental 
happening. There is a need for keeping the internal as well as the external organs in harmony by 
appropriate means.  
 
3b. Breathing is a significant activity for the Body. If breathing is disturbed due to any reason, the 
harmony of the Body gets disturbed. In that case, balancing the breathing of body is necessary, 
through appropriate breathing exercises. 
 
For the most part, health of the Body can be maintained by these three (1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b). 
Despite these, if there is some problem in the health of the Body then we take medicine and ultimately, 
we also take treatment when all this does not work. 
 
4a. The Body is self-organised and naturally in harmony. It is able to recover itself from many 
disturbances. For example, if there is a cut in the skin, the Body has the capacity to heal that cut. 
Medicine is used only to assist the Body to return back to harmony. An antiseptic ointment is a 
medicine for helping the Body heal a cut, while protecting the Body from potential infections. The 
herbs and condiments used in Oriental cooking are basically medicine. For instance, turmeric is an 
antiseptic. It is used in many vegetable and lentil preparations. This way medicine becomes a part of 
food. Such food is not only nurturing for the Body, but it also protects the Body from infections. 
Medicine is helpful in taking care of lifestyle disorders, non-communicable illnesses as well as 
communicable diseases. 
 
4b. In the event the Body is not in a state to recover itself back to a state of harmony, there is a need 
for treatment. For example, if the kidneys are not functioning, dialysis may be an appropriate treatment 
– the Body is unable to purify the blood so an external equipment is doing that task. Similarly, in the 
case of an accident, a ventilator may be required to perform the breathing function for the Body, while 
the Body is occupied in self-healing other aspects. Another example is the use of lifelong drugs, like 
insulin, to perform some functions of the Body that are deemed to be beyond recovery. 
 
Now you can find out whether this is the right sequence for ensuring health or some other sequence 
will be more appropriate. 
 

Protecting the Body 
Providing a conducive physical environment includes clothing, shelter, vaccinations, etc. is all a part 
of protection of the Body. 
 
Weather-appropriate clothing is required to protect the Body from excessive heat, cold, rain, etc. 
Shelter is required while the Body is resting. Vaccinations are necessary for developing antigens to 
protect the Body from viruses etc. Like that various protective measures are required for the Body. 
 
[The Body is born, it develops at a natural pace, deteriorates at a natural pace and ultimately it dies. 
Protecting the Body is largely to ensure that the Body does not deteriorate faster than its natural rate]. 
 

Right Utilisation of the Body 
As we have seen in chapter 1, the value of any entity is its purposeful participation in the larger order. 
In the case of the human body, the larger order is the human being. Therefore, right utilization of the 
Body would mean that it is used in the process of fulfilling human aspiration. 
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If I am using the Body in the process of fulfilling my need, it is right utilization of the Body. If I am using 
my body for anything else, would you call it right utilization?  
 
Thus far, we have seen that our aspiration is continuous happiness and prosperity. Right utilization 
of the Body would be for fulfilling this aspiration. We have seen that the need for happiness is fulfilled 
by right understanding and right feeling. Right utilisation of the Body would mean using the Body for 
right understanding and right feeling. We have also seen that the need for prosperity is fulfilled by 
right understanding and physical facility. Therefore, right utilization of the Body would also include 
work with rest of nature to produce physical facility, to protect it and to rightly utilize it. 
 

Revisiting Prosperity in the Light of the Harmony between the Self and 
the Body 
In the light of understanding of human being as co-existence of Self and Body, we could identify that 
the need of Self is continuous happiness and the need of body is physical facility. This is also shown 
in fig. 7-4. We have seen that my full programme is for continuous happiness. A (smaller) part of the 
programme is related to physical facility. In that sense, the feeling of prosperity is a part of the feeling 
of happiness. Once we are able to understand the distinct ways to fulfil the need of the Self and the 
Body, we can see that the need for physical facility is largely related to the Body.  
 
Once the Self is in harmony within, it naturally has a feeling of self-regulation, i.e. the feeling of 
responsibility toward the Body. Therefore, the harmony with the Body is maintained. If the Self has a 
feeling of self-regulation and the Body is healthy, these two together ensure the harmony of the Self 
with the Body. If we can see this, there is an important conclusion that we can make regarding the 
need for physical facility. 
 
The need for the physical facility is essentially related to fulfilment of this feeling of responsibility 
towards the Body, i.e. we need physical facility for nurturing the Body, for protecting the Body and for 
rightly utilizing the Body and that’s it. And if we can see this clearly, we can also find out whether the 
physical facility required to ensure each one of them is required in limited quantity or unlimited 
quantity. With this clarity, we can also understand that this is all we need physical facility for. Let’s 
look at that.  
 

 
You can see that the physical facility required for nurturing the Body, like food, is required in a limited 
quantity and not an unlimited quantity. Someone may require one kg of food in a day, another person 
may need five kg, but there is nobody who can eat food in an unlimited quantity. Similarly, if you look 
at the clothes and shelter which are required for the protection of the Body, they are also required in 
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a limited quantity. No one can wear unlimited quantity of clothes or use unlimited quantity of shelter. 
You require shelter for protection of the Body in limited quantity and not unlimited quantity. 
 
In the process of right utilization of the Body, we require instruments, equipment, etc. in a limited 
quantity. For example, when we have to address a large gathering, we need a mike so that our voice 
can be heard by everyone present. This mike is an instrument which we use for the right utilization of 
the Body. Now ask yourself whether you would require this mike in a limited quantity or in unlimited 
quantity? Again, limited quantity. Like that you can see that any instrument, any equipment that we 
use in the process of right utilization of the Body is required in a limited quantity. All the means of 
transportation, telecommunication and television that we use are instruments required for right 
utilization of the Body. And they are required in limited quantity. 
 
All our need for physical facility is related to these three things – nurturing the Body, protection of the 
Body and in the process of right utilization of the Body which is, of course, related to the purpose of 
the Self because it is going to make the right utilization of the Body. Is there anything else that you 
need physical facility for? Find it out. It is another homework for you. 
 
Unless you are able to identify that your need for physical facility is limited, or the physical facility 
required for your body is limited in quantity, you will never realize that there is a possibility of prosperity 
and that’s what is happening today. Because we are not able to identify the need for physical facility 
therefore, regardless of how much we have accumulated, we never have the feeling of having more 
than required. We never have the sense of prosperity. We only have the sense of accumulation- 
accumulating more and more. What has happened is that we have not understood that human being 
is co-existence of Self and Body; we keep confusing the needs of the Self and needs of the Body; 
and therefore, we keep trying to fulfil the need of the Self through physical facility. That is how we get 
stuck. 
 
Are you able to see that your need for physical facility is limited in quantity? That is, physical facility 
required for you is required in a limited quantity. Can you see that? If you can see that then, for the 
first time, you can understand the meaning of prosperity. 
 
Now, let us recall the definition of prosperity from chapter 4 and qualify it further. 
 
Prosperity is the feeling of having or producing more than the required physical facility (for nurturing, 
protecting and rightly utilizing the Body).  
 
To ensure the feeling of having more than required, two things are necessary: 

1. Identification of required physical facility, along with the required quantity 
2. Ensuring the availability or production of more than required physical facility 

 
Identification of requirement of physical facility takes place through right understanding, and the 
availability or production of more than required physical facility is ensured by way of right skills – both 
are required. And if we put them together, we have the feeling of prosperity. Prosperity calls for right 
understanding and physical facility (through right skills) both: 

1. Identification of required physical facility, along with the required quantity – through 
right understanding 

2. Ensuring the availability or production of more than required physical facility – through 
right skills 

 
There are several misconceptions or assumptions relating to prosperity.  
 
The first misconception is that human being is just the Body. Therefore, happiness has to be derived 
through the sensations of the Body, for which physical facility is required (in an undefined or unlimited 
quantity). We had mentioned this in chapter 5.  
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The second misconception is about the purpose of life and therefore, the purpose of physical facility. 
If the purpose of life is assumed to be sensual pleasure, there is misuse of physical facility, rather 
than its right utilization. You can ask yourself what is naturally acceptable to you? 

• Indulgence – Getting happiness from the sensation arising out of the consumption of physical 
facility 

• Abstinence – Abstaining from the use of physical facility 

• Right utilization – Using physical facility for your purpose (of having right understanding and 
right feeling, etc.) 

 
The third misconception is that there is a shortage of physical facility. Of course, this is an outcome 
of the very first assumption that human being is body. If we see the actual production, for instance 
the production of food, it is reported [FAO 2011] to be at least 600 kg per person per year on Earth! 
On an average we consume something like 100 kg of food per year, considering the population 
demographics of babies, children, youth and old people. With that this production is around 6 times 
our requirement. You can find out for yourself what the actual numbers are by collecting production 
data in a village, district, a state or even the whole world. 
 
Once you evaluate all that, you can identify your need for physical facility with its requisite quantity. 
Check if you have more than that and have the feeling of prosperity. With the feeling of prosperity, 
you will think of right utilization, you will think of nurturing others, you will think of production. On the 
other hand, if you feel deprived, you will think of accumulation and exploiting others. 

• A prosperous person thinks of nurturing the other and right utilization of physical facility 
(a deprived person thinks of exploiting others and accumulation of physical facility) 

 
Now you can find out what you are thinking of? Are you thinking of nurturing others or are you thinking 
of exploiting others? Are you thinking of right utilization or are you thinking of accumulation? That will 
tell you whether you are prosperous or deprived. With this definition of prosperity, you can find out 
whether you are prosperous or not prosperous. 
 
Prosperity can truly be understood, only when one is able to see that the human being is the co-
existence of the Self and the Body. Physical facility is required for nurturing and protection of the Body 
to keep it in good health. Physical facility is also required for the right utilization of the Body which 
means for self-evolution within and societal development outside. 
 

My Participation (Value) regarding my Self and my Body 
(To Make effort for Harmony in the Self and the Body) 
 
Human being is the co-existence of the Self (consciousness) and the Body (material). The Self is 
continuously active. My participation (value) is to make effort for excellence – for understanding 
harmony and living in harmony at all levels of being. 
 
My participation (value) vis-à-vis my Self is to ensure harmony in the Self by way of: 

• Ensuring right understanding and right feeling in the Self. It means ensuring the understanding 
and feeling of relationship, harmony and co-existence. In this way, right understanding and 
right feeling becomes the guide for my imagination. 

• Ensuring that my imagination is guided by right understanding and right feeling which is based 
on my natural acceptance. In this way, inputs from the other sources of imagination, i.e. 
preconditioning and sensation, are rightly evaluated. My sanskar is gradually evaluated till 
only that sanskar which is in harmony with my natural acceptance remains. 

 
By ensuring these two, the Self is in harmony; “what I am” is in harmony with “what is naturally 
acceptable to me”. The Self is in a state of continuous happiness. This is my participation (value) vis-
à-vis my Self. 
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This is articulated in terms of the values of happiness, peace, satisfaction and bliss. 
 
My participation (value) vis-à-vis my Body is to ensure harmony with the Body by way of: 

• Ensuring a feeling of self-regulation in the Self 

• Ensuring the nurturing, protection and right utilisation of the Body 

• Ensuring the production / availability of more than required physical facility for the above 
 
By ensuring these three, the Body continues to be in harmony. This is my participation (value) vis-à-
vis my Body. 
 
This is articulated in terms of the value (feeling) of self-regulation. 
 

Salient Points 
• Self is central to human existence. It is the seer – the one who understands; the doer – the 

one who takes decisions; and the enjoyer or experiencer – the one who feels happy or 
unhappy. Continuous happiness is the need of the Self and this is fulfilled by understanding 
the harmony and living in harmony at all levels of being – individual, family, society, 
nature/existence. 

• The Body is a self-organised material unit, used as an instrument or equipment in the process. 
With this clarity, the Self takes the responsibility for the nurturing, protection and right utilisation 
of the Body – this feeling of responsibility is called the feeling of self-regulation. 

• With a feeling of self-regulation, the Self is able to ensure harmony with the Body, so there is 
health in the Body, i.e. 1. Body acts according to the Self, and 2. Parts of the Body are in 
harmony (in order) 

• The programme for self-regulation and health of the Body includes: 
1a. Intake   1b. Routine 

 2a. Labour    2b. Exercise 
 3a. Balancing internal and 3b. Regulating breathing of body 
 external organs of body 
 4a. Medicine   4b. Treatment 

• Physical facility is required for the Body, so the production, protection and right utilisation (for 
the purpose of the Self) of physical facility is a part of the programme of human being. 

• Physical facility for nurturing, protection and right utilisation of the Body (for the purpose of the 
Self) is required in a limited quantity. With this clarity, we can understand the meaning of 
prosperity: 
Prosperity is the feeling of having or producing more than the required physical facility (for 
nurturing, protecting and rightly utilizing the Body). 
We can also understand that prosperity calls for: 

1. Identification of required physical facility, along with the required quantity – through 
right understanding 

2. Ensuring the availability or production of more than required physical facility – through 
right skills 

• Global food production data indicates that we are already producing many times more than 
what is really required for all the people on Earth. Therefore, prosperity, at least as far as food 
is concerned, seems to be possible for all. All that is required is the right understanding and a 
feeling of relationship. 
 

Test Your Understanding 
 

Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. "I am the seer, doer and enjoyer. The body is an instrument". Explain with an example of each. 
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2. Define self-regulation and health? How are the two related? 
3. What purpose does physical facility serve for a human being? Explain categorically. 
4. When one has the feeling of self-regulation, what would be the programs for nurturing the 

Body and protection of the Body? What would be the outcome of these programs? 
5. Explain what is meant by right utilization of body? 
6. What role does the feeling of self-regulation play in understanding prosperity? Elaborate on 

the feeling of prosperity with the base of self-regulation. 
7. Explain how the assumption “Human Being = Body”, leads to the feeling of deprivation. 

 

Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
(To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
1. Take any five examples to highlight that the Self is the seer (the one who understands), doer (the 

one who takes decisions) and enjoyer (or experiencer, the one who feels happy or unhappy). 
What is the purpose of the Self? What is the purpose of the Body? What would be the right 
utilisation of the Body? 
 

2. Write up to 20 points that indicate to you that your body is a self-organised material unit. We had 
mentioned that the Body is material in nature and that it is self-organised, it largely heals itself, 
etc. 

 
3. In the last 3 years, recall the times that your body has been ill (in disharmony). What steps were 

taken to restore the harmony of the Body? 

Date(s) Illness or 
disharmony 

Type 
(Accident, 
viral infection, 
bacterial 
infection, 
lifestyle 
related 
disorder, any 
other) 

Steps 
taken 

Root 
Cause 

     

If you were to take full responsibility for your body (i.e. you had the feeling of self-regulation), what 
kind of daily schedule would you have? Approximately how much time would you allocate for 
keeping your body in good health through:  

• Healthy intake (food, air, water, sunlight, etc.) 

• Timings for upkeep of the Body (sleeping and waking up time, excretion, bathing, etc.) 

• Labour (production of physical facility) 

• Exercise 

• Balancing internal and external organs of body 

• Regulating breathing of body 

• Medicine 

• Treatment 
(Of course, you need to keep adequate time for studying, understanding, learning, behaviour, 
working, etc.) 
Do you think this schedule will make you more productive or less productive? What conclusions 
do you draw from this exercise? 
 

4. Calculate the quantity required for a specific physical facility, say clothes, in your family. Now find 
out the quantity available. Is the quantity available less, equal or more than the quantity required? 
In that sense, do you feel prosperous or deprived (at least regarding that particular physical 
facility)? Do the same for other needs. For that you can make an inventory of everything in your 
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home (or at least your room). How much of the physical facility is being rightly utilised? Discuss 
this with your family and work out your conclusions regarding: 

a. Meaning of prosperity 
b. The role of understanding (human being, the role of physical facility and the feeling of self-

regulation) 
c. Ability of your family to identify its needs, with the required quantity 

 
5. With all the exploration about human being and harmony in the human being, what is your role / 

participation vis-à-vis yourself (the Self as well as the Body)? 
 

6. Update your future resume (which you started in chapter 2) to update the section on yourself – 
write down your goal for self-development and your responsibility for it. Also, write down the skills 
you will have to fulfil your responsibility toward your self-development. 

 

Part 3: Projects and Modelling Exercises 
You may like to revisit this part of Test Your Understanding after reading through the complete class 
notes once and self-exploring all the key proposals. With that, you may have some (or many) aha! 
moments in which something clicks for you, you understand a proposal. What you have understood 
may be expressed in various creative ways which appeal to different people. This part is for you to 
give a creative expression to your understanding. Of course, you can do this in a group also. Creative 
expressions may be in the form of sketches, drawings, paintings, clay models, sculptures, songs, 
poems, music, dance, audios, videos, games, puzzles, stories, skits, plays, dramas, charts, diagrams, 
plans, survey questionnaires, blogs, something on social media and so on. It is the story of your own 
life – and it matters. While some hints are given above, please feel free to share your real aha’s in 
your own way! 
  
“The Self is central to human existence – it is the seer, doer and enjoyer; the Body is an instrument” 
 

1. Self-regulation and Health 
2. Prosperity 

 

Part 4: Your Questions 
Write down your questions or doubts in your note-book. If any of the previous questions have been 
clarified by your self-exploration of the proposals so far, please mark them as answered. We would 
like to discuss the questions remaining unanswered in your self-exploration. 
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Chapter 8: Harmony in the Family 
                   – Understanding Values  

                      in Human-Human Relationships  
 

 
 
Recap 
In the previous three chapters, we investigated into the harmony in human being through the process 
of self-exploration. We tried to understand the human being as the co-existence of the Self and the 
Body. The Self is the domain of consciousness and the Body is the domain of material. We discussed 
the difference between needs and activities of the two entities, and how the Self is the seer, doer and 
enjoyer (experiencer), while the Body is used as an instrument in this process. Next, we explored into 
the activities of the Self, and the process to ensure harmony among all the activities of the Self. This 
leads to a state of harmony in the Self and paves the way for ensuring continuity of happiness in the 
Self. Having discussed this, we saw how the Self can be responsible towards the Body. 
 
The programme for continuous happiness is to ensure right understanding, i.e. understanding of the 
harmony in human being, family, society and nature/existence and to live in harmony at all these 
levels. On the basis of understanding the human being, particularly the Self, we can now proceed to 
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understand relationship between one Self and the other Self which is the essential part of relationship 
and of harmony in the family. We want to explore into it in this chapter. 
 

Family as the Basic Unit of Human Interaction 
Every human being is born in a family and is part of a family, in which there are parents, grandparents, 
children, youth, uncles and aunts, cousins, so many relatives and friends. It is the family where we 
are nurtured and developed from childhood, cared for in sickness and in old age. It is where we start 
learning to interact with other human beings, to share and to care. It is the place where we start 
becoming aware of relationship. The moment we hear the word mother, there is a whole lot of feeling. 
Similarly, every relationship name has an associated feeling which becomes more and more enriched 
as we interact. Our basic grooming for living in relationship starts in the family. The first few years, 
what we call the formative years, are spent in the family. It is where we pick up a very significant part 
of our sanskar in living with our family elders and siblings, neighbours and friends. It also provides us 
the platform to verify our understanding.  
 
The family is the basic unit or building block of human organisation. It is a practice ground for living in 
relationship and harmony (order). 
 

Feeling of Relationship as the Basis for Harmony in the Family 
The harmony in the family has primarily to do with the fulfilment of relationship between one human 
being and the other human being. In order to fulfil relationship, it is necessary to understand 
relationship. 
 

Understanding Relationship 
We will now explore into the four important aspects of relationship: 

1. Relationship is – between one Self (I1) and another Self (I2) 
2. There are feelings in relationship – in one Self (I1) for the other Self (I2) 
3. These feelings can be recognized – they are definite 
4. The fulfilment of these feelings and their right evaluation lead to mutual happiness 

 
Let us explore these four aspects one by one. 
 

1. Relationship is – between one Self (I1) and another Self (I2) 
When we talk about relationship, we can make two important observations. 
 
The first is that the relationship is already there, we are in fact embedded in relationship. We are 
already related to each other – whether we recognize it or not. We do not have to construct or create 
relationship. All we need to do is to understand relationship. 
 
We are part of a family, with the parents, grandparents, brothers and sisters. We have neighbours, 
relatives and friends. We are connected to the people who are producing, processing, packaging, 
marketing, delivering, repairing all the things we use. We are dependent on the people who provide 
services to us. There are a lot of people who depend on us – for the goods and services that we 
produce or provide. It is interesting to find out how many people are involved even in the smallest 
thing we may be consuming, like a glass of milk that we may be having in the morning. There is the 
milkman who delivered the bottle of milk, the people involved in making the glass bottle, the people 
in the dairy, the farmers growing, harvesting and making the fodder available and so on. You will find 
this list is pretty long! Like that we are embedded in relationship with other human beings. 
 
When we recognize the relationship and see that it is there, we think in terms of accepting it and 
fulfilling it. We have asked many times if it is naturally acceptable to live in relationship or opposition 
and every time, we can see that it is naturally acceptable to live in relationship. It indicates that 
relationship is already there, it is a part and parcel of human existence and existence as a whole. We 
only need to understand it to fulfil relationship. 
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When we don’t understand it, the relationship is still there but we are not able to see it, we are not 
able to accept it and therefore, we don't think in terms of ensuring the fulfilment in the relationship; 
and we have to face the consequences of lack of fulfilment of relationship. That is a major crisis we 
are facing today. 
 
The second observation is that relationship is between one Self and the other Self. Of course, the 
relationship exists between one human being and the other human being. However, understanding 
human being, we can easily see that it is the Self which is recognizing the relationship, and not the 
Body. It is the Self which has feelings in relationship, and not the Body. Also, these feelings are 
recognized by the other Self and not the Body. In that sense, the relationship is between one Self and 
the other Self. It is the Self that is able to see or understand relationship, accept relationship and fulfil 
relationship. The Body may be used as an instrument in the process of fulfilling the relationship by 
both human beings. 
 
Needless to say, while we all do want to fulfil relationship, we are not able to do it until we understand 
the human being. As long as we consider human being to be just the Body, it is not possible to 
understand relationship; and without understanding relationship, it is not possible to fulfil relationship. 
The clarity that human being is co-existence of Self and Body, is essential for understanding 
relationship and fulfilling it. 
 

2. There are feelings in relationship – in one Self (I1) for the other Self (I2) 
The important issue in human relationship is that of the feelings. We can see that feelings are in the 
Self, not in the Body. It is the Self which has the feelings and which recognises the feelings. To 
understand relationship, one has to understand the Self and the feelings in the Self.  
 
Feelings like respect and affection are more important rather than merely the exchange of physical 
facility. For example, you are happy with your mother’s cooking even if it is very simple, because of 
the feelings in that relationship. You may complain about very similar hostel mess food, if you haven’t 
realised the feelings in the relationship with the mess staff. 
 
The major crisis we are facing in relationship today is because of the failure to understand the Self. 
We are trying to assume relationship on the basis of body, trying to fulfil relationship on the basis of 
body and it does not work. If we don't understand the Self, we don't understand the feelings and 
therefore, we are not able to ensure the fulfilment of the feelings in relationship. We end up trying to 
ensure the fulfilment of the relationship through physical facility. 
 
Feelings are central to human relationship. No amount of physical facility can ensure the fulfilment of 
feelings and therefore, no amount of physical facility alone can ensure fulfilment in relationship. 
 

3. These feelings can be recognized – they are definite 
The third important issue is that these feelings can be recognised, they are definite. There are nine 
feelings in relationship. These are the feelings which we can understand which we can ensure within 
ourselves which we can share with others and thus ensure mutual fulfilment in relationship. These 
are the feelings which are naturally acceptable to us in the relationship with the other human being. 
 
Feelings (values) in relationship – nine feelings 

1. Trust (foundation value) 
2. Respect 
3. Affection 
4. Care 
5. Guidance 
6. Reverence 
7. Glory 

8. Gratitude 
9. Love (complete value) 



 
First of all, let us investigate if these feelings are naturally acceptable to us or not. For example, we 
can ask ourselves what is naturally acceptable to us:                        

• Feeling of trust or mistrust  

• Feeling of respect or disrespect  

• Feeling of affection or jealousy  

• Feeling of care or exploitation 

• Feeling of guidance or misguidance 

• Feeling of reverence or irreverence 

• Feeling of glory or inglorious feelings 

• Feeling of gratitude or ingratitude 

• Feeling of love or hatred 
 
It will be quite obvious which feelings are naturally acceptable to us. Then we can explore if these 
feelings are naturally acceptable just to us or they are naturally acceptable to others, and ultimately, 
to everyone. 
 
You will see that these feelings are naturally acceptable to you, therefore, having these feelings in 
yourself leads to your happiness. When you have a feeling of respect within you, you are comfortable 
within, you are in harmony within – because this feeling of respect is naturally acceptable to you. 
When you are in harmony within, you are in a state of happiness. 
 
On the other hand, if you have a feeling of disrespect for the other, you are uncomfortable within 
because you are in contradiction within – the feeling of disrespect is not naturally acceptable to you. 
Just by having this feeling of disrespect, it leads to contradiction within yourself and therefore, leads 
to a state of unhappiness within. This is the case even if you have not shared it with the other, even 
if you have not expressed it to the other. This disharmony within is making you uncomfortable and 
therefore, unhappy. Are you able to see that? Also, you can find out if the complaints regarding the 
lack of fulfilment in relationship have to do with the absence of these feelings. 
 

4. Fulfilment of feelings in relationship and their evaluation leads to mutual 
happiness 
When we have naturally acceptable feelings in the Self, we share them with the other and when we 
are both able to evaluate the feelings rightly, it leads to mutual happiness, i.e. the happiness of oneself 
as well as the happiness of the other. 
 
The important observation is that these feelings are naturally acceptable to us therefore, having these 
feelings in us leads to our happiness. Similarly, these feelings are naturally acceptable to the other, 
so when we share these feelings with the other, it leads to happiness of the other as well. Evaluation 
is required to verify whether we have these feelings or not, whether we have expressed these feelings 
to the other or not, whether the same feeling has reached to the other or not and ultimately evaluation 
is required to see if the result is mutual happiness or not. 
 
For example, if I have a feeling of respect, it leads to harmony within, therefore, happiness within. 
This feeling of respect within myself leads to my happiness. When I share this feeling of respect with 
you, it leads to your happiness – that is how it leads to mutual happiness. This can be verified for all 
other feelings – trust, affection care, gratitude, etc. 
 
The harmony in family has to do with relationship and relationship has to do with these four aspects. 
Only when we understand these four aspects, we understand the relationship, we are able to accept 
relationship and we are able to ensure the feelings in relationship leading to the fulfilment in 
relationship. Therefore, having right understanding or clarity about relationship is at the base of 
fulfilment in relationship. 
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Appraisal of the Current Status 
Today, we have much more physical facility than ever before; yet a significant percentage of people 
don’t get enough to eat and don’t have enough clothes to protect their body. It is certainly not a 
problem of production, but of distribution. You see, within your family, you have an acceptance for the 
others – for the children, for the older people and so on – so you share quite unconditionally. Outside 
that family, that acceptance of relationship is not there, so in spite of having more than enough, the 
distribution does not take place. Not only is the acceptance of relationship not there, we have a feeling 
of opposition for people outside a limited circle of people. That is why, we are collectively spending a 
very large percentage of our resources preparing for war. Isn’t it quite paradoxical? 
 
The problem today is that we assume ourselves to be the Body and we try to see the relationship on 
the basis of the Body. We, therefore, fail to understand relationship and consequently, we fail to fulfil 
relationship, despite all our good intentions. That is why, we have so much of complaint regarding 
relationship. We keep thinking and talking about the lack of fulfilment in relationship, but we hardly 
know what to do about it. Most of the time, finding lack of fulfilment of relationship, we try to fulfil it 
through physical facility, but it does not work. We had explored in chapter 3, whether the unhappiness 
in our families is more due to lack of fulfilment in the relationship or more due to lack of physical 
facility. And we had observed that much of our unhappiness has to do with the lack of fulfilment in 
relationship, while we may be spending major part of our time and effort for physical facility. 
  
The problems in relationship today are due to absence of one or more of the right feelings. And we 
try to make up this gap by physical facility or by trying to demand these feelings from others, rather 
than ensuring these feelings in ourselves and sharing it with others. 
 
We can recall the question that if you are thinking of taking revenge with someone for two hours and 
after two hours you drop the idea. You were unhappy. The other person would not even know about 
it, because you have not expressed it, but your unhappiness is definite. If you look at this unhappiness, 
the basic reason is that you had a feeling of opposition for the other. Since this feeling of opposition 
is not naturally acceptable to you, therefore, you were uncomfortable within. Instead of having a 
feeling of relationship (like affection), you had the feeling of opposition (like jealousy) which is not 
naturally acceptable to you, therefore, it was leading to a contradiction within and therefore, 
unhappiness within.  
 
The majority of complaints in relationship have to do with the lack of fulfilment of naturally acceptable 
feelings. Since we do not understand the Self, we do not understand the feelings, we do not have 
these feelings in ourselves, and we are not able to express them to the other, leading to lack of 
fulfilment in relationship. In fact, we are not even able to appreciate that the problem is because of 
lack of fulfilment of feelings. Instead we try to compensate it with physical facility. We think that if we 
only had more physical facility, we would have resolved the problem in relationship. Lack of physical 
facility is not really the cause – the complaint is about the lack of feeling and not just the physical 
facility. Because we don't understand relationship, and because we do not ensure these feelings in 
relationship, we are not able to ensure the fulfilment in relationship. Let us look at the following episode 
in this context.  
 

A couple was sharing their situation. “I like to go for a walk in the morning”, she said, added 
“and he likes to play badminton, and so it goes – we keep fighting about this”. Now, is their 
problem one of their physical activities or does it have to do with the lack of feelings – lack of 
affection for each other? What do you think? If they had the feeling of affection for each other, 
one would like to fulfil the expectation of the other first or the husband may play the badminton 
and the wife may walk around the badminton court. The gap between them is the lack of 
feeling. If the feelings are there, they can always work out a joint programme for living together 
with fulfilment. 
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We attempt to fill this gap in feelings with physical facility. We go for elaborate dinners, give exclusive 
gifts, go to exotic holiday destinations; we celebrate occasions like birthdays, wedding anniversaries 
and so on. Do such activities actually fill the gap, if the feelings are lacking? Can physical facility be 
substituted for feelings in the relationship? 
 
We have seen that fulfilment in relationship is on account of ensuring the right feelings and no amount 
of physical facility can ensure the fulfilment of feelings. While we have physical facility, we have not 
understood these feelings and they are not there in us – that is the problem. Now we are further not 
working to understand the feelings and ensure them in the Self, rather we only expect the other to 
express right feelings to us – we are just expecting these feelings from the other. If the other is 
expressing the right feelings to us, we feel happy, and if the other is not expressing the right feelings 
to us, we feel unhappy. For example, we want the feeling of respect. Now if the other respects me, I 
feel happy, and if the other does not respect me, I feel unhappy. That is how we go about it generally. 
In fact, majority of our programs today are woven around it. 
 
Find out, if you think in terms of having the feeling of respect and sharing this feeling of respect with 
the other, or you think in terms of just getting respect from other. If you think in terms of getting the 
feeling of respect from the other or even demand for it, it doesn't work. In case the other person has 
not understood relationship, has not understood the Self which is the source of the feelings, has not 
understood the feelings in the Self, (s)he does not have the feeling of respect within. Now when the 
other does not have the feeling of respect within, (s)he cannot express it, cannot share it with you 
either. Therefore, you don't get the respect from the other, not because (s)he does not want to respect 
you, but because the other does not have that feeling of respect within. When this respect is not 
forthcoming from the other, we keep doing many things to get respect from the other – we wear 
fashionable clothes, build big houses and so many other things like that. Does all this effort work? It 
may appear to work temporarily, but it doesn't really work. 
 
Refer to the question that we asked earlier, “When you go to a party with an exclusive dress, does it 
generate a feeling of respect or create feeling of jealousy in the other”? It creates a feeling of jealousy 
mostly. Sometimes you do get a feeling of respect from one who already has a feeling of respect for 
you, for your past behaviour (rather than on account of the exclusive dress). If you already have a 
relationship with the other, and the other is comfortable with you, (s)he will have that respect for you. 
Otherwise the other will have that feeling of jealousy, because (s)he himself is trying to get respect 
from you. We have become competitors. We spend so much effort, time and money to dress up 
exclusively and what we get in return is the feeling of jealousy rather than the feeling of respect.  
 
What is happening is that people are not able to express the feeling of respect to the other, because 
they do not have it. This is because they do not understand the feeling. Rather, they are trying to get 
it from the other. You want to get the feeling from the other. You yourself do not have that feeling. 
You do not have it because you don't understand the relationship, the feelings in relationship. Same 
is the problem with the other. (S)he also has not understood relationship, the feeling in relationship. 
Therefore, (s)he does not have the feeling of respect, and hence (s)he is not able to express it to you. 
Ultimately the situation is that most people are begging for respect and almost everyone's bowl is 
empty. We are begging for respect and we are not getting it from the other because the other’s bowl 
is empty. And we're not able to give the respect to the other because our own bowl is also empty. We 
can see that we are stuck with this problem of lack of fulfilment in relationship because of three things: 

1. We are not able to ensure the fulfilment of feelings which are naturally acceptable to us in the 
relationship (and we try to compensate for it by physical facility which does not work). 

2. We are not able to ensure feelings in ourselves because we have not understood the Self and 
3. We are not able to understand that the relationship is between one Self and the other Self. 

 
The major issue in relationship is that of feeling; and not of physical facility alone.  
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The larger issues of domination, exploitation, adultery, divorce, breakdown of the family system, etc. 
can also be seen as symptoms of lack of understanding of relationship and of lack of feelings in 
relationship. 
 
These problems point to the need to understand human being, to know the Self, to understand the 
relationship, to ensure the right feelings in the Self, to share these feelings in relationship with the 
other and to evaluate them, ensuring mutual happiness. 
 

The Way Ahead 
With this background, let's see what we need to do to ensure fulfilment in relationship. The most 
fundamental thing is to understand these feelings. If we understand these feelings, we will have these 
feelings in us. If we want to ensure fulfilment of a relationship, it is essential to understand the feelings. 
When we understand them, we have the right (naturally acceptable) feelings in us. When we have 
these feelings in us: 

1. We are comfortable within. These feelings are naturally acceptable to us, therefore, we’re in 
a state of harmony (happiness) within. The moment we understand the feelings in relationship 
we have these feelings in ourselves leading to a state of harmony (happiness) within. This 
much is definite. 

2. We share these feelings with the other. That is very natural. If we have a feeling of respect for 
you, we express the feeling of respect to you. Similarly, the feeling of affection, feeling of care, 
feeling of guidance, etc., will get expressed. 

3. Since these feelings are also naturally acceptable to you, it will lead to happiness for you. 
Ultimately it will lead to mutual happiness. 

 
During the discussion on relationship, seeing a ray of hope, a student confided in his human 
values teacher. He told her about the bitter relationship with his father. For two and half years both 
of them had not spoken to each other. Their only means of communicating during this time was 
through the mother. Could he do something to make up with his father? The teacher told him that 
if his desire was genuine, he would figure out a way to reconcile and patch up things, ‘All it takes 
is a little effort’.  
 
The boy looked thoughtful and nodded his head as he remembered. Two and half years of not 
speaking to each other, a strenuous relationship of a father and son, living in the same house is 
quite unthinkable. It had started one evening when the parents were out. The boy like any youth 
took advantage of the situation and invited his friends over for a party and a game of cards. Just 
as they started their fun, the parents walked in unexpectedly much to the dismay of the boy and 
his friends. The father was furious. He not only scolded the boys, but he also beat up his son in 
the process. It was not just embarrassing but a humiliating experience for the son, being beaten 
in front of his friends, not to mention the scolding of his friends. 
 
A few days later the boy, on his return from college, found his father playing cards with his friends 
at home! How could this be all right for the father but not for a grown-up son? ‘Should he not 
practice what he was preaches’? Engulfed with frustration and resentment, the son pointed this 
out to his dad. Unfortunately, the father immediately flared up and once more, he beat up the boy 
– only this time in front of his own friends. This incident was the last straw for the son and thus 
father and son relationship turned silently sour. The boy stopped talking to his father. 
 
In all this, the boy was not comfortable within. In the classroom discussion on relationship, he had 
figured out that the father must also be unhappy, so he had decided to look at the situation afresh.  
 
‘All it takes is a little effort’, the words of his teacher resonated in the January air. It was New Year 
and the boy thought it could be a good time to heal the broken relationship. He got a beautiful 
flower and went to greet his father, who was getting ready to go to work. Rather awkwardly the 
boy held up the flower, like a man proposing to a lady.  
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The father asked curtly, ‘what is this’? The boy, ‘it is a flower’. The father said loudly, ‘I can see 
that it is a flower, but why are you giving it to me? What do you want’? The father waved his hand 
indicating that he didn’t have the time; he was already late for office. 
 
The son turned away sadly and tried to fight the tears that were already trickling down his cheeks. 
‘The flower is just an excuse – I want to talk to you. I have much to say. I only wanted some of 
your time”, he whispered.  
 
The father couldn’t but help notice his son’s hunched shoulders and head hung low. The image 
of this gripped the heart of the father and then he very softly said, ‘OK, let us talk…” 
   
Two and half years of silence was finally broken. Talk they did. They shared their deepest feelings, 
sometimes interrupted by tears and sometimes by laughter. It was a new beginning for them. 
 
Now in this incident, can you see that it was the understanding of relationship which made a 
difference? 

 
The programme for ensuring the fulfilment of relationship is as follows: 
 
First, to understand and accept the relationship, identify the feelings in relationship, to understand 
these feelings and ensure that these feelings are there in us. In fact, the moment we understand the 
feelings, we have the feelings in us. We don't have to do anything else to create these feelings, except 
to understand them. 
 
Secondly, we have to share these feelings with the other. Because this is naturally acceptable to the 
other as well, it will lead to happiness in the other also. Thus, it will lead to mutual happiness. And 
that is how the fulfilment in relationship will take place.  
 
In this way, with understanding and acceptance of relationship, understanding the feelings in 
relationship, having the feelings, expressing these feelings and right evaluation of feelings lead to 
mutual happiness. 
 
We can see that ultimately the fulfilment of the relationship calls for the understanding these nine 
feelings and their fulfilment. We will now try to investigate into each of these feelings one by one 
starting from trust. 
 
(Note: This chapter is particularly large and contains detailed discussion on the basic values 
in relationship. To facilitate understanding on the part of students, we are providing the 
‘Salient Points’ and ‘Test Your Understanding’ after each major section of the chapter). 

 
Salient Points regarding Relationship 

• The family is the basic unit of human organisation for living in relationship and harmony 
(order). 

• To live with fulfilment in relationship, it is essential to understand relationship. Assuming 
relationship without understanding does not work. 

• Relationship is, it is already there. In human-human relationship, it exists between one Self 
(I1) and the other Self (I2). We are embedded in relationship – whether we recognize it or not. 
When we recognize the relationship, we think in terms of accepting it and fulfilling it. When we 
don’t understand relationship, the relationship is still there but we are not able to see it, we are 
not able to accept it and therefore, we don't think in terms of ensuring the fulfilment in the 
relationship. 

• The unhappiness in the family is more due to lack of fulfilment in the relationship, but also due 
to lack of physical facility. The major issue is that of fulfilment of feelings in relationship; and 
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with that, the minor issue is lack of physical facility. By itself, physical facility cannot 
compensate for lack of feelings. 

• The base of relationship is feelings – in one Self (I1) for other Self (I2). Feelings are in the Self, 
not in the Body. Feelings are fundamental to fulfilment in relationship. 

• These feelings are definite, so they can be understood. There are nine naturally acceptable 
feelings in relationship – from trust (foundation value) to love (complete value). 

• When we ensure these naturally acceptable feelings in ourselves, we share them with the 
other and when we are both able to evaluate the feelings rightly, it leads to mutual happiness. 

 
Test Your Understanding regarding Relationship 
 
Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. Is it possible to live in relationship without understanding relationship? How is a family the 
basic ground for understanding relationships? Explain. 

2. ‘Relationship is – between one Self (I1) and another Self (I2)’. Examine this statement. 
3. Feelings in the Self are fundamental to live with fulfilment in relationship. Evaluate this 

statement. 
4. What are the feelings (values) in human relationship? Are they naturally acceptable to you? 

Do you think these feelings are also naturally acceptable to others? 
5. What is the outcome when we try to identify relationship based on the exchange of physical 

facility alone? 
 

Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
(To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
1. What is the meaning of family for you? List down the people in your family/extended family. 

a. What do you call these people? You may be calling them by a relationship name like father, 
mother, brother, sister, chacha, chachi, mama, mami, etc. or by a family name (pet-name) 
or their formal name. 

b. What are your expectations from each of these people?  
c. What are your responsibilities towards each of them? 
d. What is your state of harmony with each person? 
Now, write down your conclusions from this exercise. 

 
2. Make a list of at least ten relationship pairs in the family (e.g. father-mother, mother-daughter, 

mother-son, father-son, father-daughter, brother-brother, brother-sister, chacha-chachi, mama-
mami, chacha-mama, etc.). For each pair, write down 

a. The rough evaluation of the state of harmony of that pair. If your parents are in harmony 
with each other, write 100% in front of father-mother. If your chacha is in 50% harmony 
with your mama, write 50% in front of chacha-mama. 

b. The reason for that state of harmony or disharmony. 
c. How can you contribute to ensuring harmony in these relationships (wherever you find it 

lacking)? 
What is your conclusion from this exercise? 
 

3. Take the relationship in which you have the most dissatisfaction or complaints. If you are in 
harmony with every member of your family, you can skip this exercise or you can do it for someone 
in your extended family or friends circle. 

a. Make a list of your dissatisfaction, complaints and all the things that you dislike about the 
other person. 

b. Make a list of some of the good qualities about the other person. 
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c. In these lists, find out the points that have to do with physical facility and the points that 
have to do with feeling. 

What are your conclusions from this exercise? 
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Trust as the Foundation Value 
We can see that the fulfilment of the relationship calls for the understanding and expressing these 
nine feelings so, let us begin with the feeling of trust. Trust is “to be assured”. 
 
Trust is to be assured that the other intends to make me happy and prosperous. 
 
Do you feel assured when you have the clarity that the other wants to make you happy and 
prosperous? Since our basic aspiration is happiness, prosperity and its continuity, so if we are clear 
that the other person wants to make us happy and prosperous, we feel assured of him – that’s what 
is meant by having a feeling of trust. On the other hand, if we have even a small doubt that the other 
person wants to make us unhappy or deprived, we will not feel assured of him. We will have doubt 
and apprehension or fear. We will have the feeling of mistrust for him.  
 
Is this definition of trust naturally acceptable to you? Let’s not hurry to answer that, but do explore 
further. 
 
In order to evaluate trust between two individuals, we will examine eight statements. While you are 
reading this, think of yourself as the first person and someone close to you as the second person – 
like your mother, father, brother, sister, etc. 
 
Let's evaluate the first set of four statements: 

1a. I want to make myself happy.  
2a. I want to make the other happy. 
3a. The other wants to make herself/himself happy. 
4a. The other wants to make me happy. 

 
These statements are about our natural acceptance about our intention.  
 
Statement 1a – I want to make myself happy.  
 
Is this statement true for you? Is it naturally acceptable to you? What is your natural acceptance – to 
make yourself happy or unhappy? 
 
Observation 1a – Yes, I want to make myself happy. In fact, I can see that my every action is to make 
myself happy. The answer is yes. In fig. 8-1, we have put a tick mark against 1a. 
 
Statement 2a – I want to make the other happy.   
 
What is your natural acceptance – to make the other happy or unhappy? Your spontaneous and 
natural response will be to make the other happy. However, you may have a second thought, you 
may feel that it is OK to make this effort only for those who have been good to you; you may be least 
bothered about strangers; and you may even want to take revenge from some. Give some more 
thought to this. Look into your natural acceptance (and not your ability, your competence) and ask, 
given all the choice, will you prefer to make the other happy or unhappy? Finally, the answer will be, 
given all the choice, you will prefer to make the other happy. 
 
Observation 2a – Yes, I want to make the other happy. Given a choice, I always want to make the 
other happy. The answer is yes.  
 
Statement 3a – The other wants to make herself or himself happy.  
 
You may well ask, “how do I evaluate what the other person’s intentions are”? While we may start 
with a guess of their natural acceptance, ultimately, we have to find it out. If you can see that the other 
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is just like you, his natural acceptance is the same as yours. If you can see your own natural 
acceptance, you know the natural acceptance of the other also. But don’t assume this – find it out.  
 
Observation 3a – Yes, it is true. As I want to be happy, the same holds true for the other as well.  
 
Statement 4a – The other wants to make me happy. 
 
Observation 4a – I am not so sure. We are putting a question mark in 4a on fig. 8-1. 
 
That is the problem; that is where the doubt comes in. That is where the mistrust comes in.  
 

 
 
Please keep in mind that all these questions are regarding our natural acceptance, our intention. They 
are not about our ability or our competence. We will look into the status about our ability next and 
then come back to this statement 4a, for more clarity. 
 
Now let us look at the statements which are based on or relate to ability. 

1b. I am always able to make myself happy 
2b. I am always able to make the other happy 
3b. The other is always able to make herself/himself happy 
4b. The other is always able to make me happy 

 
Statement 1b – I am always able to make myself happy.  
 
Is it a tick mark or question mark? Are you able to always make yourself happy? 
 
Observation 1b – Not always. There is a question mark. 
 
You can see that as far as your intention is concerned, as far as your natural acceptance is concerned, 
you want to be happy, always happy; but when it comes to living according to this natural acceptance, 
this intention, you may find it difficult – sometimes you are able to make yourself happy and sometimes 
you are not. Since we cannot say with confidence that yes, we are always able to make ourselves 
happy. Therefore, there is a question mark on this statement. We can, of course, say firmly that we 
always want to make ourselves happy – because that is our intention, our natural acceptance.  
 
Statement 2b – I am always able to make the other happy. 
 
Observation 2b – Sometimes yes, sometimes no. There is a question mark. 
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Statement 3b – The other is always able to make herself or himself happy. 
 
Observation 3b – Again not sure, there is a question mark. 
 
Statement 4b – The other is always able to make me happy. 
 
Observation 4b – Now, there is a big or even a double question mark! 
 
In most workshops that we have conducted, as far as the statements about the intention, i.e. natural 
acceptance, are concerned, there is a tick mark in 1a, 2a and 3a, and there is a question mark in 4a. 
When we look at the competence, at the ability, there is a question mark, from the beginning – there 
is a question mark on 1b, 2b, 3b and on 4b there is a big question mark. Now, what does this indicate? 

 
Distinguishing between Intention and Competence 
(The common mistake in relationship is due to confusion between intention and competence) 
 
Now if you try to analyse this set of responses, many things will get clarified. Look at the whole 
situation. Look at your response to these statements, about your intention (natural acceptance) and 
about your competence (ability). You’ll find that while evaluating yourself, you evaluate on the basis 
of your intention (natural acceptance). You think that you are a good person as your intentions are 
good. 
 

 
Refer to fig. 8-2. Can you see that you evaluate yourself on the basis of your intention?  
 
On the other hand, when you evaluate the other, you evaluate him on the basis of his competence. 
You find that he is not able to make you happy all the time. Many times, or most of the time he ends 
up making you unhappy. Therefore, you think that the other wants to make you unhappy. You have a 
doubt on other’s intention. When you find that the competence is missing, you have the doubt. But 
this doubt does not remain limited to the competence, rather you start concluding about his intention. 
On the basis of his state of the competence, you start doubting his intention! 
 

To take an example, let’s say a glass breaks. It is made of some fragile material and such an 
event keeps happening. When a glass breaks, there are two interpretations possible. If you 
are the one who is involved in it, your interpretation is one way. If the other person is involved 
in it, your interpretation is in a very different way. If you are involved, you say “the glass broke 
by accident”. But, if it is about the other, you say “the other broke the glass”. When it breaks 
by you then you say that it was by accident, it was not your intention. When the same thing 
happens by the other person, you do not say the same thing, you do not say that it broke by 
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accident. You say that “he broke the glass” which means he had the intention to break the 
glass.  

 
You can see that as far as your performance is concerned, your action is concerned, even if you make 
the same mistake hundred times, you never doubt your intention. You feel that you make mistakes 
by accident. You have a feeling that you are well meaning. You reinforce that you are good. And, 
mostly you do not make effort to improve upon your competence. 
 
On the other hand, for the other, we keep concluding that he makes mistakes intentionally. We have 
this doubt on his intention. We assume his lack of competence to be the lack of intention. When we 
doubt the intention, we have a feeling of mistrust or even opposition. And if we have this feeling of 
opposition, we tend to get irritated; we tend to get angry and so on. We conclude that his intentions 
are wrong. By doing this, we reinforce the belief that the other is bad, he cannot improve and thus we 
do not bother to help him improve his competence. 
 
Find out if this is what has been happening in your life. Find out if this doubt on intention of the other 
has been a major source of problem in your relationships. Find out if this doubt has led to the feeling 
of opposition, irritation or anger in you and if you stopped speaking to the other for days and weeks; 
or you have broken relationships. Look back and see if you have lost friends and relatives because 
of this confusion between intention and competence. 
 
Now, if you can see that the intention of the other is same as your intention and he might be lacking 
competence then your response will be very different.  
 

One time, when we were conducting a workshop in an educational institute, amongst the 
students attending, there was a student named Suresh. Two days after this discussion on the 
feeling of trust, he shared his experience. He said “the previous evening when I was going to 
the mess, I saw my friend rushing towards the mess. I wished him but he didn't respond. He 
didn't even look at me. I was quite hurt and unhappy about it. But then, on second thought, I 
thought maybe he has some problem, perhaps it is a problem of his competence, not his 
intention. Maybe I should not doubt his intention on the basis of what he has done, i.e. not 
responding to my greeting. So today, when I met him, I asked him what happened. I reminded 
him that I had wished him when he was rushing towards the mess yesterday evening and he 
did not even look at me or respond to me. He said “oh yes, when I went back to my room, I 
realized that I left my wallet in the mess. I was rushing to the mess to get it back. I was in so 
much of a hurry and so worked up that I did not even notice you, let alone see you wishing 
me.” Suresh further shared “if I had not gone through this workshop, understanding the 
difference between intention and competence, I would have doubted his intention, I would 
have felt very bad, I would not have spoken to him, not clarified what happened… I would 
have lost that friend. We wouldn't have talked for days or we would not have talked at all. Such 
a simple thing may be a reason for break-up of relationship or create so much of a problem, 
so much of tension in relationship”. 

 
This is the common mistake that we make in relationship today. On the basis of lack of competence, 
we conclude about the lack of intention of the other. When we doubt their intention, instead of 
accepting the other as a relative, we have a feeling of opposition. This feeling of opposition will come 
out as irritation or anger and so on. This is something which you can check in your day-to-day 
interaction with people to whom you are related. Every now and then this keeps happening. In very 
small incidents and creating whole lot of problems in relationship. 
 

One of our colleagues keeps quoting this example, the example of his uncle who had a heart 
attack: When the uncle came back from the hospital, I went to see him and asked “what 
happened, uncle”? We are very close, so he opened up. He said oh, you know your auntie, 
sometimes she says such things which are very hurting. It so happened that day his (uncle's) 
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friend came from Kolkata and he wanted some financial help (cf course, for a huge amount). 
Uncle decided to extend that help to his friend. 

 
The friend went back satisfied, but auntie was quite unhappy about the incident. She said 
certain things to uncle. In response or reaction to her being unhappy and what she said 
seemed to be so hurting for the uncle that he met with a heart-attack. 

 
I just asked uncle, “tell me – did you get hurt because of the words that auntie said or because 
of the fact that you doubted her intention (she wants to hurt you) on the basis of what she 
said”? He said, “because of the words”. I said, “okay. Let me ask another question. If the same 
words were uttered by someone whom you knew was mad, would you have got hurt”? He said 
no. I said, “okay. Let me ask this question again. Were you hurt by the words that she said or 
because you started doubting her intention on the basis of what she said? And therefore, you 
had a feeling of opposition in you for her”? He was silent for a few minutes and then he said, 
“yes! What you are saying is making sense”. 

 
This is what is happening. Uncle and auntie belong to a highly respected family in a city in 
North India. They have been leading a married life for fifty years, but they still have doubt on 
intention of each other and such small incidents can cause the doubt on intention. With a doubt 
on intention, there is a feeling of opposition. With that feeling of opposition, there is a hurt and 
it might even damage to the extent of meeting a heart attack. 

 
This is what keeps happening if you look at the interaction between the husband and wife; most of 
the time you find that they talk as if they are fighting, as if they are at war. Because the doubt on 
intention is there and that feeling of opposition is there and therefore, there is so much of irritation and 
anger. Start observing in your day-to-day interaction with your friends, with your relatives, with your 
co-workers.  
 
Now that we have clarity about intention and competence, let us explore this question:  
If you have unconditional, continuous trust on intention, on the natural acceptance of the other and if 
the other is lacking competence, what will you do? 

a) Try to improve upon his competence  
b) Get irritated    
c) Get angry     
d) Have a feeling of opposition  

  
The answer is obviously (a). If there is trust on intention, this is the response. If you have trust on 
intention of the other and if you find that the other is lacking competence, you will try to improve upon 
his competence. On the other hand, if you have doubt on intention of the other, (b), (c) and (d) will 
happen. You will get irritated or angry or carry a feeling of opposition. That is the reaction out of your 
doubt on intention of the other. 
 

a) try to improve upon his competence Trust on Intention → Response 
b) get irritated          
c) get angry          Doubt on Intention → Reaction 
d) have a feeling of opposition        

 
The action may be same, on the part of the other; but your response or reaction depends on you, 
your perception. If you have trust on intention, you will respond in terms of trying to improve upon the 
competence of the other. On the other hand, if there is doubt on intention then you will react in terms 
of getting irritated or angry or carrying a feeling of opposition. 
 
Now with these indicators, find out how many people are there in your life on whom you have trust on 
intention (natural acceptance) which is unconditional and continuous. In order to check this, find out 
the names of those people with whom you do not get irritated, you do not get angry and you do not 
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have the feeling of opposition, even for a moment, even if they keep committing mistakes over and 
over again. 
 
Most of the time, we find the answer to be ‘none’! This is a serious matter – in relationship between 
husband and wife, father and son, between friends and so on. It indicates lack of trust on intention. 
Further, we seem to be doing nothing much to address the issue. Hardly anyone is paying attention 
to understanding relationship and in developing their competence to live in relationship. We can see 
that people keep doing things they don’t mean to. They don’t want to get angry (intention), but end up 
getting angry (lack of competence).  
 
The question about how many people we have unconditional trust is a very fundamental question. It 
is an indicator of how much you have understood relationship, how much acceptance you have in 
relationship from your side. This will tell you exactly how many people you have been able to accept 
as being related to you (the moment there is doubt on intention of the other, instead of feeling related 
to the other, you feel opposed to the other, so those names will not be in the list). Now, from here you 
can start working to develop your understanding about relationship and be able to live with feelings 
which are mutually fulfilling, from your side. 
 
Of course, there may be many questions and doubts; because this is in sharp contrast to what is 
prevailing in the society today. Generally, we don’t make a distinction between intention and 
competence, so we are not paying attention to the intention (natural acceptance) at all. As a result, 
the word trust gets used only to indicate the level of competence (or lack of competence). With such 
an assumption about trust, the feeling of acceptance is almost completely missing; rather there is a 
feeling of opposition. With that, we reinforce assumptions like: 

• Strangers can’t be trusted – Every human being, including strangers, have the same natural 
acceptance. However, the competence may or may not be present. For a stranger, we may 
need time to evaluate their competence (but not to know their natural acceptance). 

• Trust is developed over a long time – true for competence, but is it true for trust on natural 
acceptance (intention)? 

• Never trust anyone blindly – we need to have trust on intention (natural acceptance), and 
evaluate their competence before making a programme with them – we will discuss this in 
detail next. 

 
Feelings which are based on incidents are indefinite; they are conditional and not continuous. Basing 
our relationship on incidents is another major mistake that we keep making today. If we try to base 
our feelings and our relationship on the basis of incidents, it does not work because these incidents 
depend on our mutual competence, my competence as well as the competence of the other which 
may be fluctuating and therefore, it might lead to lack of continuity in the fulfilment in relationship.  
 
On the other hand, when you are able to understand your own natural acceptance, you can conclude 
about the natural acceptance of the other. You want to be happy and make the other happy, but you 
may have lack of competence. The other also has the same natural acceptance and (s)he also may 
be lacking in competence, just like you. When we have this clarity, we can have that trust on intention 
at the base of our relationship. That is what we want to explore in more detail now. 
 
Let us recall, from chapter 6, that our intention is the same as our natural acceptance. On the other 
hand, competence is what we are – the collection of all desires, thoughts and expectations, i.e. all of 
our imaginations. Since desires may be coming from preconditioning, sensation as well as natural 
acceptance; desire is not necessarily the same as intention. Only some part of the desires that are 
coming from natural acceptance are our intention, the others may or may not be our intention (refer 
to fig. 6-6 in chapter 6). For instance: 

• Our natural acceptance (intention) is to be happy and make others happy, but we may have a 
desire for taking revenge! 
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• We keep getting hurt by the behaviour of others and we keep hurting others with our behaviour. 
We don’t have a natural acceptance for it, but it is a part of our desire! 
 

Competence includes all the desires, thoughts and expectations (from all three sources). The intention 
(natural acceptance), on the other hand, is always same – to be happy and make the other happy. 
 

Trust on Intention 
 
Trust is to have the clarity that the other intends to make me happy. 
 
With this background of exploration, (refer to fig. 8-3) let us look back at these four statements again 
and find out whether there will be a question mark or a tick mark in 4a. 
 

 
 
Statement 4a – The other wants to make me happy. What do you now think? What is the natural 
acceptance of the other – To be happy and make others happy or to be happy and make others 
unhappy? 
 
Observation 4a – As far as the intention is concerned, as far as the natural acceptance is concerned, 
the other wants to be happy and make others happy. That would be the observation. 
 
This is interesting. Any and every person wants to be happy and make others happy, as far as their 
natural acceptance is concerned. This natural acceptance is what we have been referring to as 
intention. When it comes to competence, the other may or may not have the competence to make 
herself or himself happy and to make others happy. The other has the intention but may be lacking in 
competence – we need to have this clarity in ourselves. 
 
In order to have this clarity about the natural acceptance of the other, what you really need to explore, 
investigate and find out what exactly your own natural acceptance is. This is written in statements 1a 
and 2a. You can investigate within yourself and find out whether you want to be happy yourself and 
whether you want to make others happy. You can find out what your natural acceptance is. You will 
see that you do want to be happy and you do want to make others happy – that is your natural 
acceptance. So 1a and 2a are both true. 
 
With the clarity that the other person is like us, now, we can conclude that he also wants to be happy 
and make others happy. We can directly verify this from the other as well. However, from our 
observation about our own natural acceptance, we can conclude about the natural acceptance of the 
other and, in fact, for every other human being. Basically, 3a is a reflection of 1a when I am looking 
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from the other side and 4a is a reflection of 2a. Therefore, I can see if 2a is correct, so is 4a. It will 
also be correct. The natural acceptance of the other is the same as my natural acceptance – to be 
happy and to make the other happy. 
 
This is the crux. If I can evaluate myself on the basis of my natural acceptance (intention) and I can 
evaluate the other on the basis of his natural acceptance (intention), I will have trust on intention of 
every human being. Because, deep down everyone wants to be happy and make others happy. Trust 
on intention is founded on the understanding of human being and the natural acceptance of the human 
being; it would be definite, unconditional and continuous for every human being. 
 
Find out if you are able to see this and have trust on intention of everyone. 
 
With the trust on intention of the other, we can evaluate our intention as well as the intention of the 
other; our competence as well as the competence of the other. Then the interpretation of the same 
incident will change significantly. Now we will be able to say that the glass broke by accident – for 
ourselves as well as for the other. We can see that we did not have the intention nor did the other has 
the intention; but because of lack of competence or by some accident the glass has broken. 
 
Now I can see that when I make a mistake even once I am clear about my intention; I know the 
mistake is due to lack of competence, not a lack of intention and therefore, I make effort to improve 
upon my competence. I am willing to understand and learn. When I see the same instance happening 
with the other, even if the other makes the same mistake hundred times, I am clear about his intention. 
I know the mistake is due to lack of competence, not a lack of intention and I make effort to help 
improve his competence with a feeling of relationship. 
 
This is important that I am trying to improve upon his competence, trying to help to improve upon his 
competence with a feeling of relationship. When I am doing this with a feeling of trust, I can see that 
he may have difficulty in understanding and also, I may have difficulty in explaining. When I am trying 
to explain and he is not able to understand, I do not doubt his intention to understand. I can see that 
he is finding it difficult to understand because of lack of his competence and it might also happen that 
I am not able to explain properly because of lack of my own competence. If I can see that, I will try to 
improve upon my competence and I will try to improve upon the competence of the other. And if I am 
unable to do that, at least I will not have a feeling of opposition, irritation or anger. 
 
With this background, now we can see that trust is the foundation of relationship. If I have trust on 
intention of the other, I feel related to the other. As long as the acceptance of relationship is concerned; 
it will be continuous, it will be unconditional and it will be definite. If I have trust on intention of the 
other, I will feel related to the other; therefore, I will treat the other as my relative. 
 
When it comes to making a programme with the other, I will have trust on intention. With that, I will 
evaluate my own competence, I will evaluate his competence and on the basis of our mutual 
competence, I will make a programme with him.  
 

For example, when we are conducting a class on human values, we have trust on intention of 
everyone. We have the clarity that everyone sitting here wants to know what is right and wants 
to do what is right, and that they have the capacity to understand what is right. We have this 
trust at the base. With this trust at the base, now we are making programme with you. For that, 
we are evaluating our competence as well as your competence. On the basis of our evaluation 
of our mutual competence, we are making the programme of conducting this class. We are 
conducting the class in English as we found that it is a language that both of us can speak and 
understand. If either one of us did not know English, and we both knew Hindi, we would have 
conducted the class in Hindi. 

 
Further, we are repeating the important points so many times, even at cost of being interpreted 
as boring. But we are doing it because of our evaluation of your competence. We know that 
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you take off many times during the class. By the time, we are making some point, your 
attention is gone somewhere outside, you are thinking of your home, your friends and so on, 
and you come back after 15 minutes; so, whatever was said during these 15 minutes, is not 
registered at all. When you come back, you start searching for what is going on in the class. 
We repeat the important points many times, so that at least once you will be able to hear. Find 
out for yourself, how many times do you take off during the class of 1 hour – 20, 50, 100? 

 
When we assume trust (rather than understand trust), we may assume the other has the intention 
and also has the competence. That means we do not evaluate the competence while making the 
programme. If we make the programme without evaluating our own competence and without 
evaluating the competence of the other, the programme is likely to fail; and we may conclude not to 
trust anybody! 
 
When we understand trust, it makes all the difference – we accept the other as he is. He is just like 
me. He has the intention to be happy and make me happy. His competence may or may not be 
matching his intention. 
 
This trust on intention gives a direction for our effort. While making a programme, we base it on our 
evaluation of mutual competence. The programme may succeed or it may fail, but we are not 
perturbed. We make effort to assure the other. We are able to re-evaluate our mutual competence for 
future programs. We are committed to help the other to improve his competence, without becoming 
irritated, angry and all that. We are, at the same time, making effort to learn, to improve our own 
competence. 
 

Making effort to assure the other is important. The acceptance of the other is essential before 
he will even be willing to listen. Before trying to help him to improve his competence it is 
necessary to assure him. To take an example, after going through this content, a student was 
excited to share it with his father and he did try to share it. The father did not show much 
interest. Disappointed, the student discussed his problem with his teacher. She only asked, 
“whom would you like to listen to – someone who is responsible or someone who is not very 
responsible”? It struck the student that his parents take most of the responsibility at home and 
he usually has to be reminded what needs to be done many times before he does anything to 
help at home. Over the next few weeks, he made effort to take some responsibility at home, 
like getting things from the market proactively. His father noticed the change and appreciated 
it. Over time, the student was able to share with his father. It is important to assure the other 
in the relationship, particularly before trying to communicate something important that you 
want them to pay attention to. 

 
Trust on intention is the starting point for mutual development. That is where the relationship begins. 
It is in that sense we are saying that trust on intention is the foundation of relationship. 
 

Salient Points regarding Trust 
• Trust is to be assured that the other intends (has a natural acceptance) to make me happy 

and prosperous. When I can clearly see that my intention (natural acceptance) is to make 
myself happy and to make the other also happy and prosperous, I can conclude that the other, 
who is like me at the level of Self, also has the same intention (natural acceptance). 

• I am able to accept the other. (S)he is like me – we have the same intention and, like me, 
(s)he may also be lacking in competence. 

• With trust on intention, I feel related to the other, and with that at the base, I make a programme 
based on our current mutual competence. I make effort to assure the other. Trust is the starting 
point of relationship, of mutual development. 

• Relationship is founded on trust. In the absence of it, we do not feel related to the other and 
the relationship keeps shaking. A common mistake in relationship is to evaluate myself based 
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on intention and evaluate the other based on competence. If we go by this, we assume 
ourselves to be good and the other to be the problem. 

 
Test Your Understanding regarding Trust 
 

Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. What is the proposal for the definition of trust? Illustrate the feeling of trust with one example, 
preferably from your own experience. 

2. Distinguish between intention and competence. What is the outcome when we confuse 
between the two and we doubt the intention of the other? What is the outcome when we are 
able to see them separately and we trust the intention of the other? 

3. ‘If I trust the intention of everyone, people would take undue advantage of me’. Is this 
statement true or false? Explain.  

4. How is trust the foundation value of relationship? 
5. Distinguish between reaction and response with the clarity of feeling of trust. Give one 

example of each for a particular case of relationship. 
6. Distinguish between intention and desire. Take at least one example. 

 

Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
(To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
1. Take the eight questions regarding evaluation of trust. Evaluate them for each person in your 

family (later you can extend it to your friends also). How many people are there with whom you 
have an unconditional feeling of trust on intention (which is continuous)? How many people are 
there with whom you never get irritated, angry and you never have a feeling of opposition? How 
many people are there with whom you are making effort for mutual development? 
 

2. Do you like people to accept you? i.e.  
a. To accept you with all your possibilities as a human being (your natural acceptance) 
b. To accept you with your strengths and weaknesses (your current level of competence) 
c. To help you to overcome your weaknesses (to help you develop your competence) 

Are there people in the family from whom you do not have this expectation? Is there anyone in 
the family who is unlikely to have this expectation from you? Do you always accept the others in 
your family in this manner? 
 

3. Reflect on few instances where you got irritated or angry with someone. What was the result of 
it? Can you recollect that you had a doubt on their intention? Try to call and share your reflections 
with one or more of them. What is your observation from this exercise. 

 
4. For you, is it essential to understand relationship, at least to understand the feeling of trust and to 

have the feeling of trust? Exactly what effort is required to understand trust? Are you making this 
effort? 

 
5. Watch the short film “Right Here Right Now”, directed by Anand Gandhi.  

The film may be downloaded from: 
 Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVAokeqQuFM 
 Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIYJePEnvUY 
Observe the interactions the characters are having with each other. List ten of these interactions, 
along with your observations – is it a reaction or a response and why. Write down the indicators 
of responsive behaviour and reactive behaviour. Try to connect it to the activity of the Self. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVAokeqQuFM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIYJePEnvUY
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6. List out ten or more of your interactions with other people in your family in the last one week. What 
percentage of these interactions were response from your side? Take one instance of reaction 
and one instance of response and share it in detail. Comment on whether you were comfortable 
within or uncomfortable for both instances. 
If responsive behaviour is desirable for you, outline the effort required. 
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Respect as Right Evaluation 
With the feeling of trust in us, we can explore into the feeling of respect. Let us see, when do we feel 
respected? How do I respect others?  
 
The proposal is: Respect is right evaluation. 
 
Respect means right evaluation. It is as simple as that. When we are rightly evaluated, we feel 
respected. When we are not rightly evaluated, we feel disrespected. 
 
You might find that this is quite different from what is generally considered respect, isn’t it? It is true 
that we are engaged in many activities to get attention, to appear to be different or special. To be in 
the newspaper or magazine, to win awards, to be in a class notes of records we are climbing up 
mountains, diving into the ocean depths, jumping from aeroplanes, wearing all sorts of clothes, getting 
special hairdos, growing our hair, shaving of our heads, tattooing our bodies and so on. The list is 
almost endless. Even on an everyday basis, we do so many things to be in the good books of parents, 
teachers, friends and work colleagues. What is your state when you are involved in such activities – 
are you comfortable within or uncomfortable within? Also, what do you think all this brings – some 
temporary attention or anything more than that? Does it ensure acceptance for you in the other? Think 
about it. Respect is simply the right evaluation. 
 

Over Evaluation, Under Evaluation and Otherwise Evaluation Leading to Disrespect 
However, when we look at what we are doing today in the name of respect, it is mostly: 

Over evaluation – evaluating for more than what it is 
Under evaluation – evaluating for less than what it is 
Otherwise evaluation – evaluating for other than what it is 

 
For example, when you are happy with a child, you start saying that he is great, he can do 
anything. Is it a right evaluation or over evaluation? Yes, it is an over evaluation. If you are 
angry with him for some reason, you say, he's good for nothing, he cannot do anything. Is it a 
right evaluation or under evaluation? Yes, it is an under evaluation. If you are really very angry 
with him, you say he is a donkey. You are not even willing to consider him as a human being. 
He is a human being and you are evaluating him for donkey, for an animal. This is otherwise 
evaluation. 

 
If we look at our day-to-day interaction, day-to-day behaviour, we generally tend to do one of these 
three – over evaluation, under evaluation or otherwise evaluation. If any of these three is done, the 
other person feels uncomfortable, disrespected. Check for yourself in every interaction with others 
whether it is respect or disrespect, i.e. is it right evaluation or one of the three (over, under or otherwise 
evaluation)? 
 

This is exemplified by an incident related by one of our colleagues: I went to one of my friends’ 
house. Somehow the wife was unhappy with the daughter. She started saying look at this girl, 
she does not do anything. She said that two or three times. I said, she must be doing 
something at least. How can someone do nothing? But she was insisting that her daughter 
does not do anything. After sometime, the daughter got very angry and she reacted. She said, 
‘what I am not doing. I am cooking food for everyone in the morning before going to the college. 
I go to college, come back in the evening and cook dinner for everyone; what else do you want 
me to do’? At that time, she was studying in an engineering college in 3rd year. The mother 
was still saying, ‘she does not do anything’! This is not something rare. If you are unhappy 
with someone, angry with someone, you say she’s good for nothing, useless. But she’s not 
useless. I mean she is doing some things and she is not doing other things. If you are happy 
it’s the other way around. You could start saying this girl is great, she is doing so much, she’s 
taking care of the house and she’s studying and also doing well in studies! 
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We can see so many examples around us. Most of the time, do we do right evaluation or under, over 
or otherwise evaluation? If it is your child, you look at it one way; if it is someone else’s child you look 
at it differently. This is what we end up doing. But why do we do this? It is because our very basic 
understanding or basic assumption about human being has gone wrong. 
 
Refer to fig. 8-4. As long as I don’t have my own right evaluation (based on right understanding of 
human being), I can’t do right evaluation of the other. Over and above that, this over-evaluation tends 
to ego, and under-evaluation or otherwise evaluation to depression; whether I am the one doing my 
own over/under/otherwise evaluation or someone else is doing it. When I am in ego, my behaviour 
with the other is likely to be reactive and not mutually fulfilling. Similarly, when I am in depression, I 
am unhappy and tend to make others also unhappy. 
 

 
One of the many examples of this is the case of an ordinary family consisting of the parents 
and three children; an elder daughter, a middle daughter and a youngest son. The middle 
daughter had recently joined B. Pharma – she was the first female child to join a professional 
course in their extended family or community. This made the parents very proud. When a 
guest would come home, they would introduce the middle daughter with big words – “she is 
our pride, the shining star of our family”, etc. At the same time, they would generally ignore 
even to introduce the elder daughter. They would ask her to make tea for the guests. And the 
youngest son was introduced as a donkey doing very poorly in school – he was in class seven 
at that time. Now what do you think – are the three children being rightly evaluated or not? Are 
they being respected or dis-respected? Like this, the middle daughter goes into ego, bosses 
on her own sister and brother; and at her college also she is unable to make friends. The elder 
sister and younger brother complain to the parents. The parents notice the haughty behaviour 
of the middle daughter and reprimand her “this joining B. Pharma has gone to your head – 
you better behave properly otherwise…”. Now the girl is down, in depression. In the family of 
five, she feels that she is on one side, while the other four are on the other side. She feels 
lonely and is unable to focus on her studies. This ego-depression cycle keeps going on for 
this girl. Who is responsible? (It is in such situations that people take to alcohol, drugs and 
even suicide). 

 
These sorts of incidents are happening all around in the families. Now what is the solution? One 
needs to do right evaluation. Right evaluation of oneself will lead to being self-referential, rather than 
being dependent on others for evaluation. Right evaluation will lead to self-confidence that is not 
shaken up by others. This sort of self-confidence is absolute. When the other over/under/otherwise 
evaluates me, I will not be affected; rather I will be able to affectionately contribute to helping the other 
to set right their evaluation of me. 
 

Minimum Content of Respect – The Other is Similar to Me 
If we want to do right evaluation, how do we go about? Let’s look at this.  
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The first question is when we are trying to do the right evaluation; will it be on the basis of Self or on 
the basis of Body? Based on what has been discussed so far, try to explore the differences and 
similarities at the level of the Body and also at the level of the Self. 
 
To do the right evaluation, we have to do it on the basis of Self. However, when we are presuming 
that human being is equal to Body and we have no clarity about the Self, there is no possibility of 
evaluating on the basis of Self. The very basis of right evaluation is not there. If we don’t understand 
the Self, the right evaluation is not possible. That has been the trouble. 
 
Now that we have clarity that human being is co-existence of Self and Body, we can think in terms of 
evaluating the human being on the basis of Self, and ensuring the right evaluation. If we go about 
doing this, let’s see these three things: 
 

1. Our purpose is the same – I have a natural acceptance to live with continuous happiness 
and prosperity. That is my purpose. The other also has a natural acceptance to live with 
continuous happiness and prosperity. That is the purpose of the other. So, on the basis of our 
natural acceptance, we have the same purpose.  
 

2. Our program is same – My program to achieve continuous happiness and prosperity is to 
understand the harmony and live in harmony at all levels of my being (from human being to 
the entire existence). The program for achieving his purpose, the program of the other is also 
to understand the harmony and live in harmony at all levels of being. In that sense, our 
program to fulfil our purpose is also same. 
 

3. Our potential is same – I am endowed with natural acceptance and the activities of desire, 
thought and expectation are going on continuously in me. This is my basic potential (to 
understand, think and do). The other is also endowed with natural acceptance; and the 
activities of desire, thought and expectation are going on continuously in the other. So, our 
potential is also same. 

 
When we are able to see the human being is the co-existence of Self and Body, we can see that the 
other (Self) is similar to me because our purpose is same, programme is same and potential is 
same. This is the minimum content of respect for a human being. 
 
Are we able to see this similarity? Just try to find out, are we focusing on establishing that the other 
is similar to me or on showing that the other is not similar to me, and that I am special? What are we 
focusing on? When we are unable to see the human being as it is, most of the time we are trying to 
prove that I am special, I am different. 
 

Disrespect Arising out of Differentiation 
Instead of trying to see both the similarity as well as the differences, are we primarily trying to focus 
on the differences? When we focus on the differences, we try to discriminate on the basis of these 
differences; and when we are discriminating, it is disrespect. 
 

 
In general, what we are doing in the name of respect today is differentiating and discriminating.  
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One criterion for the differentiation is on the basis of body (fig. 8-5). One set of our basic criteria for 
giving respect is related to body – on the basis of age, gender, race and physical strength. We keep 
saying – respect elders. What about younger people? What about the children? Do they deserve 
respect or not? Since we are not able to see this similarity generally, we are not able to see that 
children also need respect, just as older people do. Like this, we are differentiating on the basis of 
age, we are differentiating on the basis of gender. Many societies give higher priority to the male as 
compared to females or vice-versa; or giving priority to white as compared to brown and black. 
Similarly, we have been giving respect to those having more physical strength.  
 
If you observe all these bases of respect, is it really giving respect or is it discriminating? And when 
you are discriminating, will it lead to respect or disrespect? Of course, it will give rise to disrespect 
and that is the problem today. If you see around, all these bases of giving respect are generally 
discriminating which is leading to disrespect and therefore a lot of dissatisfaction, lot of opposition, lot 
of movements and revolts. You can see, there is movement against generation gap, movement 
against gender inequality, feminine movement, anti-racial movement and so on. All this is the basis 
of differentiation and it is causing disrespect in the name of respect. Interestingly all this is done in the 
name of respect.  
 
Of course, this differentiation is based on the gross misunderstanding or implicit assumption that the 
human being is equal to the Body; while the reality is that the human being is co-existence of Self and 
the Body. If we can realize this, we can evaluate the human being on the basis of Self and if we do 
that, we can see the similarity.  

 
The second set of differentiation is made on the basis of physical facility – on the basis of wealth and 
on the basis of post (refer to fig. 8-6). The one who has more wealth is given respect over the one 
who is not having as much of wealth. Similarly, the one with the higher post is given respect over the 
one who does not have higher post. But these things again lead to discrimination and therefore, there 
are many movements against this. There is a fight going on between the rich and the poor, people in 
the higher post and people who are not having post or having a lower post. The gross 
misunderstanding here is that physical facility is equal to happiness. The fact is that happiness is to 
be in a state of harmony, in the state of relationship, in the state of co-existence. 
 

 
The third set of bases of differentiation is what we can call beliefs (fig. 8-7). There are different isms 
(thought systems like socialism, capitalism, etc.), different sects, and different set of information 
available. Depending upon which particular set of beliefs you have, you are given respect or not given 
respect. For example, if you belong to communism then you will respect people who belong to 
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communism and not respect people who belong to capitalism and so on. Similarly, if you belong to 
one sect, you will respect people who belong to the same sect and not respect the people who do not 
belong to the same sect and so on. Regarding the information – if you have one set of information, 
say, as an engineer, you will be respecting engineers and not, for example, doctors and vice-versa. 
Respect is given on the basis of the beliefs, on the basis of isms that you follow, on the basis of the 
sect that you belong to, on the basis of information you have. But this all leads to discrimination, 
therefore, leads to disrespect. This third basis of differentiation is founded on the main 
misunderstanding that if the pre-conditioning of the other matches with mine then the other is like me, 
otherwise he is not like me, while the reality is that every human being is similar to me. 
 
All put together, this is the way we generally give respect and these are the bases of giving respect – 
the Body, physical facility and beliefs (refer to fig. 8-8). You can see all this is differentiation and it is 
ultimately leading to disrespect because this is something which is not naturally acceptable. When it 
is not naturally acceptable, it leads to opposition and ultimately it leads to movement, revolt or to war. 
Can you see this? Are we able to see that the other is similar to me or we are trying to discriminate 
on the basis of all these three things which ultimately boils down to disrespect which is not naturally 
acceptable? 
 

 
In fact, a majority of the problems that we are facing in the society today have to do with the issue of 
respect and disrespect or the issue of disrespect in the name of respect. The majority of the 
movements, revolts that you see in the society today have to do with the issue of respect. One simple 
feeling of respect or disrespect may lead to so many problems in the society. For instance, 
discrimination on the basis of the race has created so much of problem in the society all around. If 
you are discriminating between white and black, and it is just an issue of respect or disrespect; the 
white will disrespect the black on the basis of this criterion, the blacks will not accept it. They will keep 
complaining about it and then at some point of time it may lead to some movement, it may lead to 
some opposition and it might even lead to war. So, the simple issue of over-evaluation of one and 
under-evaluation of the other can lead to all this! 
 
If we look at our day-to-day living, simple incidents of discrimination (in the name of respect) cause 
so much of fight, so much of disagreement, so much of ongoing trouble. Now, if we are able to do the 
right evaluation on the basis of the Self and see that the other is similar to me, many of these issues 
can be resolved. 
 

Complete Content of Respect – We are Complementary to Each Other 
In addition to the purpose, programme and potential of the Self, there is the competence. The 
competence means how much of the potential has been realised. One Self may have realised more 
of its potential, while another may have realised less of its potential. So, in terms of competence we 
are not the same, we are different.  
 
Having understood that our purpose is same and our potential is also same, we use the difference in 
competence to help each other in further developing our competence. So, we are complementary to 
each other. So, being able to see that ‘the other is similar to be and we are complementary’ is the 
complete content of respect. 
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We define our complementarity by developing a joint program for mutual development and fulfil that 
complementarity. If I have not understood something and the other person has understood it, I can 
take help of the other to understand it. Similarly, I can be of help to the other by helping him to 
understand something that I have understood, which the other has not yet understood. In this way, 
the difference in competence does not lead to discrimination, but rather it leads to mutual fulfilment. 
 
Looking into the details of complementarity: 

• If the other has more understanding, is more responsible than me, I’m committed to 
understand from the other 

• If I have more understanding than the other, I’m more responsible than the other, I live 
with the responsibility with the other, unconditionally, unperturbed by the behaviour of 
the other. I am committed to facilitate the understanding in the other, once the other is 
assured in relationship and not before that 

 
It is easy to see that we are willing to share and discuss with those people with whom we have a 
feeling of assurance. Also, we are willing to understand from those whom we consider responsible 
and having more understanding than us.  
 
If I have more understanding than the other, then I live with responsibility with the other – without 
getting perturbed by the behaviour of the other. If the other does not have the right understanding, 
(s)he will not be able to behave properly all the time. If I have done the right evaluation of the other, I 
will not get disturbed by the behaviour of the other, rather I will continue to behave with responsibility. 
In due course of time the other will feel assured of me; (s)he will feel related to me. Only when (s)he 
is assured, (s)he is willing to share and discuss. It is only then, that I need to facilitate understanding 
in the other. 
 
If we look at respect in that sense, it will mean the acceptance of the other as being similar to me at 
the level of purpose, programme and potential and then defining the complementarity at the level of 
competence. If I do this, it is respect. If I violate any of these conditions, it is disrespect. 
 
Are we doing this today? Or we are just trying to discriminate in the name of respect on the basis of 
body, on the basis of physical facility and on the basis of beliefs? That ultimately boils down to 
disrespect. 
 
The complete content of respect is 

• The other is similar to me in terms of purpose, programme and potential and  

• We are complementary to each other in terms of competence 
 
With this background, let's make a comparison between differentiation and respect on the basis of 
Self. Refer to fig. 8-9. 
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When we are differentiating in the name of respect, I evaluate on the basis of body, physical facility 
or belief (i.e. preconditioning); I compare, compete and differentiate and I try to prove that I am 
different from the other. If you look at it in the right sense, respect would mean: our purpose (natural 
acceptance) is same, the programme is same, potential is same- therefore, the other is similar to me. 
What we are doing today is mostly differentiation. When we're looking at the difference in competence 
on the basis of differentiation, we see each other as opponents. If we are looking at the right evaluation 
of differences in competence based on the Self, we are complementary to each other.  
 
Ultimately, what we are generally trying to do in the name of respect is that we make effort to 
accentuate the differences, to manipulate, to exploit the other. But, if we are rightly evaluating on the 
basis of the Self, we define our complementarity, in terms of helping the other to understand. The 
fulfilment of this complementarity leads to mutual development, mutual happiness. 

 
Revisit fig. 8-9 and find out what we are generally doing. Are we differentiating or 
ensuring respect on the basis of the Self? 
 
When we look at the society today, much of the effort is to differentiate, to highlight the 
differences and to accentuate the differences. We plan to make a bigger house because 

we desire to show that we are superior to our neighbour. We desire to buy an exclusive, latest model 
car because we want to accentuate the difference. And we think that we will get the respect out of it. 
Instead of sharing the feeling of respect, we're creating differentiation which is causing disrespect 
which is causing jealousy in the other or opposition in the other. 
 
Look at marriages, for example. Earlier, people were satisfied to perform marriages in their house, 
then many went to guest houses, started doing it in cruise liner ships, chartered planes and such 
exclusive locale. Now people are performing marriages in a foreign country. Mostly, it is to show off, 
to accentuate the differences. And in order to accentuate the difference, we may also manipulate and 
exploit. We spend hundred crores for the marriage and very little of it is really necessary. Whether 
there will be mutual happiness in the married life after this pomp and show is also not assured. It is 
just to show that I am special and superior to the other. 
 
With this, let us sum up the feeling of respect. What we have said is that respect is right evaluation. 
And of course, it is possible only with a feeling of trust on intention. Otherwise you can't even respect 
the others, can't even think of respecting unless you have this trust on intention. The over evaluation, 
under evaluation and otherwise evaluation is disrespect. Differentiation is also disrespect. Respect 
on the basis of Self means the other is like me and we are complementary to each other in terms of 
competence and this is the right evaluation. The only difference is in our competence which is related 
to our level of understanding, i.e. how much of our desire, thought and expectation is on the basis of 
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our natural acceptance. We discussed in the beginning that, as long as our desire, thought and 
expectations are in line with our natural acceptance, we are in harmony within and therefore, we are 
in a state of happiness, therefore, we have the competence to fulfil our intention, our natural 
acceptance. That is what essentially counts as competence. 
 
Fulfilling the relationship from my side leads to harmony within me. If I can understand the relationship, 
accept the relationship and fulfil the relationship; it leads to happiness within me. Because I'm in 
harmony within, I am thinking of relationship which is naturally acceptable to me. In the process, if the 
other has more understanding than me, if he is more responsible than me, I'm committed to 
understand from the other. That is the complementarity. If I have more understanding than the other, 
I need to be more responsible than the other – that is the indicator that I have more understanding 
than the other. I live with responsibility with the other, unconditionally, unperturbed by the behaviour 
of the other. Further, I am committed to facilitate understanding in the other, once the other is assured 
in the relationship. 
 

Salient Points regarding Respect 
• Respect is right evaluation (of intention and competence on the basis of Self). We are similar 

at the level of purpose, programme and potential and we are complementary at the level of 
competence. I express this complementarity as follows: 

o If the other has more understanding, is more responsible than me, I am committed to 
understand from the other. I make effort for it from my side. 

o If I have more understanding, I am more responsible than the other, 

• I live with responsibility with the other, unconditionally, unperturbed by the 
behaviour of the other. This makes the other comfortable with me in relationship 
and then he has a willingness to understand from me. This may take a lot of time. 

• I am committed to facilitate understanding in the other (once the other is assured 
in relationship and not before that). The communication is feasible only when the 
other person is assured in relationship and is ready to listen from me. 

• Disrespect arises out of over-evaluation, under-evaluation or otherwise-evaluation; and also, 
out of differentiation or discrimination on the basis of body (age, gender, race, physical 
strength), physical facility (post, wealth) or beliefs (ism, sect, information). Small incidents of 
disrespect can have long-lasting consequences – from not speaking to each other, to 
opposition, struggle, break in relationship, divorce, fights and even war. 

• When I can see the central role of the Self, I evaluate myself as well as the other on the basis 
of the Self, rather than merely at the level of Body, physical facility, etc. 

 
Test Your Understanding regarding Respect 
 

Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. Respect is right evaluation (on the basis of the Self). List some of the prevailing notions 
regarding the feeling of respect. Examine these notions as well as the proposal for the feeling 
of respect. 

2. The minimum content of respect is to be able to see the other person as being similar to you. 
On what basis is the other similar? What is the complete content of respect? 

3. Give one example each of over evaluation, under evaluation and otherwise evaluation. Why 
are these evaluations leading to disrespect? What problems do we face because of these 
wrong evaluations? 

4. How do we differentiate in relationships on the basis of body, physical facility or beliefs? What 
problems do we face because of such differentiation? 

5. Why is understanding of the ‘Self’ important to ensure respect? Explain. 
6. How does the feeling of respect help us in defining our complementary with other human 

beings? What is the expression of the feeling of respect? 
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Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
(To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
1. List out ten or more of your interactions with other people in your family and friends in the last one 

week. Now analyse these interactions:  
a. From your side, was it over evaluation, under/otherwise evaluation or right evaluation of 

the other? In each interaction, were you comfortable within, uncomfortable within or 
unaware of your state? 

b. Did they evaluate you rightly or they over evaluated or under/otherwise evaluated you? In 
each interaction, were you comfortable within, uncomfortable within or unaware of your 
state? 

 
2. Study fig. 8-9 (the chart regarding differentiation and respect – on the basis of the Self). Where 

has most of your effort been? Where would you like to put in your effort now? What effort, if any, 
is required from your side now? 
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Affection 
 
Affection is the feeling of being related to the other.   
 
When I can see that the other has a natural acceptance to make me happy and prosperous, 
regardless of my competence, I am assured of the other. With this feeling of assurance (trust on 
intention), when I am able to rightly evaluate our competence (respect), I am able to define my 
complementarity with the other. In this way, I am able to accept the other as my relative. 
 
Affection is the feeling of acceptance for the other as one’s relative. Parents generally have a feeling 
of affection for their children. The parents are very naturally able to relate to their children, feel 
concerned for them. Similarly, children feel related to their parents. This feeling can also be seen 
between friends, siblings, between teacher and student, between husband and wife, or any other 
relationship. It is a naturally acceptable feeling, and hence desired in every relationship. The feeling 
of affection is essential for the fulfilment of any relationship. Particularly, for children, it is a necessity 
for their development. The child feels secure in the early stages of development when it enjoys the 
affection of its parents. The parents, though having a hectic schedule, take care of the child, and feel 
happy and fulfilled in the process. But one important thing to note is that the feeling of affection can 
be there in continuity only if it is based on the feelings of trust and respect. If the first two feelings are 
not present in the Self, then the feeling of affection cannot be not continuous.  
 
Lack of affection is seen in the form of opposition or jealousy. Such things too are observed in 
relationships. If the feeling of affection is missing or lacking, then we feel opposed to the other and 
tend to have a feeling of jealousy. This can be seen even in very young siblings. For example, if a 
brother is not able to accept his younger sister, then he would not have a feeling of affection for her 
and he may keep vying for the parents’ full attention. The very feeling of trust is missing, so respect 
is also violated. Like this, the boy is jealous of his sister and considers her to be his competitor. 
 
The understanding of trust, the feeling of trust as well as the feeling of respect, based on 
understanding of respect, are essential to have the feeling of affection. If we assume these feelings 
(rather than understand them), then these feelings keep getting violated sometime or the other and 
the relationship keeps shaking. 
 
So, the feeling of affection comes naturally, out of the feeling of trust and respect. It is followed by the 
responsibility and commitment for mutual fulfilment. Can you see that? 
 
The acceptance of the relationship and the feelings in the relationship are based on understanding. 
They are not based on expectations from the other. So, parents with right understanding will have the 
feeling of affection for the child in continuity. Similarly, affection between any two human beings 
(between a husband and wife, between a father and son, a mother and daughter, a brother and sister, 
a teacher and student and so on), will be continuous and unconditional; it will not be affected by the 
lack of competence of the other only if it is based on right understanding. In general, there is always 
the expectation that the other would reciprocate the feelings. 
 
Now you can see that the other would be able to do that only if they have the feeling in them, not 
otherwise; and they would have the feeling within only if they have the right understanding, not 
otherwise. 
 
As we go on, you will see that we are primarily talking about naturally acceptable feelings and rarely 
talking about the feelings that are not naturally acceptable. So, when you look at these negative 
emotions, they are the absence of these right (naturally acceptable) feelings. Opposition and jealousy 
are indications of the absence of affection. When we understand naturally acceptable feelings, we 
have the right feelings within, so the negative emotions naturally subside. 
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So, the feeling of acceptance of the other as one as a relative is called affection. With the feeling of 
affection, one naturally takes the responsibility for mutual development – both at the level of Self as 
well as at the level of body.  
 

Care and Guidance 
We can see that when we have a feeling of affection then the responsibility and commitment comes 
naturally. This starts reflecting in terms of the feeling of care and guidance. They are the natural 
outcomes of the feeling of affection. It can be seen in terms of  

1. The feeling of responsibility towards the Body of my relative, and 
2. The feeling of responsibility towards the Self of my relative. 

 
If I have this feeling of responsibility, what will I do? I would think in terms of nurturing the Body and 
protecting the Body. We already discussed what nurturing and protection of body entails. Let us 
continue with the example of the parents having the feeling of affection for the child and therefore, the 
responsibility of taking care of the child – both in terms of body as well as the Self. To care for the 
child, they nurture and protect the Body of the child. This can be seen in most parents. Mothers are 
willing to do it even if it may cause inconvenience to them. They are seen skipping their own food for 
feeding the child on time, or change their complete routine of the day for the sake of the child. When 
the child is small, it many a times wets the bed, or even wets the clothes of the parents. However, the 
parents take such things as a part of their responsibility to continue taking care without getting irritated 
or angry. They nurture the child regardless of whether the child is able to reciprocate or not, that is to 
say their feeling and fulfilment is, in some sense, unconditional. This is something which is quite 
common. Mothers particularly can be seen taking care of the child in terms of nurturing its body, 
protecting it and so on.  
 
Care is not only expressed to the child. It is also important for elderly, infirm and sick family members 
who need assistance to take care of their bodies, who need help to eat, who need help to keep their 
body clean and so on. 
 
In general, the feeling of care plays an important role in human relationship today, because the Body 
is considered to be most important. When guests come to your house, the food and drink is of great 
significance. They remember what was served the last time they came to your place, even more than 
what was discussed! 
 
You can see that in order to fulfil the feeling of care (commitment towards the Body), physical facility 
is required. Food, water and other physio-chemical things are required for nurturing the Body. 
Similarly, clothes and shelter are required for the protection of the Body. It may be useful to recall that 
for the fulfilment of the other feelings, physical facility has no significant role; at most, it plays a 
symbolic role. 
 
The feeling of care also makes a difference during the production, protection and right utilisation of 
physical facility. These actions are done with happiness, as a part of our responsibility, when we have 
the feeling of care; otherwise, they are treated as drudgery. When the mother is cooking food, with a 
feeling of care, the work is joyous. However, when a hotel employee is cooking the food, perhaps with 
a focus of the pay check, the work may not be joyous. 
 
Can you see that: 
 
Care is the feeling of responsibility and commitment for nurturing and protection of the Body 
of my relative. 
 
Now, looking at the feeling of guidance, it has to do with the responsibility towards the Self of someone 
we have accepted as a relative. What can be the responsibility towards the Self? Naturally, to help 
ensure right understanding and right feeling in the Self of the other. Once we can see that the other 
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also is co-existence of Self and Body, we become responsible towards the Self too. This is also 
something that we naturally accept. Are you able to see that:  
 
Guidance is the feeling of responsibility and commitment for ensuring the right understanding 
and right feeling in the Self of my relative. 
 
In families, we do try to guide the children to the best of our ability. We can observe how parents’ 
guide the child to walk, to speak, to take care of the Body, to do household chores, etc. Similarly, as 
the child grows, the domain of guidance also widens. Sending the child for education, providing 
advices for betterment of the life, counselling for a successful life, etc. can be seen in most homes. 
 
Parents and other family members pass on what they know or assume to the children. If they have 
the understanding of harmony, and they are living in harmony, they are able to provide guidance to 
the children in the true sense. Through it, the children also understand harmony and live in harmony. 
 
On the other hand, if the parents themselves are not very clear about harmony, about the co-existence 
of Self and Body, about right understanding and right feeling, about difference between physical 
facility and happiness, etc. Then in place of providing guidance, the parents’ preconditioning gets 
passed on to the children. Through that, the children may develop a mix of right and wrong pre-
conditionings. 
 
Guidance is the need of every human being, not just the children in the family.  
 
Now if you can see this difference between the feeling of care and the feeling of guidance, we can 
look back and ask ourselves that when we are taking care of the child, are we taking care of both, 
care as well as guidance? Or we are largely focusing on the Body alone? 
 
You will see that our focus is mostly on care. We are focused largely on care because we have come 
to assume that human being is Body. We are not even aware of the Self. Therefore, we are not aware 
that we have to take care of the Self as well. 
 

One common example we can see all around is that of the person feeding a child. Many times, 
we tend to over-feed the child or even force-feed it. Does this make the Self of the child happy 
or unhappy? It is easy to see that in such a process; the Self is becoming unhappy. The child 
may cry, complain and do so many things but we have devised so many ways of feeding the 
child. We may even frighten the child or give lucrative incentives to it. We may keep saying, if 
you don't eat a crow will eat up your food or a policeman will take you away or after you eat, 
you will get a chocolate and so many other things. In one of the workshops, a mother was 
sharing that she bought a plastic lizard. When the child is given food, she tells it that the lizard 
will bite you if you don't finish your food. While doing all that, are we creating a conducive 
condition for the Self or violating the Self? We are focusing on the Body at the cost of the Self. 
If we are over-feeding the child, we are not even taking care of the Body. 

 
There can be harmonious ways to feed the child. If we can see that the child too has a natural 
acceptance to nurture its body, we can have a conversation. If we can see that the Self of the 
child is just like ourselves – we will be able to see it wants to be treated at par with us; it wants 
to have proposals in place of prescriptions; and given all that, it wants to decide on its own. 

 
Every human child has a natural acceptance to understand what is right and do what is right; it can 
understand, it is ready to take help to understand and it makes effort for it on its own. A parent or a 
teacher can help to fulfil that need with the feelings of trust, respect, affection, care and guidance for 
the child. 
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Reverence 
 
Reverence is the feeling of acceptance for excellence. 
 
What we are proposing is that excellence is to be in a state of continuous happiness (see fig. 8-10). 
This calls for understanding harmony and living in harmony – at all levels of our being. Once we 
achieve excellence, it continues. Excellence is something definite, something absolute. 
 
If someone has achieved this state of excellence, we naturally have an acceptance for such a person. 
This feeling of acceptance for excellence is called reverence. 

 
We all aspire for continuous happiness. In that sense, we all aspire for excellence. Since the revered 
person has achieved excellence, we would naturally like to take inspiration from such a person and 
make effort to become like her/him. We are not talking about imitating someone’s appearance, 
mannerisms, achievements and such. We are pointing to their realisation of harmony within and 
harmony with the world outside. Our effort for excellence is called worship. We keep using this 
word quite often, but the sense of worship is essentially to make effort for excellence. 
 
There may be a confusion between the feeling of reverence and the feeling of respect. We say, “how 
can we respect someone when…”, and we have many reasons. We will not have a feeling of 
reverence for someone who has not achieved excellence. However, we will rightly evaluate everyone 
(i.e. respect everyone), so that we can determine our complementarity with every person. 
 
We can also try to see the basic difference between excellence and competition. If you have achieved 
excellence, what would you like to do for the other? To differentiate and dominate over them or to 
make effort to help them to come to your level? A little exploration will show that you naturally like to 
help the other. In a state of continuous happiness, there is nothing more that you need to do for 
yourself. Therefore, you would naturally make effort for helping others to achieve excellence. On the 
other hand, in competition, we not only do not help rather we hinder the other to reach to our level. 
Remember, we had asked you to explore how many children can come first in the class and how 
many children can understand all that is being taught in the class? Now you can see that every child 
has the desire for and potential for excellence. If we are making effort for excellence or helping others 
to achieve excellence, it is a joyous effort for all concerned. When we are competing, say for that first 
position in class or to be someone special, it is an unhappy effort for all concerned, including you! 
Can you see that? 
 
You can find out if this definition of excellence and reverence is naturally acceptable to you or not. 
Also find out if worship means making effort for excellence by taking inspiration from the revered 
person, or it means just handing over your responsibility to the revered! 
 

Glory and Gratitude 
With this clarity about excellence, we can now define the feeling of glory as well as the feeling of 
gratitude, because only in the light of understanding excellence, it is possible for us to understand 
both the feelings. 
 
Glory is the feeling of acceptance for those who have made effort for excellence. 
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We have a feeling of glory for people who have made effort or are making effort for excellence. So, 
for all those people whom we call great people, we accept them as great people because they 
invested themselves to achieve excellence. When we can accept the effort made by them, to whatever 
extent they are able to achieve it, we naturally have a feeling of glory for them. 
 
We want to have this feeling for our family elders and teachers too. We have a natural expectation 
from them that they would make sincere efforts for right understanding and right living.  
 
Gratitude is the feeling of acceptance for those who have made the effort for my excellence. 
 
It is the feeling for all those who have helped me, in any way, in my own effort to achieve excellence. 
In our life, there may be so many people who have been of help to us in the process of understanding 
harmony and living in harmony. So, we have this feeling of gratitude for them. Particularly in the family, 
we can see such people. We can see that the parents and others have affectionately brought us up, 
provided us with necessary physical facility to nurture and protect our body. 
 
You may be remembering your parents and elders – they have cared for you and arranged to send 
you to school and college, provided the necessary physical facility and helped you to utilize it in your 
effort for excellence. We can also see what the other has done in terms of fulfilling the need of the 
Self, i.e. to help us in developing right understanding and right feeling. For that our feeling of gratitude 
continues for a very long time. You must be remembering the guidance received from your mother, 
father and some of your teachers. Like that, there may be so many people outside the family too who 
are involved in the process of your development. You may have a feeling of gratitude for them too. 
 
If you think in terms of continuity of the feeling of gratitude, it has to do more with the efforts made by 
the other for your understanding and feeling. When you look at the continuity, it is only possible at the 
level of Self. What the other can do for the Self is to help in facilitating the development of right 
understanding and right feeling. This has the continuity. Therefore, the possibility of continuity of the 
feeling of gratitude is there for effort made at the level of the Self. 
 
On the other hand, what is being done at the level of body, in terms of physical facility, may not have 
continuity. Of course, there will be feeling of gratitude for this too, but it may not have the continuity. 
So, if we are only participating at the level of physical facility, then the other will have this feeling only 
for a limited time. The continuity of gratitude for the physical facility, or on the basis of what has been 
done at the level of body, is possible only when one has developed right understanding. 
 
Gratitude is a significant feeling in the development of relationship. When the child can see that the 
parents and the other relatives in the family are taking care of his health, they are taking care of his 
happiness, they are helping him in the process of education, so, with all that he has this feeling of 
gratitude. It extends to people outside the family, like the immediate neighbours, the community 
around, the society, the nation and ultimately the whole world family. Because when we try to 
understand, explore and find out the people who are involved in the process of helping us in achieving 
excellence in the Self or taking care of our body, we find that a whole lot of people are involved, the 
whole system is involved. This feeling of gratitude is significant in the development of a human being. 
 
You can do this homework: Try to find out about all those people who are involved in the process of 
ensuring excellence in you. For any small thing that you use, say food, find out where is it coming 
from, who are the people involved in the process. If you are getting milk in a packet, where does it 
come from, who are the people collecting and distributing it, who are the people producing it. People 
who are producing milk are using fodder, grains, etc. Where is that coming from? You may try to 
investigate and find out the entire chain of it and then you will see, even for the small things that you 
use – so many people are involved and they're all together facilitating your nurturing and protection 
of the Body.  
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One indication of the feeling of gratitude is that we know what the other did for us. We also know what 
the other could not do for us, in spite of having the intention. So, we do not have remorse for what 
they could not do. In fact, this gives us a good starting list of what the next generation needs or expects 
from us. So, with gratitude, we make effort for developing our competence for it.  
 
When parents and family elders have the right understanding and right feeling, the family has a 
conducive environment for the development of the child. It is a model of living in relationship. In it, 
children will accept the relationship naturally, through all that is being done for them. When the family 
is already living in relationship, then the feeling of gratitude in the child is the entry point for the 
appreciation of relationship, followed by the understanding of relationship. However, if we are trying 
to understand relationship afresh, then we have to start from developing clarity about trust. That is 
another reason that trust has been called the foundation value. 
 

A Relook at Respect, Reverence, Gratitude and Glory 
Since these feelings are quite similar, let's make a little comparison for clarity. If you look at the human 
goal, it is to achieve excellence. Excellence is understanding harmony and living in harmony at all 
levels of being, leading to continuous happiness. It is in terms of this excellence, that we can 
understand these four feelings – the feeling of respect, reverence, glory and gratitude. 
 
Respect is there for all on the basis of right evaluation of the Self. When we do the right evaluation 
on the basis of Self, we find that the purpose of every human being is the same – to achieve 
excellence. Not only is our purpose the same, our programme is same and our potential is also same. 
In that sense, every human being is similar. The only difference is in the competence, i.e. how much 
of the potential has been realised. Since we all have the same goal, we can be of help to each other 
in achieving it – that is how we are complementary to each other. We can identify our complementarity 
only with the right evaluation – that right evaluation is respect. Respect is for each and every human 
being. 
 
When it comes to reverence, of course the respect is there at the base. In addition to that we have 
this feeling of reverence for those who have achieved excellence. From them, we would like to take 
inspiration and make effort for our excellence. That is the difference between the respect and 
reverence.  
 
When it comes to glory, of course respect is there at the base, but glory is for those who have made 
effort to achieve excellence. To whatever extent they might have achieved it, but they have made 
effort for it. For them, we have a feeling of glory. If they have achieved excellence, we have this feeling 
of glory as well as reverence. 
 
We can see that we have respect, we have glory and then we have reverence. Since respect is for 
all, so it is also there for the person who is revered. Then glory is for those who have made effort for 
achieving excellence, thus, the feeling of glory is also there for the person who is revered. Of course, 
the feeling of reverence is for those who have achieved excellence.  
 
When it comes to reverence, the feelings of glory and respect are included in it. When it comes to 
glory, the feeling of respect is included in it, but reverence is not necessarily included in glory. When 
it comes to respect, it is for all; there is no additional qualification required.  
 
The feeling of gratitude is for those who have made effort for my excellence, who have helped me to 
achieve excellence or who are helping me to achieve excellence. Of course, respect is at the 
background here also, but the additional qualification is that (s)he has made effort for me to achieve 
excellence. 
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Initially you are able to appreciate something which is directly of help for you, but when you go on 
analysing and relating to it, you'll be able to see those who have been of help indirectly also, this will 
include a very large number of people as we saw.  
 
Now, if you look at the difference between all these four feelings: respect is for all on the basis of right 
evaluation of the Self, reverence is for those who have achieved excellence, glory is for those who 
have made effort for excellence, and gratitude is for those who have made effort for my excellence. 
 
In other words, we are saying that for the one we have the feeling of reverence, we also have the 
feelings of glory and respect. For the one we have a feeling of glory, we also have respect anyway, 
but not necessarily reverence. Of course, gratitude will also include respect and we may also have 
the feeling of glory here too, but it is not necessary; it depends on whether he is making effort for 
excellence or not. This is the difference between these four feelings. 
 

Love as the Complete Value 
Having talked about the first eight values, now we can talk about a value that encompasses all, and 
can be termed as the complete value.  
 
Verify on the basis of your natural acceptance, if you want to be related to none, to one, to many or 
to everyone? What is naturally acceptable to you? We can see that it is not acceptable naturally to be 
related to none (or to be unrelated). We can also see that it is naturally acceptable to be related to 
one, and to many and ultimately, to all. The feeling of being related to one or to many is what we are 
calling affection. But if you look at the full possibility of the feeling of being related to everyone – that 
is called love.  
 
Love is the feeling of being related to everyone, to all. It starts from affection, which we have already 
explored. If this feeling expands and includes all, it is the feeling of love. We begin with the feeling of 
affection, and we complete it with the feeling of love. That is why it is called complete value. 
 
Love is the feeling of being related to all. 
 
Ultimately all of us want to reach here. It starts with a feeling of being related to the other human 
being. It starts with accepting the other human being, with his complete possibility (natural 
acceptance, intention) and present competence. It slowly expands to the feeling of being related to 
all human beings and then to all, each and every unit in nature – human being as well as all other 
units in nature. This is how it progresses. That is the meaning of love: the feeling of being related to 
all – human being as well as all other units in nature. 
 
The feeling of love is expressed in the form of kindness, beneficence and compassion. 

• Kindness is to provide a resource that the other needs but for which he does not have the 
competence – the other could be in need of some physical facility or fulfilment in relationship 
or right understanding. 

• Beneficence is to provide something that the other requires, but has not felt the need for it. 
For example, he may require right understanding, but may not have felt the need for it. With 
the base of the feeling of love and out of the feeling of beneficience, one may help him to 
develop right understanding. 

• Compassion means that one is willing to extend help to the other unconditionally, whether the 
other has felt the need or not, has the resources or not – without any conditions put on her/him. 
One is willing to help the other and do whatever is required in order to fulfil the relationship in 
an unconditional manner. That is the meaning of compassion. 

 
The feeling of love is for all but it is expressed for those who come in contact. This is interesting. 
When you talk about the feeling of love, it is not just within the family, within the friends’ circle, rather 
it is for all – those with whom you are in immediate contact as well as those with whom you are not in 
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contact. So that feeling is there but the expression of the feeling will take place as and when you 
come in contact with the other person. Ultimately, we all want to reach this state, to have the feeling 
of love, to feel related to every human being and every unit in nature. That is the complete value. 
 
We can see that when we are able to realize this feeling of love within us, we are able to express and 
share it with others. It is the feeling of love which paves the way for an undivided society. 
 
Till then we have a divided society; because if I feel related only to people within my own family, there 
are two parts of the society, those who are in my family and those who are outside my family. Similarly, 
if I have feeling of affection for those in the community and not outside the community, I divide this 
society into parts, my community and outside of my community. 
 
Love is the complete value because this is ultimately where we want to reach and this is the feeling 
which includes all the other feelings that we have talked about – the feeling of trust, respect, affection 
and so on. 
 
When we are talking about the feeling of love, of course this is not something which is based on 
sensation. It is based on understanding – understanding oneself, understanding the other, 
understanding the whole nature and ultimately understanding the whole existence, where I can see 
that I'm related to every unit, every human being as well as the rest of the units in nature. It is a feeling 
born out of the understanding of the existence as co-existence which we will discuss in detail in 
chapter 11. It is born out of understanding of the nature and the harmony in it, and it is born out of the 
relationship of one unit with another unit in a mutually fulfilling manner which we will discuss in chapter 
10. Thus, the feeling of love is born out of understanding and not out of the sensation. 
 
With this clarity of love as a feeling of being related to all which is based on the understanding of the 
whole existence, we can see that love is the complete value and that is where we all want to reach. 
Even if we may not be able to ensure fulfilment in relationship with even one, our aspiration is to be 
related to all and ensure fulfilment in relationship for all.  
 

Distinguishing Between Love and Infatuation 
When we are talking about the feeling of love, of course this is not something which is based on 
sensation. If you're talking about some feeling on the basis of sensation, this is the case of infatuation. 
In this case, the sensual pleasure that is valuable for you; it is the central issue for you. Infatuation is 
conditional – it may last only as long as you are able to get the sensation. Infatuation is very temporary; 
it does not last for long. And once the effect wears off, then the long-term issues of feelings become 
prominent. 
 

There is a story of a teacher who went to visit an asylum. Escorted by a doctor, the teacher 
was taken to the first room. There was a boy shouting and tearing his hair apart. The teacher 
asked naively, “what happened to the boy”. The doctor told him that he had fallen in love with 
a girl (that is to say he was infatuated with her) and wanted to marry her but was unable to. 
This broke his heart completely and that made him land up in the asylum. The teacher felt 
very sorry for him. Then he was taken to the next room. There was another young man 
shouting and tearing his hair apart. “What happened to him”, asked the teacher. “Well, he got 
married to that girl”, the doctor replied. 

 
If the basis for our relationship is how one looks, beauty and sensation, and the feeling of relationship 
from Self to Self is missing, sooner or later this is where we may end up. Not always in an asylum, of 
course, but the house may become like one! 
 
Most of the cases of adultery and divorce are attributable to lack of fulfilment at the level of feeling, 
rather than any other reason. When you have the feeling of love on the basis of understanding, you 
are standing (rising) in love! You are no longer falling in love. You will have the feeling of acceptance, 
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regardless of the behaviour of the other and will be living with responsibility in the relationship from 
your side, unconditionally; primarily with the responsibility for mutual development. Over a period of 
time, the other will also evolve and the feelings will start flowing from the other as well – starting with 
trust. It is like there is no “best spouse”, “best friend” and so on. Rather it is what one makes out of 
the relationship. With the right feeling, if one works on mutual development, almost any relationship 
can blossom. 
 
Now you can ask yourself what will be naturally acceptable to you: love (to stand (rise) in love) or 
infatuation (to fall in love)? Reflect on what is generally happening now and its impact in the family 
and in the society. 
 

Right Feeling – within Myself or from the Other? 
With this background, we can ask ourselves what can have continuity: 

• Right feeling in myself or 

• Getting right feeling from the other 
 
Of course, when we ask like this, the answer is quite obvious that there can be continuity of right 
feeling if it is from within. Only then it is a part and parcel of me. If we are expecting right feeling from 
the other, we may get it sometime and not get it at other times. There is no definiteness in the feeling 
from others. Also, the feeling from the other is a source of temporary excitement – it can never ensure 
harmony within us. 
 
That is what we have been alluding to from the beginning. The need of the Self is continuous 
happiness. This is the complete feeling we are all aspiring for. We had given a name to the complete 
feeling – the feeling of love. All the other feelings we have discussed in this chapter are different levels 
of reaching to this complete feeling within. 
 
Also, we have been pointing out that the base for right feeling is right understanding. Feeling based 
on right understanding can have continuity. Feeling based on experience of events are actually only 
temporary emotions. The foundation feeling of trust is based on understanding that every Self is 
endowed with a natural acceptance for relationship, i.e. every Self wants every other Self to be happy. 
The emotion based on the competence of the other to make you happy will keep fluctuating, because 
the competence of the other is not always upto your expectation. You can see this very clearly even 
now for yourself – you want to make yourself happy all the time, but due to lack of your own 
competence, you are unable to do so in all cases. 
 
Is it clear that there can be continuity of right feeling in you, only on the basis of right understanding 
within you? 

 

Role of Physical Facility in Fulfilment of Relationship 
You can now see that physical facility has a limited role to play in the fulfilment of the feeling in human-
human relationship. To fulfil the feeling of care, physical facility is certainly required. It is required in a 
limited quantity for nurturing the Body, protection and right utilisation of the Body – your body or the 
Body of your family members. 
 
Other than the feeling of care, physical facility only has a symbolic role. For example, you may offer 
a chocolate to someone to express the feeling of affection for him. The chocolate is not affection – it 
is a symbol of your feeling of affection for the other. Like that you can check the role of physical facility 
in the fulfilment of every other feeling. 

 

Response and Reaction in Behaviour 
An important implication of understanding relationship, particularly trust on intention, is the clarity 
about living in reaction and the possibility of living with response. To understand response, a contrast 
between reaction and response is shown in the table below. 
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Reaction Response 
You decide how to behave based on the 
behaviour of the other 

You decide how to behave on your own 
right 

It depends on whether you like or dislike the 
(taste of the) behaviour of the other 

- If the other behaves properly, you also 
behave properly 

- If the other misbehaves, you also may 
misbehave 

It is based on right understanding and 
right feeling in yourself which are definite. 
Your behaviour is always for mutual 
happiness 

Your behaviour is decided by other 
(“remote control” is with others) 
You are enslaved 

You decide your own behaviour 
 
You are self-organised 

- You have doubt on the intention of the other 
- You get excited or hurt by their behaviour 
- You don’t consider mutual happiness and 

mutual development as a part of your 
responsibility in the relationship 

 

- You are clear about the intention of the 
other 

- You are neither hurt nor excited by the 
behaviour of the other (their behaviour 
is an input to rightly evaluate their 
competence) 

- You take responsibility for mutual 
happiness and mutual development 

 

Your conduct is indefinite Your conduct is definite 

 

Understanding Justice 
With this background, we can now talk about justice in relationship. Each one of us aspires for justice 
in every relationship and at every moment. Isn’t it? Now we will sum up the discussion above with a 
brief discussion on the proposal for justice: 
 
Justice is the recognition, fulfilment and evaluation of human-human relationship, leading to 
mutual happiness. 
 
To expand it a bit: 

• Recognition of relationship means unconditionally accepting the relationship. Accepting the 
other with their full possibility (potential) and with their current level of competence. 

• Fulfilment of relationship means  
o Ensuring the naturally acceptable feeling in oneself and sharing it with the other. 
o Living with responsibility with the other unconditionally. This makes the other 

comfortable and assured. 
o Making effort for mutual development, i.e. development of one’s own competence and 

being of help to the other in developing their competence. 

• Evaluation means verifying that the right feeling has reached to the other and that the other is 
able to make out that it is the right feeling. 

 
One has to gain competence to live with justice in the relationships in continuity. When the 
recognition, fulfilment and evaluation is right from my side, I feel happy. When the other is able to 
evaluate the expression of my feeling rightly, then (s)he also feels happy. Developing this 
competence may take time. 
 
Thus, mutual happiness may sometimes result instantly, and sometimes may take some time 
when one of the persons is yet to gain competence. But if neither of the two is competent, justice 
will not take place. If one is preconditioned or is trying to draw happiness through sensation, 
neither will he be able to ensure happiness for himself in continuity nor will the other. When you 
are able to look at justice with so much preciseness, you will be able to see why there is so much 
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problem in relationships today. Many times, we start by the wrong recognition of the feelings and 
the very possibility of justice is forsaken. 
 
To take an example, if we have assumed that there is struggle for survival, we will start with a 
feeling of opposition (jealousy). With this wrong feeling, howsoever hard we try for fulfilment in 
relationship, ultimately it will land us up into competition, opposition, fights and even war. There 
could be many such wrong assumptions leading to wrong feelings in us that retard the possibility 
of justice.  
 
But the good thing is that once we develop the competence for justice, then establishing and 
maintaining relationship will become a smooth process; and this is a big achievement in itself, isn’t 
it? 

 
In this way, it leads to mutual happiness. This, in a nutshell, is the meaning of justice. Is this definition 
of justice naturally acceptable to you? Is justice desirable? Find it out. 
 

Here is an interesting example of a lawyer who found this definition made sense. He happened 
to come for one of our workshops at a well-known institute. Touched by the discussion on 
justice, he decided to experiment with it in his practice. At that time, he was dealing with the 
divorce proceedings of a young couple, one of whom was a PhD student at the same institute. 
He called them up and requested, rather suggested to them to attend this workshop, saying 
“we will proceed after you go through what they have to say. Pay attention to it”. They came 
for the workshop. The girl could get a feel of her responsibility towards relationship and wanted 
to withdraw her divorce paper, “he has made mistakes, but I have also made some, so let me 
try again, sincerely”. The boy was adamant and asked for the divorce to go through. “You did 
not pay attention. Go and listen again”, the lawyer advised. “I am paying you. Please go ahead 
or I will go to some other lawyer”, the boy argued. The lawyer told him to go ahead, but he 
would have to get the papers signed again by the girl. Since she had realised her part, and 
decided to try again, the lawyer said, “I won’t give her signed papers to you”. Frustrated, the 
boy went for the workshop a second time. This time he also saw both sides, her mistakes as 
well as his mistakes. These two are still married, have become good friends by now, happy to 
help each other develop. Of course, they realised that they had a long way to go, but now they 
are working out how to solve the problems, rather than to just complain about them. What do 
you think happened to the lawyer? Not surprisingly, he has developed a great reputation of 
being helpful – nobody wants broken relationships. His practice is gaining acceptance. 

 
Find out whether you have natural acceptance for justice within the family? Check in how many 
relationships within your family you are able to ensure justice from your side. Remember, the mark of 
justice is mutual happiness. 
 
When we reflect on it, we can easily see that we have an expectation for justice well beyond the 
family. We expect that everyone will behave properly with us and we also tend to behave well with 
everyone in general. Deep within, our natural acceptance is for justice from family to world family – 
justice in the family as well as justice with every human being. That is how we want to live! 
 
We have a natural acceptance for an undivided human family, i.e. an undivided society. That is the 
meaning of harmony in the family. 
 

My Participation (Value) in My Family 
(To Make Effort for Harmony in the Family) 
 
The important issue in the family is that of the feelings. These feelings are in one Self for the other 
Self. 
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My participation (value) vis-à-vis my family is to ensure harmony in the family, ensure mutual 
happiness, ensure justice in the family by way of: 

• Ensuring the right feelings (trust, respect, affection, care, guidance, reverence, glory, gratitude 
and love) in myself – this leads to my happiness. 

• Expressing (sharing) these feelings with the other – when the other is able to make the right 
evaluation of these feelings, it leads to hi(s)her happiness, thus leading to mutual happiness. 
My participation is to be of help to the other in their self-evolution, self-development. 

 
With this preparation in the family, I have the ability to participate meaningfully in the larger society – 
in the neighbourhood, in the community and so on. When I am able to recognise and accept 
relationship in its fulness, I find that all human beings are part of the family. This feeling of acceptance 
is called love; and it is expressed in the form of compassion. This is my participation (value) vis-à-vis 
my family. 
 

Salient Points 
• Harmony in the family has to do with acceptance of the other human being and ensuring the 

fulfilment of the naturally acceptable feelings in relationship. To live with fulfilment in 
relationship, it is essential to understand relationship. Assuming relationship without 
understanding does not work. 

• Relationship is – it already exists between one Self (I1) and the other Self (I2).  

• The base of relationship is feelings – in one Self (I1) for other Self (I2). Feelings are 
fundamental to harmony in the family, i.e. in human-human relationship. 

• Except for the feeling of care, physical facility has a symbolic role in expressing the feelings 
(majority of complaints in relationship are due to lack of fulfilment of these feelings and no 
amount of physical facility can compensate for it). 

• These feelings are definite, so they can be understood. There are nine naturally acceptable 
feelings in relationship – trust, respect, affection, care, guidance, reverence, glory, gratitude 
and love. Having these feelings in me ensures my happiness. Since they are naturally 
acceptable to the other also, sharing these feelings with the other leads to their happiness, 
thus to mutual happiness. 

• Feelings born out of the understanding of relationship are unconditional and continuous. 
Feelings or emotions based on incidents / happenings are conditional and temporary. 
Negative emotions are basically the absence of right (naturally acceptable) feelings.  

• Justice in relationship is understanding relationship, acceptance of relationship, having the 
right feelings, fulfilling these feelings followed by the right evaluation of these feelings, leading 
to mutual happiness: 

o Having the right feeling in myself leads to my happiness 
o Expressing (sharing) these feelings to the other and its right evaluation leads to his/her 

happiness 

• Expecting to get these feelings from the other (instead of ensuring these feelings in oneself) 
cannot be ensured in continuity. 

• Trust = to be assured = to be assured that the other intends (has a natural acceptance) to 
make me happy and prosperous. It is the foundational feeling (value) in relationship. In the 
absence of it, we do not feel related to the other and the relationship keeps shaking. 

• Trust (on intention) means that: 
o I am able to see that as far as the intention (natural acceptance) is concerned, it is to 

make the other happy and prosperous. This is true for me and true for the other. We 
are similar, we are related to each other and we have a common intention. 

o I am able to see that as far as competence is concerned, I am lacking in some areas 
and that is true for the other also. I make a programme based on my evaluation of our 
mutual competence (I do not assume that our competence is perfect, same as the 
intention). 
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o In case the other is lacking in competence, I assure the other, without getting irritated, 
angry or having a feeling of opposition and once the other is assured, I make effort to 
help the other to improve his competence, to the extent I can. 

o I am always making effort to improve my own competence.  

• A common mistake in relationship is to evaluate myself based on intention and evaluate the 
other based on competence. If we go by this, we assume ourselves to be good and the other 
to be the problem. 

• Respect = right evaluation (of intention and competence). Respect, on the basis of Self means 
the other is like me in terms of purpose, programme and potential of the Self and we are 
complementary to each other in terms of competence. If the other has more understanding, is 
more responsible than me; then I am committed to understand from the other. If I have more 
understanding, I am more responsible than the other; then 

• I live with responsibility with the other, unconditionally, unperturbed by the 
behaviour of the other. This makes the other comfortable with me in relationship 
and then he has a willingness to understand from me. 

• I am committed to facilitate understanding in the other (once the other is assured 
in relationship and not before that). The communication is feasible only when the 
other person is assured in relationship and is ready to listen from me. 

• Disrespect arises out of over-evaluation, under-evaluation or otherwise-evaluation; and also, 
out of differentiation or discrimination by making comparison of body (in terms of age, gender, 
race, and physical strength), physical facility (in terms of post, wealth) or beliefs (in terms of 
ism, sect, information). 

• Affection is the feeling of being related to the other. One naturally feels related to the other 
only when there is feeling of Trust and Respect in oneself for the other. Feeling of jealousy or 
opposition is basically the absence of affection. Responsibility and commitment for mutual 
fulfilment in the relationship emerges from affection. Thus, I take the responsibility for the Self 
as well as the Body of my relative. 

• Care is the feeling of responsibility and commitment for nurturing and protection of the Body 
of my relative. Physical facility, in a limited quantity, is needed to fulfil the feeling of care. 

• Guidance is the feeling of responsibility and commitment for ensuring Right Understanding 
and Right Feeling in the Self of my relative. 

• Assuming human being to be the Body results in being largely focused on care of the Body 
and lack of guidance toward the Self. 

• Reverence is the feeling of acceptance for Excellence. Excellence means understanding 
harmony and living in harmony at all levels of being (individual, family, society, 
nature/existence), thereby, living with continuous happiness. 

• Glory is the feeling for those who have made effort for excellence. They may or may not have 
attained excellence in completeness.  

• Gratitude is the feeling for those who have made effort for my excellence. In the process, they 
may have shared proposals for right understanding, communicated right feeling or made 
available the necessary physical facility. 

• If you make a list of people involved in providing you right understanding, right feeling and 
physical facility, it will be a long list ultimately including almost all the people on the Earth. 
Thus, you will be able to see the interconnectedness, relatedness with all other human beings 
and it slowly develops a feeling of gratitude for the society as a whole. 

• Love is the feeling of being related to all. It all starts with identifying that one is related to the 
other human being and it slowly expands to the feeling of being related to all human beings 
and then to all, each and every unit in nature (human being as well as other units). The feeling 
of love is there for all and it is expressed to those who are in contact, in the form of compassion. 
It is unconditional and continuous. Love is the final or completion point of feeling where every 
human being aspires to reach and continue. In that sense, love is the complete value. 

• A common misunderstanding about love is that it is based on sensation (sensory pleasure). 
In fact, it is merely infatuation. 
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• The feeling of love is the foundation of undivided society. With the feeling of love, there is 
justice in the family and it extends from family to world family resulting into undivided society. 

 

Test Your Understanding 
 

Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. Define affection. How does affection lead to harmony in the family?  
2. Explain the feelings of care and guidance. 
3. What is excellence? Is working for competition the same as working for excellence? Explain 

with the help of examples. 
4. Distinguish between respect, glory and reverence. 
5. If someone is helpful in fulfilling your needs, what feeling do you have for him? Explain in terms 

of needs of the Self as well as needs of the Body. 
6. Define love. How is love the complete value? 
7. How does one develop right feeling – is it on the basis of right understanding or on the basis 

of experience of events? Explain in detail. 
8. What is the role of physical facility in the fulfilment of relationship? 
9. What is justice? Is it a continuous or a temporary need? 
10. What is the basis of an undivided society – the world family? 

 

Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
(To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
1. Make a list of people you are closely related to or friends with (in your family, extended family, 

community, village, town, city, etc.). What is the relationship name that you call them by (like 
mother, father, brother, sister, in-laws, co-brother, uncle, teacher, etc). Also find out the feelings 
expected in that relationship (like you may expect your father to have the feeling of trust and 
guidance). What are your feelings for them? Now find out if these feelings are being fulfilled. Find 
out what effort you need to make to develop yourself. 

Relationship 
Name (Name of 
person) 

Feelings I expect from them Feelings I have for them 

E.g. Ma (Usha 
Devi) 

Trust, affection, care, reverence, 
etc. 

Trust, respect, gratitude, 
glory, etc. 

   

 
2. In your life, there must be people who have helped you in your effort for excellence (harmony). 

For each such person, write down what they have done for you.  

Person Contribution – 
What they did for you 

Primarily this contribution is related 
to Right Understanding or Feeling or 
Physical Facility? 

   

Find out: 
a. What are the feelings you have for such people? How do you express these feelings to 

them? 
b. Categorise the contributions as being primarily related to right understanding, feeling in 

relationship or physical facility. Which category of contributions do you value most? 
Now add to the list, what you expected from them, but they could not do it for you. This is a 
rough list of what you value. 
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What they did for you 
+ what you expected, 
but they could not do 
for you 

Do you have the 
competence to do this 
for others in the family? 

Primarily this contribution is 
related to Right 
Understanding or Feeling or 
Physical Facility? 

   

Find out if you have the competence to do this for others in the family. 
 

3. Who are your role models? What qualities do you like about them? What feelings do you have 
towards them? Do you want to be like them in all aspects (how they are as an individual, as a 
member of the family, as a member of the society and as a part of nature)? What effort are you 
making or you need to make to be like them? 
 

4. Recall the scene from “Right here Right Now” where the young boy says “I love you” to Chand, 
after he gives her the drawing he had made. Do you think that scene shows love or infatuation? 
Distinguish between love (rising in love) and infatuation (falling in love). Discuss how some young 
people confuse between the two? What are the outcomes of this? Do you feel it is essential to 
have clarity between love and infatuation? If yes, suggest ways in which this can be done. 

 
5. What could you understand about the meaning of excellence? Contrast excellence with 

competition. What is the effort that you are comfortable with making – effort for competition or 
making effort for excellence? 

 
6. What could you understand about the meaning of justice? Find out the state of justice in your 

family. Are any steps required to ensure justice in the family? How would you extend that feeling 
with your neighbors, in the community? 

 
7. In the daily family routine, what activities are there or that need to be added, to promote harmony 

in the family? In these collective activities, what are the topics that are being discussed or need 
to be discussed for harmony in the family? Revise your daily routine, if you feel it is useful for 
harmony in your family. 
[e.g. taking food together, sharing common facilities, helping each other in household chores, 
sharing how the day went, sharing feelings and ideas, jointly planning the next day, etc.] 

 
8. Update your future resume (which you started in chapter 2 and updated in chapter 5) to update 

the section on family – write down the goal of your family, your responsibility in the family 
(regarding parents, other elders, siblings, children, etc.) and what skills you will need to fulfil your 
responsibility toward your family. 
 

Part 3: Projects and Modelling Exercises 
You may like to revisit this part of Test Your Understanding after reading through the complete class 
notes once and self-exploring all the key proposals. With that, you may have some (or many) aha! 
moments in which something clicks for you, you understand a proposal. What you have understood 
may be expressed in various creative ways which appeal to different people. This part is for you to 
give a creative expression to your understanding. Of course, you can do this in a group also. Creative 
expressions may be in the form of sketches, drawings, paintings, clay models, sculptures, songs, 
poems, music, dance, audios, videos, games, puzzles, stories, skits, plays, dramas, charts, diagrams, 
plans, survey questionnaires, blogs, something on social media and so on. It is the story of your own 
life – and it matters. While some hints are given above, please feel free to share your real aha’s in 
your own way! 
  
“Is it possible to live in relationship only with the understanding of relationship”? 

 
“Trust on intention is the foundation of relationship”. 
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“Respect (right evaluation) is essential to define one’s complementarity with the other human being”. 
 
“Ultimately, we all aspire for love (complete value), justice and an undivided society”. 
 
“Family is the practice ground for living harmoniously in relationship”. 
 

Part 4: Your Questions 
Write down your questions or doubts in your note-book. If any of the previous questions have been 
clarified by your self-exploration of the proposals so far, please mark them as answered. We would 
like to discuss the questions remaining unanswered in your self-exploration. 
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Chapter 9: Harmony in the Society 
                   – Understanding Universal Human Order  

 

 
 

Recap 
So far, we have explored harmony in the human being and harmony in the family. In the previous 
chapter, we discussed at length about harmony in the family. It has to do with relationship. The base 
of relationship is feelings – in one Self (I1) for other Self (I2). Feelings are fundamental to harmony in 
the family; except for the feeling of care, physical facility has only a symbolic role in expressing the 
feelings. We listed all the values (feelings) in human-human relationship and explored into the 
meaning of each. We saw that trust is the foundational value in relationship and love is the complete 
value.  
 
In the sequence, the next level of living for a human being is society. In this chapter, we will share the 
proposal about the harmony in the society. Do verify for yourself whether this is something naturally 
acceptable to you and whether this will lead to mutual fulfilment and the fulfilment of all. 
 
We are well aware, that human families do not exist in isolation but are always in mutual co-existence 
with other families in a family cluster. Also, the family relations naturally get extended far and wide. In 
addition, we usually need to frequently interact with various other human beings and this forms our 
immediate society. Let’s now try to understand the harmony in the society. Of course, the base of 
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harmony in the society is harmony in the family for which the base is harmony in the human being. 
That’s why we are going in a sequence. First, we talked about harmony in the human being, which 
leads to harmony in family, which further leads to harmony in society. We are trying to unfold them 
one by one. Only people who have harmony within will be able to ensure a family which is in harmony. 
Families which have harmony within can give rise to a society which is in harmony. 
 
We will explore into three aspects of society: 

1. The goal of human being living in society (Human Goal) 
2. The system required to achieve human goal  
3. Scope of this system 

 

Understanding Human Goal 
The goals of human being living in a society can be articulated as shown in fig. 9-1.  
 

 
Check, if this is also your aspiration. What is naturally acceptable to you? 

• Right understanding in every human being or only a few to have right understanding and 
others to follow them? 

• Prosperity in every family or few families to have accumulation, and others to be deprived and 
dependent on the few? 

• Fearlessness, based on trust and affection, in the society or a state of fear, based on mistrust 
and jealousy in the society? 

• Co-existence (mutual fulfilment) in nature or exploitation and domination of nature? 
 
Find it out. Also, find out if you can do away with any one of these four goals - are all four desirable 
or can we leave something out? Next, find out if all four are achieved then what else would be 
required?  
 
A little exploration will show that all four goals are desirable and required, we can’t leave anything out 
and nothing seems to be missing. Therefore, we can recognise a definite human goal and it can be 
common to everyone living in the society. Can you see that? 
 
The next question is that if all four are required then, from where do we need to start? Will we start 
with right understanding and right feeling in the Self/individual or with prosperity in every family or 
fearlessness in the society or co-existence in nature/existence?  
 
Since the individual human being is a basic building block for the family which is the basic building 
block of society, ensuring right understanding and right feeling in every individual is the first thing to 
do. Families of such individuals only can identify their need for physical facility, produce more than 
that and ensure prosperity in the family. Prosperous families living together in a relationship of mutual 
fulfilment can ensure fearlessness based on trust amongst themselves. Such a society can ensure 
mutual enrichment with the rest of the nature and it can lead to co-existence in nature/existence. This 
is the kind of society we want to now explore into. 
 

Appraisal of the Current Status 
In this chapter, we are exploring into society, a social order, a way of life that is fulfilling for all, 
generation after generation. At the core of it, all human efforts have been in this direction. If we see 
today, some of the major achievements include: 
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• There is abundant availability of physical facility, like food, clothing, housing, gadgets, 
instruments and equipment. 

• The world has become well connected – physically, by transportation and virtually by television 
and telecommunication. 

• There is more sense of equality in the society through democracy. Governance changes 
hands to people who are more competent by people’s vote. 

• Infant mortality rates have reduced and lifespans have increased. 

• Education is now a basic human right. Literacy has increased. 
 
Today, things can be done at a pace much greater than perhaps any time in the past. However, in 
the absence of a comprehensive goal and programme, rather than holistic development, there are 
many problems. Terrorism, global warming and climate change, to name a few. 
 
We can see that the root of these problems is in the wrong assumptions we have about ourselves, 
about the nature, the existence and therefore, about our purpose, about goal of society and so on. 
With these assumptions, the efforts are often leading to contradictions. These appear as the 
problems. These are only the indicators or symptoms of our wrong assumptions. 
 
While we are discussing the current state, it is with a view to realise the need for right understanding 
and to be able to see the holistic solution in the light of it; and further, to be able to define our 
participation in it, to develop the commitment for it. The understanding of the existential harmony is 
essential for recognising our basic aspiration and our collective goal as a society and make effort to 
live by it. In time, as we make sincere effort in the right direction at the individual level, family level, 
society level, the symptoms which are due to lack of solution at the level of society will slowly dissolve. 
It is with this background that we are discussing the current state. 
 
In fig. 9-2, the comprehensive human goal is mentioned on the top. Are we working for all four of 
these goals, some of them or none of them? The predominant prevailing notions of societal objectives 
are mentioned in the bottom half of fig. 9-2. Are we also having such notions and making effort for 
them? Let us try to find out what is the effort in the society today. 
 

 
 
The first goal is to ensure right understanding and right feeling (happiness) in every human being. As 
we discussed in chapter 4, the prevailing notion of happiness is quite different, therefore, the major 
effort is for accumulation of physical facility (money) by any means and getting feeling from others. 
These false assumptions are being propagated, knowingly or unknowingly, even through education, 
through the parents, schools, teachers, media, friends, and the overall society. 
 
The second goal of prosperity, is similarly replaced by accumulating more and more, as we are not 
able to identify our need for physical facility, due to lack of right understanding. It is felt that if one has 
money, one is prosperous. However, without having an idea of our needs, we keep on accumulating 
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more and more (unlimited!), and by any means. It is said that most of the money supply is in the hands 
of a very few people. 
 
With these as the driving assumptions in the society, it has led to people living with three kinds of 
obsessions: 

1. Obsession for consumption 
2. Obsession for profit 
3. Obsession for sensual pleasure 

 
Obsession with something implies over-evaluation of that thing; considering it to be the ultimate aim 
of life and that thing itself becoming the value. Obsession for consumption means to consume more 
and more for happiness, be it food, clothes, house, gadgets and so on. Obsession for profit means to 
take as much as possible from the other and give as little as possible with the assumption that more 
profit means more happiness and prosperity. Obsession for sensual pleasure means trying to get 
happiness from the sensation through the Body. For example, obesity is largely due to an obsession 
for taste. Similar is the case for any other sensation. Many of the crimes in society today are due to 
the pursuit of these obsessions, be it corruption, rapes or murders. It is these that we are trying to 
deal with at the level of society, when their roots are in the family and individual assumptions. 
 
Similarly, the third goal of fearlessness (trust) is replaced by domination, exploitation and fear in the 
society. When we understand that the other is a human being like us, with the same purpose, etc., 
we will think about mutual fulfilment in the relationship, so there will be trust in the society. In the 
absence of right understanding, there is lack of trust and there is domination, exploitation and fear 
instead. When we dominate, is it naturally acceptable to the other person? Today what goes in the 
name of business, what goes in the name of economy is all about expansion (profit and growth) – 
trying to expand our territory. Now when we try to expand, there are only two possibilities – either you 
expand on the basis of domination or you expand on the basis of relationship. That is the only choice 
we have. Now, if you go by domination, we all know, you have to really force upon the other person. 
The other person doesn’t buy that domination or exploitation. The other person tries all the possibilities 
to resist or retaliate. This ultimately results in opposition and mutual unhappiness. On the other hand, 
when you try to expand not with domination, but with right feelings in relationship, your behaviour 
touches other people. Other people accept you, they trust you. This, certainly results in mutually 
fulfilling existence. Today, instead of trust, we have domination and exploitation in the society. When 
this happens, ultimately, it leads to problems the world is facing today – opposition, struggle and 
ultimately, terrorism and war. 
 
Then, our fourth goal is co-existence in nature and existence. But what we are mostly trying to do 
today is mastery over nature and its exploitation. When we exploit the nature, it results into resource 
depletion and environmental pollution. And there is a lot of hue and cry about it in the whole world 
today. It is not that we were not using natural resources or creating some pollution a thousand years 
ago. The difference today is that we are using resources at a much faster rate than what nature can 
produce. We are generating so much of waste and pollution, and at such a pace, that it is beyond 
nature’s capacity to absorb the waste. That is why we are confronting this problem of resource 
depletion and pollution. As a consequence, there is a crisis of global warming and climate change. 
 
Social administration is grappling with worries about the system consuming a very large percentage 
of resource on healthcare to combat obesity, depression, lifestyle disorders and suicide; another large 
chunk for defence, law enforcement and legal system to deal with problems in relationship; and the 
seemingly unsolvable crisis of global warming and climate change to top it all. They themselves seem 
to be facing frustration and depression, suffering from multiple lifestyle disorders; at the level of 
relationship they are facing strife in family, divorce and isolation. Even with all the power and money, 
happiness seems to be elusive. They, like everyone else, are searching for a way out. We all seem 
to be in the same sinking boat. 
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These are some of the problems we are facing in the society. These problems are not coming from 
some hitch, some lacunae or some inherent contradictions in the nature, rather they are coming from 
individuals without right understanding, people with wrong assumptions and living on the basis of 
gross misunderstanding. 
 
Today, we are trying to address to these and such other problems in bits and pieces. Such efforts 
results into more controls, more surveillance, more rules and regulations, more courts, more police 
and defence, more jails and so on. 
 
What is being proposed is that only a holistic solution, that takes care of all aspects and for all people 
as well as rest of nature will work. These class notes is an attempt to describe a holistic solution which 
is in tune with the way the nature/existence is. 
 

The Way Ahead 
There is a need for understanding the existential harmony, for recognising our basic aspiration and 
our collective goal as a society and make effort to live by it. Let us go step by step in exploring the 
proposals about such a human society. 
 

Human Goal and Systems for its Fulfilment – Human Order 
We have already seen that all these four goals are important and that we cannot do away with any 
one of them. We have to realise all four of them. 
 
Now, if we have to realise all four, where do we start? What is the sequence in which these four goals 
can be fulfilled? 
 

 
Refer to fig. 9-3. The first and foremost is right understanding and right feeling, because it ensures 
happiness in the individual and also prepares the base for other three. Without right understanding 
and right feeling, it is not possible to identify the need for physical facility, therefore, right 
understanding and right feeling has to come before prosperity. Similarly, fearlessness can take place 
only with the acceptance of relationship, with right feeling in relationship and prosperity in every family. 
The fourth goal is a natural outcome of the first three. Only with right understanding can mutual 
fulfilment be realised. 
 
The next question is what would be the programme to fulfil this human goal? What social systems 
would be required? The social order that is fulfilling for all human beings as well as the rest of nature, 
is the subject of our exploration. That is what we are calling as human order or universal human order. 
 

Dimensions (Systems) of Human Order 
With this clarity we can discuss five interconnected, complementary dimensions of human order 
required for the fulfilment of all human goals. These are five basic systems of a human society: 
 

1. Education-Sanskar 
2. Health-Self regulation 
3. Production-Work 
4. Justice-Preservation 
5. Exchange-Storage 
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Let us see how these dimensions fulfil the human goals: 
 
Education-Sanskar  -- (leads to) → Right understanding and right feeling (happiness) 
Having a system of human education-sanskar ensures right understanding and right feeling 
(happiness) which is the first goal. Of course, it has to reach every individual. 
 
Health-self-regulation -- (leads to) → Health of the Body 
Having a system for health and self-regulation ensures health of the Body. It also helps us in 
identifying what is required as physical facility for nurturing, protection and right utilisation of the 
Body which forms the basis for prosperity. This indirectly ensures co-existence with nature as well. 
 
Production-Work -- (leads to) → Prosperity 
Production-Work ensures the production of more than the required physical facility. The health-self-
regulation and production-work dimensions together lead to fulfilment of the second goal of 
prosperity in every family. Also, if production is done in the manner which is cyclic and mutually 
enriching, it will contribute to the mutual fulfilment (co-existence) with rest of nature which is the 
fourth goal. 
 
Justice-Preservation -- (leads to) → Fearlessness and Co-existence (respectively) 
Then comes justice which has to do with human-human relationship. If human-human relationship is 
understood, accepted, fulfilled and rightly evaluated, it ensures mutual happiness or justice. Then 
there is trust (fearlessness) in the society. Justice ensures the fulfilment of the third goal. 
 
Preservation leads to fulfilment of relationship of human being with rest of nature which means it 
fulfils the fourth goal of co-existence (mutual fulfilment) with nature. 
 
Exchange–storage -- (leads to) → Prosperity and Fearlessness 
Finally, exchange and storage with a feeling of mutual fulfilment, rather than a feeling of exploitation, 
will be an aid in ensuring prosperity in the family and also contribute to fearlessness (trust) in society. 
 
This is how the dimensions of human order fulfil the human goals [A Nagaraj, 2001]. This has been 
summarised in fig. 9-4. 
 

 
Now we will go in detail of each of the dimensions or systems; we will unfold them one by one in 
greater detail. 
 

Education-Sanskar 
 
Education is to develop the right understanding of the harmony at all levels of being – from 
self to the entire existence (individual, family, society, nature/existence). 
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Sanskar is to develop the basic acceptances of the harmony at various levels.  
 
These acceptances give rise to commitment to live with them. It also provides the foundation for 
preparation and practice of living in harmony at all levels. Preparation includes learning the skills and 
technology for living in harmony.  
 
Our living is an expression of our sanskar. Our world-view, attitude, tendency, etc. are all part of the 
expressions of our sanskar. 
 
As proposed in chapter 3, the role of education and sanskar is to facilitate the development of the 
competence to live with definite human conduct by ensuring all three: 

1. Right understanding, i.e. understanding the harmony in the human being, in the family, society, 
nature/existence, thus understanding what to do as a human being at all these levels 

2. Right feeling – the capacity to live in relationship with the other human beings – in family and 
in the society 

3. Right skills for prosperity, i.e. 

• The capacity to identify the need for physical facility 

• The skills and practice for sustainable production of more than what is required (by 
way of labour using cyclic, mutually enriching process) 

• The feeling of prosperity 
 
These are the three major outcomes of human education and sanskar. This process can take place 
when the teacher has a feeling of affection and guidance for the student and the student has a feeling 
of gratitude and glory for the teacher. 
 
A person given human education will ensure right understanding and right feeling in himself, thereby 
living with continuous happiness. He will be able to identify the need for physical facility and produce 
more than what is required therefore, ensure prosperity in the family. With right feeling he will be able 
to ensure living in relationship with other human being leading to fearlessness in the society. And if 
the production is done by cyclic and mutually enriching process, he will also ensure co-existence in 
nature. 
 
The current education is hardly working on the first one – it is mainly talking about skills, not really 
paying attention to values. Instead of the right feeling, competition (feeling of opposition) is getting 
promoted. Instead of skills for prosperity, skills for exploitation are getting promoted. The major focus 
seems to be on accumulation of money, almost by any means. 
 
Young children primarily learn by observation and practice. The environment at home, in the school 
and the society plays a significant role, much more than the words. Children older than about 10 years 
or so, continue to learn by observation and practice, but they start self-exploring, validating by their 
own experience, the guidance for self-exploration becomes significant (see appendix A9-1 for details).  
 
Since These class notes is primarily written for older children and adults, the approach of self-
exploration has been taken. We are placing the proposals for your self-verification. 
 
Now if we recall chapter 3, we had discussed that education has to ensure the transition from animal 
consciousness to human consciousness (see fig. 3-6). 
 
You can see that living with animal consciousness means living with the physical facility as the only 
priority. People living with this assumption give rise to an inhuman society. 
 
On the other hand, education that results into living with human consciousness, education which 
ensures all three things i.e. right understanding in the Self, relationship with human being and physical 
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facility with rest of nature will thereby result into a society which ensures the fulfilment of all four 
human goals as shown on the upper right side of fig. 9-5.  
 

 
The education system has a major responsibility for preparing the people and developing the society 
into a living model of human society. This is an ongoing process. Once the human society is realised 
or established, it is able to ensure human education and sanskar for the next generation; and if human 
education and sanskar is established, it is able to prepare the people who have the capacity to 
contribute to develop and live in a human society, to participate and contribute in the continuation of 
human society. 
 
Of course, formal education is an important part of the education-sanskar dimension. But, the family 
and the society play a significant role in this process of education-sanskar by the inputs that the child 
receives through them. On a day-to-day basis the behaviour and systems in the family, the messages 
through newspapers and media; and the various festivals, functions, celebrations, significant events 
like birth, marriage, death, etc. – all these contribute to the making of an individual’s sanskar.  
 

Health and Self-regulation 
We had discussed this at length in Chapter 7. We may recall a few things from there before discussing 
the related societal systems. 
 
Self-regulation is the feeling of responsibility toward the Body, for nurturing, protection and 
right utilization of the Body.  
 
Health of the Body is indicated by the fact that it is able to act according to the instruction of 
the Self and the different parts of the Body are in harmony.  
 
The feeling of self-regulation is not restraining or controlling, but rather it is identifying the 
responsibility and having this feeling of commitment towards the Body for: 

• Nurturing the Body 

• Protection of the Body 

• Right utilisation of the Body 
 
At the level of society, we can look at the societal systems required to support, protect and enrich 
family and social efforts. Some of these are outlined below. 
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1. Education system – It is necessary to prepare the child in all dimensions of health, so that 
(s)he develops the feeling of self-regulation and has appropriate practice to keep the Body 
healthy. 

2. Family system – It plays an important role. Harmony in the family provides a conducive 
environment. A system of appropriate intake, routine and labour / exercise, etc. is a natural 
part of the family system. It will also have the skills and means to deal with minor ailments with 
home remedies. It would participate meaningfully in these areas in the neighbourhood, in the 
family cluster and beyond. 

3. Health system at the societal level – A core part of the societal system is mainstream 
education. This has been highlighted in point 1. Further, the health system would be focused 
on ensuring health and on prevention of disease, rather than on treatment of disease alone. It 
would promote labour, exercise and various means to keep the Body and breathing in balance. 
It would help to proliferate at all levels the good lifestyle practices, particularly of intake, routine 
and labour, as well as home remedies for minor ailments. 

4. Medicine and treatment system at the societal level – An evolved holistic system of 
medicine and treatment which is based on the essence of different systems prevailing today. 
It would be run as a service with a feeling of mutual fulfilment, rather than merely as a for-
profit business. 

 
With this, if we look at the current health system, there could be a significant reduction in the burden 
on it. About 80% of illnesses which are related to lifestyle, could be prevented at the level of 
individuals, families, family clusters, schools and colleges. Approximately 10% of the remaining could 
be handled by home remedies leaving a very small percentage of communicable illnesses, accidents 
and genetic disorders that would require medicine and treatment. With this basic understanding, there 
can be a major shift in paradigm. 
 
One essential outcome of all this exploration on health and self-regulation is that we are able to identify 
the definite need of physical facility. We are able to find out what is required and how much is required 
for nurturing and protection and right utilization of the Body. We have briefly explored this in the 
discussions about prosperity in chapters four and seven. For designing the production system, it is 
essential to identify and aggregate the need for physical facility in the family, village, nation and so on 
all the way to the world. 
 

Production-Work 
 
Work is the effort a human being does on the rest of nature and Production is the physical facility 
derived from work. 
 
The production of a mobile phone includes the mining of hematite (iron ore), chalcopyrite (copper 
ore), crude petroleum oil, etc. and refining it for use in the mobile phone manufacture. Human effort 
is required to design the phone, make the components, assemble them, test the assembly and in so 
many other steps. 
 
In the production of wheat, a field with fertile soil, water, air and wheat seeds are required. All these 
are units in the rest of nature. In addition to these, human effort is required to till the soil, to sow the 
seeds, to water the field, to remove the weeds, to harvest the wheat, to thrash it, to remove the husk, 
to clean it and so on. All this work is required. 
 
For any production to take place, two things are required – rest of nature (natural resource) is required 
and human effort (work) is required. 
 
There are two important issues related to production-work. These are: 

1. What to produce? 
2. How to produce? 
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Regarding what to produce, we have already discussed while exploring the proposals about 
prosperity, health and self-regulation – we have to produce physical facility required for nurturing, 
protection and right utilisation of the Body.  
 
Regarding how to produce there are two criteria: 

1. The process must be cyclic and mutually enriching – it must be eco-friendly 
2. Justice must be ensured in relationship with human being – it must be people-friendly 

 
A process is cyclic when it is in accordance with the cycle in nature. In such a process, the resources 
utilised can return to their original state in due course of their lifecycle. In such a process, there is no 
waste – everything produced is either in the form of a finished product, a by-product or co-product 
which is used in some other process. 
 
For example, when you sow wheat, it germinates, grows into a plant, produces multiple grains of 
wheat and goes back to the soil. A guava plant originates from one seed of guava, grows into a tree, 
has multiple leaves and fruits, and after certain period of time, goes to the state from where it came 
up. But before it goes to soil, it enriches the soil too with its fallen leaves and fruits. Such processes 
are already taking place in the nature. Our task is to understand the existing cycles in nature and 
utilize them to fulfil our needs. When it comes to production, we can add some activity in between to 
fulfil our needs without disturbing the overall cycle. For example, the production of jaggery is a cyclic 
process. Sugarcane is pressed to extract the juice. The leftover husk is dried and used as fuel to heat 
the sugarcane juice. The juice reduces to a thick sweet syrup and then dries to form jaggery. The 
emitted carbon dioxide is absorbed by the leaves of the trees around. The released water vapour 
mixes with the air. The ash from the fired husk fertilises the soil of the surrounding fields. 
 
A process is mutually enriching when every unit that is participating in the process is being enriched. 
In the jaggery production process, the soil is enriched when the ash of the fired husk is mixed with it, 
the air is enriched by the water vapour and so on. Jaggery, with its various natural minerals and 
vitamins, is nurturing for the human body. It is used in many traditional medicines in India. 
 
Of course, justice is essential amongst the people involved in the work. We have discussed that in 
the previous chapter, so we can recall that it basically means ensuring mutual happiness. 
 
So, for a production process to be sustainable, eco-friendly and human-friendly, it has to be: 

1. Cyclic 
2. Mutually enriching 
3. Justice is ensured with human being 

 
Now let us look at nature. Natural processes already have these two characteristics – they are cyclic 
and mutually enriching. While we will recall and elaborate this in the next chapter, we are introducing 
it here because of its application in man-made processes is essential. 
 
Just look at the soil, water, air and plants (refer to fig. 9-6). The plants are growing on soil. The soil, 
the water, the air is getting converted into a plant. When the leaves, the fruits, the flowers fall on the 
ground, they get converted into soil. You can see the soil is getting converted into plants and the 
plants are getting converted back to soil – it is a cyclic process. 
 
In this process of soil to plant and plant to soil cycle, the plant is getting enriched and the soil is also 
becoming more fertile, it is also enriched. When the leaves, the flowers, the fruits are falling into the 
soil and getting degenerated, this soil becomes more fertile. This is a cyclic process resulting into 
enriching of the plant and the soil both, resulting into mutual enrichment. 
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You can see that this is a process which is already going on in the nature. It’s not that you have to 
construct that process. What we need to do is to understand that process. We saw the cyclic and 
mutually enriching process between air, water and the plant. Now when you look at the forest you can 
extend it further to include animals also. Animals need water and air to survive. Bird and animal 
droppings are very good manure for the plants. Animals and plants play a key role in balancing the 
soil-based carbon and atmospheric carbon. If you look at this – the soil, the plants, the animals and 
birds all are there in the forest. They are all related to each other in a cyclic and mutually enriching 
manner. The soil is enriching the plants; the plants are enriching the animals and birds; the animals 
and birds are enriching the soil. All of them are related to each other in a mutually enriching, mutually 
fulfilling manner. 
  
This process of mutual enrichment is already going on in the forest. If you see among these three 
groups (refer to fig. 9-7), you don't have to create this cycle of mutual fulfilment; it is already there. 
Through this process, we are getting so many things from the forest – we are getting fruits, we are 
getting flowers, we are getting timber, we are getting water throughout the year coming down from 
the forest and so many other things. We don't have to do anything for this process to continue. It is 
like a perpetual machine which is going on without our participation. It is cyclic and it is mutually 
enriching, as long as human being has not made an intervention to it. 

 
Now, let us place the human being there and see what happens (see fig. 9-8). When we place human 
being, we realise that soil, air and water are fulfilling for a human being. We see that the plants and 
trees are also fulfilling for human being. We can also see that the animals and birds are fulfilling for 
human being. When we look at the human being, it has a natural acceptance for being mutually 
fulfilling for all these three groups. If you ask yourself what will be naturally acceptable to you – to 
ensure mutual fulfilment with three orders or to exploit them, you will see that your natural acceptance 
is for mutual fulfilment. However, without right understanding, we are unable to be mutually fulfilling. 
We need to understand mutual fulfilment, understand harmony in nature and thereby ensure mutual 
fulfilment from our side. Then we will be in harmony with nature. Mutual fulfilment essentially means 
prosperity for human being and preservation of the rest of nature. 
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Physical facility is produced as a result of human labour on the rest of nature. Through labour on the 
rest of nature and using cyclic, mutually enriching processes, we can ensure physical facility in 
abundance for all human beings. Natural farming (or forest-like farming) is an example of a cyclic, 
mutually enriching production system. With this method, production takes place and, at the same 
time, the soil also gets enriched. 
 
In the absence of being in tune with the natural processes, we see ultimately resource depletion and 
pollution. 
 
Resource depletion is the symptom of using a natural resource at a rate which is greater than the 
rate at which it is produced in nature. For example, if we use petroleum at a rate greater than the rate 
at which it is produced in nature, there will be a shortage of petroleum.  
 
Similarly, pollution indicates that we are producing something which does not return to the cycle in 
nature or it is produced at a rate that is faster than the rate at which it can return to the cycle in nature. 
Plastic, for example, does not degrade, it does not return to the cycle of nature for many years. Carbon 
dioxide today is produced at a rate much higher than the rate at which nature can absorb, and 
therefore, there is rise in the percentage of carbon dioxide, resulting into global warming. 
 
When we understand this, we have the commitment to develop production processes which are cyclic 
and mutually enriching (see fig. 9-9). The existing processes will also be appropriately updated. With 
the necessary research efforts: 

1. First, we have to ensure that whatever processes we have developed so far have to be 
converted into cyclic and mutually enriching processes. 

2. Second, we have to take care of the damage done in all these past years.  
3. Third, we have to ensure the processes we develop in the future are cyclic and mutually 

enriching. 
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When we are able to ensure this, we can be sure of the fulfilment of our needs for physical facility for 
generations to come. That is to say, we can ensure prosperity in every family as well as contribute to 
preservation of the rest of nature, generation after generation. Otherwise, after a certain point of time, 
there will be scarcity of resources.  
 
While discussing prosperity, we had seen that it is the feeling of having / producing more than required 
physical facility. This more in ‘more than required’ physical facility is not for indulgence, but for sharing 
with other, to extend the boundary of fulfilment of our relationship; this in turn will help in societal 
development – for the development of relationship as well as development of order at the social level, 
i.e. leading to universal human order. 
 
In traditions around the world, there are many good examples of this. In India, a certain portion of 
family income, some 10-25%, was kept for the purpose of sharing. Food being made available to 
guests, and to people committed for the well-being of the society, is still prevalent in most parts of 
India, may be in many parts of the world, particularly in the rural areas. Many systems maintained by 
the society still have arrangement of food and lodging for anyone who comes to the village or town 
from outside. This is funded by the contributions of individuals and families. It was designed for 
societal development. Similarly, many pilgrimage places were contributed, and are still being 
contributed and supported, by individuals and families – with a view of societal development. The 
basic idea of volunteerism is also for societal development. For all this, the more of the ‘more than 
required’ is to be utilised. 
 
It is interesting to note that this type of allocation can help not only in societal development, but is also 
very fulfilling for the individuals and families – they have the satisfaction of doing the right utilisation 
of their resources. At the same time, it generates the feeling of gratitude and glory in the family and 
society. In contrast, the same ‘more’ applied for indulgence, like in latest model cars and huge 
buildings for extravagant personal use, degenerates the individual and, at the same time, generates 
feelings of jealousy and opposition in others! 
 
By ensuring mutually enriching production and work processes, we can ensure prosperity in every 
family as well as contribute to preservation of the rest of nature. 
 
Now one thing to note is that production may have multiple activities. In the example of mobile phone 
production, we saw various activities were involved. Similarly, for production of food grain, we need 
farm implements which also have to be developed and produced. To carry out the agricultural activity 
smoothly, we may need a mobile for communication, a TV to learn and share better techniques of 
production, etc. Then we may need activities like maintenance work at all these levels, transportation 
of the raw material and finished goods, etc. which can be termed as service sector activities.  
 
With this background, the various production activities may be organized for: 
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1. Primary production – production of physical facility used for nurturing, protection and right 
utilisation of body e.g. food, clothes, shelter… 

2. Secondary Production – production of physical facility used to facilitate primary production. 
E.g. production of tractors, weaving machinery, building component manufacture…  

3. Tertiary Production – production of physical facility used to facilitate production, services and 
human interaction. E.g. train, TV, mobile, etc. 

4. Services – to facilitate any of the above activities. E.g. maintenance of tractors, mobiles, 
software development services and so on. 

 
You can reflect on what would be the appropriate priority order (1, 2, 3, 4? or 4, 3, 2, 1?). 
 
One can easily see that primary production is of the first priority as it is necessary for the basic survival 
of human being. Secondary production gets the second priority as it facilitates primary production, 
and so on. However, in the present society, the importance given to these is just in the reverse order. 
 

Justice-Preservation 
 
Justice is recognition of human-human relationship, its fulfilment and evaluation leading to 
mutual happiness. 
 
We had discussed earlier that in human-human relationship, the feeling is the core issue. These 
feelings are definite, can be recognised. Trust is the foundation feeling in relationship. Trust is followed 
by respect, affection, care, guidance, reverence, glory, gratitude and love. Love is the complete value; 
this is the feeling of being related in a mutually fulfilling manner to all human-beings as well as all 
units in existence. Love is expressed as compassion in behaviour and work. We have discussed this 
in quite detail in last chapter i.e. chapter 8; however, we will discuss some issues related to its 
implication at the society level. 
 
For instance, if we are serving young children, the sick/disabled or old people, with a feeling of care, 
both are happy. It serves the people in need; at the same time gives satisfaction to those involved in 
the serving processes. If the same thing is done without a feeling of care, or with a feeling of 
opposition, it is tiresome for the care-giver and results in unhappiness of both. That is why professional 
old-age homes, hostels, orphanages, hospitals and the like cannot be run just on the basis of physical 
facility / paying the care-givers. A feeling of care is a must in those running these systems. You can 
also observe that the proliferation of such institutions in the society is an indication of the breakdown 
of the family system. Traditionally, the older generation took care of the children, particularly their 
education-sanskar. The younger people served the aged. In this manner, the adults could focus on 
the production of physical facility. 
 
Expressing right feeling to the other (human being) leads to happiness in the other. This achievement 
of mutual happiness is justice. The various occasions of public gatherings, like festivals and functions 
are an occasion for such sharing, and drawing attention to the individual and collective sanskar. If 
there is justice in the society, it will lead to trust, and it will lead to fearlessness. This justice leads to 
fearlessness in the society. It is desirable to ensure justice from family to world family leading to an 
undivided society. In order to ensure justice in the society, we need to: 

a) Stop the offender from doing further injustice as well as 
b) Help him/her to develop the competence for ensuring justice.  

 
Think about it. In the present system, mostly we seem to be restricting ourselves at (a) and not doing 
(b); and hence the vicious cycle of injustice continues in the society, despite various laws, rules, 
regulations and so on. Of course, we need laws, rules and regulations, but these need to be in 
harmony with the existential laws and not in contradiction with them. With the right understanding, 
one would be able to see that all human beings are one family making effort for a common human 
goal, outlined above; and that collaboration is the underlying responsibility, not competition, struggle 
or survival of the fittest. 
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This is an experience shared by a faculty member of a college. Eight students were found to 
be taking drugs in the boys’ hostel. This is a punishable offence. A disciplinary committee was 
called and they started their deliberations. Usually such meetings were concluded in a few 
hours – they routinely reported such cases to the police and suspended the students. This 
time, however, was different as the director-general and about 50 faculty members, including 
most of the disciplinary committee members, had been through the human values workshop. 
The discussions started, “we must follow the rules. The precedent is to report them and 
suspend them – that’s it”, “these students had come to our institution to become good human 
beings and learn business management. We have not been able to do the first part at least. 
Now, if we report and suspend these students, where will they go? Back to the society? Will 
the society be a better place with them as they are now? The society will be worse off and the 
future of these students will be spoilt. We should try to help them become productive citizens”, 
“how will we do that”. The discussion went on for 11 long hours. They finally agreed to take a 
risk. These eight were sent for counselling during the winter break. In the next semester, they 
were attached to a faculty member who further discussed with them regarding values. It 
worked partially, but the key learning was the role of the educational institution. The human 
values programme was run with enthusiasm for all students. Over the next few years, 
disciplinary cases overall came down to a fair extent. with trust on intention (that every child 
wants to understand and do what is right), and with the effort by the faculty, this change could 
be seen. 

 
The justice system would have the responsibility to facilitate the development of ability in everyone to 
understand justice and live accordingly. 
 
Justice = Recognition, Fulfilment and Evaluation of Human-Human Relationship leading to 
Mutual Happiness 
 
Now when you look at preservation, it has to do with relationship of human being with the rest of 
nature.  
 
Preservation is the recognition of relationship of human being with the rest of nature, its 
fulfilment and evaluation leading to mutual fulfilment.  
 
Precisely, preservation would mean enrichment, protection and right utilization of the entire nature. 
 
Preservation =>  1. Prosperity in human being 
   2. Enrichment, protection and right utilisation of nature 
 
We have discussed prosperity at length, as the feeling of having or producing more than required 
physical facility. This physical facility is produced by human effort on rest of nature. If it is produced 
in a manner in which the rest of nature is also enriched, the preservation part is also ensured. 
 
Enrichment means increase in quantity and quality of physical facility. For example, one grain of rice 
gives rise to many grains of rice, given a conducive environment. This increase in quantity is 
enrichment. Cultivating rice and consuming rice as food, the prosperity in human being is ensured 
along with enrichment of rest of nature. 
 
Protection means ensuring the value of a physical facility for an extended period of time. Protection 
would include maintenance of the physical order, mineral availability, consistency of the seasons, 
weather, air quality (~250-350PPM of CO2), rainfall, maintenance of arctic ice, glaciers, under-ground 
water reserves and so on. In everyday life, protection can be as simple as covering These class notes 
with a strong class notes cover to extend its usable life; varnishing a wooden chair to keep it in usable 
shape for a longer time; repairing a torn pant; natural farming to extend the time period in which the 
soil is conducive for agriculture (it will also enrich the soil).  
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Right utilisation is its use for the purpose of the larger order. For example, the right utilisation of food 
grain is its use for nurturing the Body, not letting it spoil. The right utilisation of a pen is to write 
meaningful things. The right utilisation of the human body is its use in fulfilling the purpose of the 
human being (as we have seen in chapter 7).  
 
Out of the three, enrichment, protection and right utilisation, the first priority is right utilisation. It can 
be the first step in preservation. So right utilisation of electric power, water, food, clothes, etc. can be 
an initial step for preservation. 
 
It is estimated that all the needs of one human being in terms of wood can be met by using the wood 
from four full-grown trees. Trees are anyway growing in the forest and more can be planted. Sal1 
trees, for instance, mature in about 100 years. Other timber trees mature in even less time. In due 
course of time, they turn back into soil. Wood from planned felling (i.e. selective felling of mature trees 
only), can be used to make a house. This way, we can ensure prosperity along with right utilisation, 
enrichment and protection. Think of how many trees you can plant? Many more than four, isn’t it? In 
this way, if you plant a tree on every birthday, you may be able to plant many more trees than you 
utilise. Of course, after planting, a tree needs care for about three years to thrive. 
 
Justice ensures fearlessness (trust) in the society and preservation ensures the co-existence in 
nature. 
 

Exchange-Storage 
 
Exchange means sharing or exchanging of physical facility with a view of mutual fulfilment.  
 
The sharing is within the family, or to the extent one has been able to accept relationship. Beyond 
that is exchange. Through sharing and exchange of physical facility, each family can have all that it 
needs, i.e. there is mutual fulfilment. When we are exchanging physical facility with a family, with a 
community, the important aspect is the feeling or view with which the exchange is done. 
 
Storage is keeping physical facility with a view of mutual fulfilment and not with the obsession 
for profit or for accumulation or exploitation. 
 
It is for protecting physical facility, so that it is available, when required, for the purpose of mutual 
fulfilment.  
 
To see this further, reflect on the following example. There are two persons. They have two pieces of 
bread which is not sufficient for both. How do they divide this bread? There are three possibilities: 

• Both try to take both the pieces of bread. They struggle and fight. Eventually, they decide to 
take one each. Each decides separately that henceforth, they will make more effort to grab 
more of the available food. This would be the economics of “take-take”. Both are trying to 
maximise their returns. Both are unhappy. 

• They logically work out that they can get only one piece each, so they divide it equally, but 
neither is fully satisfied. This is the economics of “give-take”. 

• Both persons have a feeling of relationship, like a mother and child. They know that two pieces 
of bread are not sufficient even for one person. Each offers both pieces of bread to the other. 
They discuss and eventually decide to take one piece of bread each. They also decide to work 
together to make more pieces of bread in future, so they can both fulfil their needs. This is the 
economics of “give-give”. 

 

 
1 The scientific name of the sal tree is shorea robusta 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shorea_robusta
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Try to find out which kind of economics is operating in your family. When there is acceptance of the 
other, it is always the give-give mode, the mutual fulfilment is in the centre. Only when there is lack 
of acceptance of the other, or opposition with the other, we think about the take-more-give-less (or 
give-nothing) mode. You can verify this. Which mode is comfortable, naturally acceptable to you? 
 
When the exchange and storage are done with the view of mutual fulfilment, it will help to ensure 
prosperity and it will also help in the process of ensuring fearlessness in the society. On the other 
hand, if it is done with a view of profit or obsession of profit or it is done for exploitation, it will be a 
cause of deprivation instead of prosperity and it will also be a cause of fear in the society. 
 
Now, when that feeling of production and right utilisation, feeling of giving, etc. extends to the 
neighbourhood and the community, it makes for an assuring unit of human order. In such a 
neighbourhood or community, there is a feeling of assurance which further strengthens fearlessness 
based on trust.  
 

Professions in a Human Society 
Once we understand that we have a common human goal, a common purpose, we will organize the 
society so that it will facilitate the fulfilment of these common goals for all human beings. Also, once 
we are able to see that we are related to each other, there will be a feeling of acceptance for all, i.e. 
the feeling of love. With that acceptance, we will be able to work together in harmony for these human 
goals.  
 
Profession is the participation of a human being in one or more of the dimensions of the 
society. We may choose our participation where we have developed competence and interest. With 
the feeling of purpose and relatedness, our professions will be interrelated and, in a manner, that 
everyone is able to participate meaningfully, i.e. for mutual fulfilment. It includes teachers, doctors, 
farmers and so on. This will be elaborated in section III (chapters 12-16). 
 

Harmony from Family Order to World Family Order – Universal Human 
Order 
A society is composed of families living together with a common goal. At each level, the harmony 
contributes to the harmony at the next higher level. Human beings individually in harmony contribute 
to a family order that is in harmony. And families in harmony contribute to a harmonious societal order; 
and all the way to a world family order which is what universal human order is. 
 
If you try to look at the details, it starts with the family order because that is the smallest unit where 
all these dimensions can start taking shape, can be worked about. You must be taking some 
responsibility at home, like sharing views on various topics, production of food grain, shopping for 
food, cooking food, washing clothes and so on. Like that in a family, there is some effort for the 
development of a perspective about life (education). There is also some effort for development of life 
related skills – how to interact with other people, how to take care of others, how to live with the 
neighbours and so on. This is all to do with sanskar. There is some schedule for waking up, cleaning, 
labour, exercise, meals and so on. These are some of the components of the health system in the 
family. Like that, there is some effort in the family for each of the dimensions. That is what we are 
referring to as family order. Family has to do with relationship and feeling in relationship. Family order 
has to do with the systems, with the base of relationship. 
 
Actualising all dimensions will lead to the fulfilment of human goals in the society. With this 
background now, we can talk about the scope of the human society or the scope of the human system. 
 
The scope is from family order to world family order. We have seen that the scope of relationship is 
from family to world family. Now we can see that the scope of harmony in society, order in society is 
starting from family order and going right up to the world family order. 
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If you try to look at the details, it starts with the family because that is the smallest unit where all 
dimensions can start taking shape. Then you have family clusters, the village, village clusters… the 
nation and ultimately the world family. You move from family order to world family order whereby you 
ensure all dimensions of human order and fulfil all the human goals starting from family order to world 
family order. 
 
The family order is the smallest unit of a society. Family order refers to the system in a family of 
responsible people living together for the common human goal. In particular, the family is making 
effort for  

• Mutual development of right understanding and right feeling (trust, respect and so on) in every 
family member, including the next generation, leading to mutual happiness.  

• Participation in production of required physical facility in the form of labour, leading to 
prosperity. 

• Contributing to a human society by way of participating at the next higher-level order.  
 
The family cluster order is the next larger unit. It is the system that a group of families evolve in order 
to fulfil those goals of individual families which require the participation of more people than the family 
has. Take a typical example of repair of the roof of a house in a rural area. The house owner just has 
to inform the village elders that the repair has to take place and a day is chosen. People from the 
village assemble at the appointed time sparing themselves from their own work and accomplish the 
repair work. The house holder contributes with a celebration meal for all. This is something that had 
been happening traditionally in the India. Similarly, even today we can see that if there is a marriage 
in a family, the group of associated families join in to make arrangements, take care of the guests and 
ensure that the function is organized smoothly. We can see that there is synergy in the goals of these 
families – all are making effort for the common human goal. At the base is the feeling of relationship. 
There is complementarity at the level of skills and a natural division of responsibility in each of the 
dimensions. A system for dialogue amongst the families, through a selected family representative 
from every family, would ensure proper planning for the common works. All this put together is being 
referred to as the family cluster order. 
 
The family order and the family cluster order are mutually fulfilling. The scope of systems at 
successively larger and larger complementary units from the family order to the world family order are 
indicated below. 
 

Scope – From Family Order to World Family Order (Universal Human 
Order) 
Family Order  Family Cluster Order  Village Order  Village Cluster Order  City Order…  

Nation Order…  World Family Order  
 
In this way, every human being has a voice and a role in one or more of the social systems, all 
contributing meaningfully to the family order, the family order to the family cluster order and so on to 
the nation family order and ultimately, the world family order. That is the scope of the systems in a 
human society. 
 

Natural Outcome of Right Understanding 
Now if you look at the basic human aspiration and its fulfilment: 

1. The happiness is ensured by having the right understanding and right feeling in the Self. 
2. The prosperity is a feeling of the availability of more than required physical facility. Right 

understanding is required at the base, along with physical facility. 
3. The tradition of living with happiness and prosperity starts from the family order and ultimately, 

continuity can be ensured by the universal human order. 
 
So, a meaningful life would mean that we have made effort for the above. If we are in harmony, we 
contribute to a family order that is in harmony. Families in harmony comprise of a harmonious family 
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cluster and so on, all the way to a world family order which is what universal human order is which is 
what harmony in the society means. 
  
What we have discussed earlier, upto chapter 7, is the development at the individual level. In chapter 
8, we discussed about the human family and in this chapter, about human society. The overall 
transformation that is being visualized is this – first, transformation from animal consciousness to 
human consciousness at the level of individual human being; and second, transformation from 
inhuman society to humane society at the collective level. A total transformation is required; piecemeal 
solutions are not going to suffice. 
 

For example, corruption is a problem. There are movements against it, there are laws, rules 
and regulations against corrupt practices. There are agencies like police, courts and jails to 
deal with corrupt people. Morals and ethics are taught in schools and colleges. Like that there 
are various efforts in the society. Yet, corruption is still there. We are saying that corruption is 
only a symptom of a deeper malady. Trying to handle this symptom or suppress it in a 
piecemeal manner is not sufficient.  

 
The effort, however small, has to be with a holistic perspective in the background: 

1. Understanding things holistically, developing a holistic perspective (through education-
sanskar). For instance, we need to be clear about our basic aspirations as individuals; and we 
need to be clear about our goal as a society. 

2. Effort for: 

• Personal transformation to human consciousness and living with definite human 
conduct. 

• Societal transformation to human society. Effort for comprehensive human goal in the 
family and in the society. 

 
With this in the background, now the symptoms, like corruption, can then be properly dealt 
with. 

3. The root of the symptoms can be identified. Corruption, domination, exploitation, etc. are 
symptoms of inhuman conduct. The real problem is inhuman conduct. 

4. For getting rid of the real problem, effort can be focused on developing human conduct. Of 
course, till such time as the society does not have the capacity to develop human conduct, the 
existing efforts (laws, rules and regulations, police, courts, jails, etc.) have to be kept up, but 
these are only temporary efforts to suppress the symptoms. 
 

Refer to fig. 9-10. Human education will prepare people with human consciousness. These people 
will live by human values and have a human conduct. People living with human conduct will ultimately 
give rise to a human society. Such a human society would naturally provide human education for the 
next generation, thus ensuring continuity of human society. 
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This is the proposal regarding the harmony in society and ultimately about universal human order. 
Now you can verify for yourself whether this is something naturally acceptable to you and also work 
out whether it is feasible to do it. 
 

My Participation (Value) in the Society 
(To Make effort for Harmony in the Society) 
 
The society is composed of families living together, making effort for the common human goal. They 
are interconnected and interdependent from family order to world family order. 
 
My participation (value) vis-à-vis the society is to develop the clarity of society, its goals, programme 
and scope; and with that, playing a part in the family order and then in the larger society. 
 
In the family order, my participation (value) is: 

• Ensuring happiness in the family by way of helping in the development of right understanding 
and right feeling in the Self of every member of the family, particularly the next generation. 

• Ensuring health in the family by way of a system of nurturing, protection and right utilisation of 
the Body for every member of the family. 

• Ensuring prosperity in the family by way of helping the family recognise the need for physical 
facility, its production, its protection and its right utilisation. 

• Facilitating one or more members of the family to participate in the larger society, in one or 
more dimensions of human order. 

 
In the larger society, my participation (value) is: 

• To play a role in one or more dimensions of the human order (education-sanskar, health-self-
regulation, production-work, justice-preservation and exchange-storage) 

 
In this way, the society with happiness in every individual, prosperity in every family, fearlessness 
(trust) in the society and co-existence (mutual fulfilment) in nature/existence is realised. This is my 
participation (value) vis-à-vis society. 
 

Salient Points 
• A society is composed of families living together for the common human goal. The base of a 

harmonious society is harmony in the family, for which the base is harmony in the human 
being. 

• The goals of human being living in society are: 
1. Right understanding and right feeling (happiness) in every individual 
2. Prosperity in every family 
3. Fearlessness (trust) in the society 
4. Co-existence (mutual fulfilment) in nature/existence 

The priority and order in which these four goals can be fulfilled are 1-4. Without right 
understanding and right feeling, it is not possible to identify the need for physical facility, 
therefore, right understanding and right feeling has to come before prosperity. Similarly, 
fearlessness can take place only with the acceptance of relationship and prosperity in every 
family. The fourth goal is then a natural outcome of the first three. 

• The systems or dimensions required for the fulfilment of the four human goals are:  
1. Education-Sanskar 
2. Health-Self regulation 
3. Production-Work 
4. Justice-Preservation 
5. Exchange-Storage 

• If there is effort for these goals in the family, the family is in harmony. In other words, there is 
a family order. The society is many families living together in a relationship of mutual fulfilment. 
The scope of harmony in the society starts with the family order and extends all the way to 
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world family order in steps, from family order, family cluster order and so on to nation family 
order and ultimately world family order. This extension of harmony, from family order to world 
family order, is universal human order. 

 

Test Your Understanding 
 

Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. What is the building block for harmony in the society? Explain with examples. 

2. Describe the human goal. Explain how this is conducive to sustainable happiness and 
prosperity for all. 

3. Critically examine the goals of the present-day society with respect to human goals. What is 
the outcome? 

4. List the dimensions (systems) that comprise a human order. Explain how each dimension 
contributes to the fulfilment of the human goal. 

5. Is there a particular sequence in which these goals can be fulfilled? Explain. 

6. Why is education and sanskar the first human goal? Distinguish between education and 
sanskar. 

7. What are the two important issues to be addressed in the dimension of production? Explain 
with two examples. 

8. Explain, giving examples, how pollution and resource depletion are both the direct outcomes 
of not understanding nature the way it is. 

9. How can exchange of physical goods be mutually fulfilling? Evaluate the motivation of 
exchange in today's scenario. 

10. Write a short note on the three aspects of preservation. 

11. There are three kinds of obsession. List them. Give any three examples of each from your 
observation in the society. 

12. Why is storage required in a society? Suggest any two ways in which you can store the 
produce for right utilization in the future. 

13. Indicate a few steps to promote harmony in the society and co-existence with nature. 

14. What is the meaning of 'universal human order'? What is its scope? How is the family order 
related to universal human order? 

 

Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
(To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
1. What are your personal goals or values that you would like to make effort for? Discuss with your 

family and find out the goals of other members. Is there a common family goal? What are the 
goals being pursued by your workplace or educational institution? How much of these three sets 
of goals are aligned to each other? What is your role in the fulfilment of these three sets of goals? 
 

2. Assuming that you would like to see your hostel or workplace or educational institution as a model 
of human society, write down: 

a. Its goal(s) – relate it to the four human goals and elaborate on what each goal means. Also 
develop some key indicators or measures which will show that the goals are realized 

b. The system to achieve these goals – Make a comprehensive plan for the fulfilment of each 
goal. Relate it to the dimensions of human order. 

c. How much of this system can be realised with you and your friends working on it in the 
next 2-4 years? If you select goals that are meaningful for many people, they will, sooner 
or later, join in. So, factor that into your plan. Just as an example, you may like to watch 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPeeZ6viNgY. It is a short 2½ minute video about a 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPeeZ6viNgY
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small boy who moved a fallen tree out of the way – of course many people joined in, 
eventually. 

If you want to think more widely, you can consider your mohalla / colony / village / district / 
state / country / world. You may find a lot of inspiring material on the internet, like 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cb0Qvh9BJ0s. It is a documentary about a progressive 
village called Hiware Bazar in Maharashtra, India. It is about how good governance and people 
can make significant change in society. Of course, please consider all goals and all 
dimensions of a humane society for your exercise. Your vision and plan should be holistic, 
even if you can start just in the smallest of ways. The overall vision and plan give a definite 
direction. 

 
3. Read appendix A9-1 to get a view of the process of understanding. Education is the most 

significant dimension of a human society. Now rightly evaluate your present state of understanding 
and skill: 

a. Understanding 
i. Self-discipline based on knowing – living on the basis of your natural acceptance 

or 
ii. Arbitrariness based on assuming without knowing – living largely on the basis of 

preconditioning and sensation 
b. Understanding and skills regarding relationship 

i. You have a feeling of trust, respect… love within you – continuous and 
unconditional. You also have the behavioural skills to respond, to express these 
feelings. You are well prepared with the right feelings to be a good son or daughter, 
a good parent, a good husband or wife, etc. in the family and as a good citizen in 
the society or 

ii. You have emotions like opposition, jealousy and fear at some or all of the time. 
You also have the behavioural skills to respond or react, to express yourself. 

c. Understanding and skills regarding physical facility 
i. You have a good idea of your physical needs. You have the mindset and skills for 

cyclic and mutually enriching production of something that is useful for you. You 
have a good idea of right utilisation of physical facility. You have a mindset of 
sharing. You are well prepared to participate in the society in one or more 
dimensions of human order (as a teacher in the education-sanskar dimension, as 
a doctor in the health-self regulation dimension, as a farmer in the production-work 
dimension and so on) along with having the well-being of all (mutual fulfilment) in 
your understanding, thought and deed or 

ii. You have the technical, managerial, behavioural skills for obtaining maximum 
physical facility with minimum effort from your side. 

Where do you like to reach (in next three years)? What inputs are necessary from education 
(through the family, institution or the society)? What role can you play in ensuring these inputs 
for yourself? What role can you play in ensuring the inputs required for others in the coming 
time? 

 
4. Update your future resume to address the section on workplace and society. Be sure to include 

your level of understanding as well as your skills. 
 

Part 3: Projects and Modelling Exercises 
You may like to revisit this part of Test Your Understanding after reading through the complete class 
notes once and self-exploring all the key proposals. With that, you may have some (or many) aha! 
moments in which something clicks for you, you understand a proposal. What you have understood 
may be expressed in various creative ways which appeal to different people. This part is for you to 
give a creative expression to your understanding. Of course, you can do this in a group also. Creative 
expressions may be in the form of sketches, drawings, paintings, clay models, sculptures, songs, 
poems, music, dance, audios, videos, games, puzzles, stories, skits, plays, dramas, charts, diagrams, 
plans, survey questionnaires, blogs, something on social media and so on. It is the story of your own 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cb0Qvh9BJ0s
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life – and it matters. While some hints are given above, please feel free to share your real aha’s in 
your own way! 
  
“Human goal, dimensions of human order and scope of universal human order (from family order to 
world family order)” 
 

“Human education and sanskar → human conduct → human values → undivided society and 
universal human order” 

 

Part 4: Your Questions 
Write down your questions or doubts in your note-book. If any of the previous questions have been 
clarified by your self-exploration of the proposals so far, please mark them as answered. We would 
like to discuss the questions remaining unanswered in your self-exploration. 
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Chapter 10: Harmony in Nature 
                     – Understanding the 

                        Interconnectedness, Self-regulation 
                        and Mutual Fulfilment  

 

 
 

Recap 
We began our exploration with the basic human desire (aspiration) and the programme for the 
fulfilment of this desire. We saw that the basic human desire is for happiness, prosperity and its 
continuity. We explored our natural acceptance and we came to understand that the meaning of 
happiness is to be in a state of harmony. Therefore, in order to ensure the continuity of happiness 
(harmony) we need to understand the harmony not only within us, but also at all levels of our being – 
the individual, the family, the society and nature/existence. Once we understand this harmony, we 
can live in harmony at all these four levels. So far, we have been able to explore the harmony of the 
first three – harmony in human being, harmony in family and harmony in society.  
 
We have seen that our natural acceptance is for living in harmony as an individual, in a family and in 
society. Now the question is – “Is it possible to live in harmony at these three levels?” Of course, there 
is a desire for it; we have the natural acceptance for it – but is it possible? Does nature provide such 
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an opportunity, such a possibility? In other words, “Is there provision in nature, in existence, for living 
in accordance with our natural acceptance? Is it possible to live in harmony as an individual, as a 
family, as a society, in nature and ultimately in the whole existence?”  
 
What do you feel – is interconnectedness, harmony and mutual fulfilment inherent in nature? or is the 
design of nature/ existence by way of opposition, struggle and survival of the fittest?  
 
If nature and existence is in the form of interconnectedness and mutual fulfilment, only then it will be 
possible for us to live in harmony at all levels of human living. On the other hand, if nature is by way 
of opposition, by struggle, we are bound to face opposition and struggle. 
 
In this chapter, we will explore the basic underlying design of nature. We will explore to see whether 
it is harmony or disharmony, order or chaos.  
 

Nature as Collection of Units 
When you hear the word ‘nature’, perhaps you think of mountains and forests, oceans and plains. 
 
Nature is the collection of all the units – the air, soil, water, plants, trees, animals, birds, other human 
beings and even things that are a little distant from us like the sun, the moon, the other planets, etc. 
When we look around, we see all kinds of units. For example, in a classroom there may be units like 
chairs, tables, copies, pens, blackboard, projector, laptop, etc. Outside the classroom, in a garden or 
forest, we may see other kinds of units like trees, shrubs, butterflies, flies, birds, animals, pond, stones, 
etc. If we look further, we see the sun, moon, stars, the Earth itself – all of these are units. 
 
Some units, like atoms and molecules are very small in size – so small that we cannot even see them 
with our eyes. On the other hand, some units are very large. Our Earth is a large unit. It has a mass 
of 5.97 x 1024kg and a diameter of around 12,700 km. The sun is a very large unit – its mass is 
approximately 3,30,000 times more than that of the Earth. Many of the stars that we see in the sky at 
night are much larger than the sun. All of these units, whether small or large, collectively are called 
nature (see fig. 10-1). 
 
Each unit exists as an individual entity. It occupies a certain volume and has a definite shape and 
size. Units can be counted one, two and so on. However, there are a very large number of units that 
comprise nature. 
 

 
 

Classification of Units into Four Orders 
Although the units are innumerable, they can all be classified into just four groups or four orders:  
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1. Physical order – this includes units like air, water, metal and so on. 
2. Bio order  – this includes grass, plants, trees, etc. 
3. Animal order  – this includes animals and birds. 
4. Human order  – this includes human being. 

 
It is relevant to classify the units based on their common intrinsic properties. These innumerable units 
can all be classified into just four definite orders. This is a very important point, because if we can 
understand the basic properties of each of these four orders, we can understand the properties of all 
the units in nature. Similarly, if we can understand the interaction between few units of each order, 
we can understand the interconnectedness amongst all the units. This is what we intend to do. 
 

Interconnectedness and Mutual Fulfilment among the Four Orders  
We have explored the cyclic and mutually fulfilling process in nature while discussing production-work 
in the chapter on society. That was from the point of view of articulating a nature-friendly production 
process. While the content is almost the same here, the focus is on understanding the inherent 
interconnectedness and mutual fulfilment amongst the four orders. We have restated these 
descriptions accordingly in the next few pages for completeness. 
 

 
Refer to fig. 10-2. As we had discussed in chapter 9, the units of the physical order, like soil, water 
and air provide the basic materials for plants to develop, survive and grow. Wherever the soil is fertile 
and there is sufficient water available, seeds germinate and plants grow. In this way, the units of the 
physical order nourish the units of the bio order. Similarly, when the leaves, flowers and fruits of plants 
fall to the ground and degenerate, they get converted back into soil. These plant residues are manure 
for the soil, making it more fertile. Plants also help in maintaining the level of oxygen in the air, 
participating in the water cycle on the Earth and so on. In this way, the units of the bio order fulfil units 
of the physical order. We can also see that the soil gets converted into plants and the plants get 
converted back into soil. 
 
From this, two observations can be made: 

1. The process is cyclic (soil is getting converted into plants and plants are getting converted 
back into soil). 

2. The process is mutually enriching, mutually fulfilling (in the process, the plants are getting 
enriched by the soil and the soil is also getting enriched by the plants). 

 
This soil-plant interaction is an example of the interconnectedness and relationship of mutual 
fulfilment between the physical order and the bio order. Try to observe other such interactions 
between these two orders. 
 
Now if we observe the animal order along with the bio order and physical order (see fig. 10-3), we 
can observe the interconnectedness and interrelationship among these three orders. 
 
Animals and birds (units of the animal order) depend on plants (units of the bio order) for their food. 
For example, a cow (a unit of animal order) eats grass (unit of bio order) as its food. In turn, the cow 
is also fulfilling for plants. Animals and birds help to spread the seeds of plants from one place to the 
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other. They protect plants from harmful insects and pests. Similarly, the units of physical order, like 
air and water, are essential for animals to survive. In turn, animals enrich the soil – their dung and 
their dead bodies act as very good manure which makes the soil fertile.  

 
In a forest we can observe that these three orders exist together – soil, ponds, rivers, air, rocks and 
metals (units of the physical order), varieties of lush green shrubs, plants and trees (units of the bio 
order) as well as different types of healthy animals and birds (units of the animal order). They are 
together, they are interdependent and interconnected. They are related to each other in a mutually 
fulfilling manner – they enrich and fulfil each other. That is how a forest is. 
 
It is interesting to note that this process has been going on in the forest without any human 
involvement. You can see that we don't have to do anything from the outside for all these orders to 
enrich each other. The supply of manure or irrigation is not required in a forest; it all happens on its 
own – that is the way nature is. In fact, as time passes, the soil becomes more fertile, the water is 
stored and becomes available throughout the year, various types of timber, fruit and flowers keep 
growing, the diversity of plants, animals and birds keeps enriching. This is a phenomenon in nature 
that happens by the design of nature itself.  
 

 
What about the relationship of the human being with the rest of nature? Now if we place the human 
being in the picture (see fig. 10-4), we can see that all these three orders are enriching for the human 
being. The physical order, the bio order and the animal order, all enrich the human order.  
 
The air that we breathe, the water that we drink, the house in which we live – all of these are units of 
the physical order which are required for the survival of the Body. The equipment and instruments we 
use, like mobile phones, laptop, projector, radio, television, cars, trains and planes – all of these are 
generally made from the physical order.  
 
We get a variety of farm produce like fruits, vegetables, grains, flowers, etc. from shrubs, plants and 
trees which are units of the bio order. The bulk of the food that nourishes our bodies is obtained from 
the bio order. In fact, our requirement of food is so high that a large part of the available land is used 
only for cultivation.  
 
We get milk, wool, etc. from animals. Since the early days, bullocks are of help to cultivate land; while 
horses and donkeys carry luggage and transport materials from one place to the other. You must 
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have seen bullock-carts and ‘tongas’ (carriages) being drawn by animals. In the days when there were 
no post-offices and no internet (so no emails) – in those days, human beings used pigeons as 
messengers to and from distant lands, exchanging messages with each other. Dogs, known for their 
loyalty, are kept in our homes for safety. These days dogs are also used by the police and the army 
to help in detection of crimes – in all these ways, animals and birds are fulfilling for the human being. 
 
You can find various such examples in your daily life, where all these three orders are fulfilling for the 
human being. Thus, we can see that all the three orders are enriching for the human being. 
 
Now, is the human being fulfilling for the other three orders? This is a big question. Human being is 
not only unfulfilling for the other three orders, rather it is dominating and exploiting them, to the extent 
of global warming and climate change. 
 
Some of the indicators of human activity that is disturbing the harmony in nature are: 

• Atmospheric CO2 level, that was stable at 250-350PPM in the last few thousand years, has 
increased tremendously in the last hundred years.  

• The drying up of rivers, lakes and underground aquafers. 

• Rapid melting of polar and glacial ice and potential of rising sea levels. 

• Depletion of forest cover. 

• Farmland being taken up for human habitation / industrialisation. 

• Rapid species loss and sharp reduction in bio-diversity. 
 
However, when we refer to our natural acceptance, we want to fulfil all the four orders. Ask yourself 
this question, “what is naturally acceptable to you – to enrich these four orders or to exploit them”? 
 
The answer is obvious – to enrich all the four orders. When we have the feeling of exploitation of any 
of the four orders, this feeling itself is not naturally acceptable to us and therefore, it leads to a state 
of contradiction within, thus a state of unhappiness within – whenever there is a feeling, a thought of 
exploitation, there is unhappiness. In spite of obtaining huge amounts of physical facility, unhappiness 
persists, and it keeps nagging the human being that something is wrong. If we become aware of it, 
the unhappiness is just an indicator of disharmony and can point towards need to understand and 
then to live in harmony (happiness). 
 

 
 
While studying harmony in the human being, we saw that the recognition and fulfilment of the human 
being depends upon knowing and assuming. In the absence of knowing, when human beings are 
living based only on assumptions, they may or may not be able to ensure mutual fulfilment in their 
behaviour and work all the time. Though human being has the natural acceptance for mutual 
fulfilment; in the absence of right understanding, this mutual fulfilment is not ensured. Once human 
beings understand the mutual fulfilment among the four orders, they can be fulfilling for the rest of 
nature as well as for other human beings. When we live accordingly, the question marks in the 
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relationship with the three orders would be converted into tick marks and then, this is what the picture 
would look like fig. 10-5. 
 
It is a picture of harmony in nature, with the human order also living in accordance with its natural 
acceptance for mutual fulfilment. 
 
By its very design, nature is in harmony – interrelatedness and mutual fulfilment is inherent rather 
than struggle, survival of the fittest, opposition or chaos. It is already materialised in first three orders. 
Human being also has the natural acceptance for mutual fulfilment. There is all the provision in nature 
for us human beings to live in harmony, and ensure mutual fulfilment with the rest of nature. All that 
we need to do is to understand this harmony in nature and live in harmony. 
 

Self-regulation in Nature 
There is self-regulation in nature. It does not need to be regulated by human being to be in harmony. 
With right understanding, human being will also be self-organised, in harmony within and participate 
in the harmony in the larger order. 
 
Even now, we can observe that water evaporates from the sea, clouds form, they are dispersed far 
and wide over the surface of the Earth, there is rain, streams, over-ground rivers, under-ground 
aquafers… all participating in a water cycle. Year after year definite seasons can be observed, the 
distribution of water can be observed. Does it need any human intervention? We can see this cyclic 
and mutually enriching process is self-regulated by way of nature. 
 
In a forest, the proportion of soil, plants and animals of various species is self-regulated. It never 
happens that the lions eat up all the deer or the deer eat up all the grasses or that the plants grow to 
the extent that there is no space for deer or that there is lack of soil for new plants and so on. 
 
The temperature of the human body remains at around 37 degrees centigrade (98.4 degrees 
Fahrenheit) even though people may be living with ambient temperatures varying widely, sometimes 
as much as +45 degrees centigrade to -10 degrees centigrade. It is by way of the self-regulation in 
nature. 
 
There are many examples one can take. The Earth maintains a range of temperature naturally. The 
gender ratio in human beings is nearly constant at approximately 1:1 male:female. Birds’ eggs hatch 
just when the caterpillars are in abundance and so on. 
 
With right understanding, the human beings can be the most fulfilling units in nature. We can take a 
few examples. We can use solar power and plant-based fuels in place of petroleum and coal. There 
are many efforts in this direction now. In chapter 9, we had mentioned that wood from four full-grown 
trees could suffice for fulfilling all the needs of one human being in terms of wood. There are many 
examples of single individuals regenerating entire forests! Each of us can plant many more than four 
trees in a lifetime, isn’t it? By maintaining adequate forest and grassland, we can ensure a conducive 
environment for the birds and animals also. Like that, we can play the role of being fulfilling for all 
orders. For that we have to understand nature, understand the four orders which is what we intend to 
do next. 
 

Understanding the Four Orders 
We can now look at the basic identifications and properties of each of the four orders [A Nagaraj 1998] 
based on which the units have been classified.  
 
In fig. 10-6, we can see the details of the four orders. Few examples of units in that order (second 
column), their activity (third column), their inherent innateness (fourth column), their natural 
characteristic (fifth column) and the basis of their patterns of inheritance (sixth / last column) are 
shown. 
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Activity in the Four Orders 
Each order is characterised by certain activities. The units of the physical order are characterised 
by the activity of formation and deformation. For example, if a piece of iron is left exposed to the air, 
you may notice that after a period of time it gets rusted. What is happening here? The iron gets 
converted into iron oxide in the presence of oxygen and moisture. Thus, iron oxide was formed and 
iron, oxygen and water were deformed. To take another example, when hydrogen and oxygen 
combine together at a certain temperature and pressure, water is produced. In this case, there is 
formation of water and deformation of hydrogen and oxygen. Through the activities of formation and 
deformation, one unit of the physical order gets converted into another unit of the physical order. 
 
In the bio order, in addition to formation and deformation, the activity of respiration is also taking 
place. In a plant, for example, the activities of formation and deformation keep happening; many 
chemical reactions keep taking place leading to various changes – new molecules and cells are 
formed; while others are degenerated. Along with this, plants also exhibit the activity of respiration. In 
the process of respiration, something is inhaled (taken in by the plant) and something is exhaled 
(taken out /released) by the plant. It would be difficult to find a single plant that does not have the 
activity of respiration. At the same time, it would be difficult to find a single piece of iron, or any unit 
of the physical order, that exhibits the activity of respiration. 
 
The bio order is characterized by the activity of respiration. The activity of formation and deformation 
is taking place in both physical order and the bio order, but the activity of respiration is specific to the 
bio order as compared to physical order. 
 
The animal order is a co-existence of the Self and the Body. What is the indication of the presence 
of the Self in animals or birds? While discussing the human being as being a co-existence of Self and 
Body, we saw that the response of a body (a material unit) is only in terms of recognizing and fulfilling, 
whereas the response of the Self is in terms of at least assuming, recognizing and fulfilling. The 
activity of assuming is the basic indication that a Self is associated with that Body. The response 
changes with a change in its assumption. 
 
For example, if you purchase a dog from the market and provide him necessary food and shelter for 
a few days, it starts distinguishing between you and other people. When you enter the house, it starts 
wagging its tail but when someone else comes, it may start barking. What has happened here? The 
assumption of the dog about you has changed within the few days that you have been providing food 
for it. It now recognizes you as a friend, while others are assumed to be strangers. The change in 
response has happened because of a change in assumption. The assumption is an indicator of the 
presence of the Self. Such a change in response due to the change in assumption is not observed in 
plants. 
 
Since a unit of the animal order is a co-existence of the Self and the Body, therefore, to study animal 
order we need to study the Self as well as the Body. This is important to note. The Body of an animal 
is basically a unit of the bio order. When we look at the activities of the Body, we can observe the 
activities of respiration along with formation and deformation, just like the activities in a plant (a unit 
of the bio order). The formation and deformation of various molecules keeps happening in the cells 
of the animal body. The animal body also takes in air that is rich in oxygen and exhales air that has a 
high content of carbon-dioxide. Activities of formation, deformation and respiration are going on in the 
Body of an animal. 
 
The activity of selecting and tasting is prominent in the Self associated with an animal body. Animals 
select specific food and shelter that are conducive to their body. If we observe a cow, we can see that 
it eats only those varieties of grasses which are nurturing for its body. Since the cow is herbivorous, 
it does not select meat. Similarly, if you provide food to a cow, it comes to you; but if you beat it with 
a stick, it moves away from you. We can see that a lion, being a carnivorous animal, selects fresh 
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meat or flesh which is nurturing for its body. The recognition of what to eat is based on taste and 
these selections are essentially to keep the Body in good health. 
 
Now let us talk about the human being – a unit of the Human order. Human being is the co-existence 
of Self and Body (discussed in detail in chapter 4). The human body also is a unit of the bio order; 
therefore, it has the activities of formation, deformation and respiration. Many cells are being formed 
every day in our body. A wide range of proteins and hormones are continuously being formed in the 
Body and of course this process also involves the deformation of several other compounds. Every 
cell is taking something in and releasing something out – there is respiration taking place. This can 
also be seen at the level of organs and at the level of the whole body. 
 
When it comes to the Self associated with a human body, the activities of imaging, comparing, 
analysing, tasting and selecting can be observed (this was discussed in the chapter ‘harmony in the 
Self’ in quite a bit of detail). The activity of selecting here is not only to keep the Body in good health, 
but more than that, for happiness. We have earlier discussed that this need for happiness is fulfilled 
by right understanding and right feeling, and not by physical facility. The innate need to know can be 
observed in any child – it asks so many questions about all sorts of things. Human being also has the 
potential to know, potential for right understanding and right feeling, potential for continuous 
happiness. That is why we have been saying that for human being, right understanding is the highest 
priority; followed by relationship (right feeling) and the third priority is physical facility – of course all 
three are required. Right understanding basically means awakening to the activities of realisation (of 
existence being as co-existence), of understanding (of the harmony in nature) and of contemplation 
(of relationship or one’s participation in the larger order). This need to know and the potential to know 
is the core differentiating factor between human being and animal at the level of Self. 
 
In this way, all the four orders can be distinguished in terms of their activities. This is one way in which 
the units of nature can be classified. 
 

Innateness of the Four Orders 
The third column describes the innateness of each order. Innateness is the definite self-
organisation of a unit. By virtue of its definite self-organisation, the unit exhibits a definite 
conduct/property. A unit and its innateness are inseparable. Each order has a definite innateness 
which is the distinguishing property of that order. In other words, every unit is bound to have the 
innateness specific to the order that it belongs to. 
 
The innateness of the physical order is ‘existence’. This means that it exists – exists in a definite 
order. It is a reality and has a definite order. It exists and continues to exist. At most, it is converted 
into another unit of the physical or bio order, but it does not get destroyed. Every unit of the physical 
order has this innateness – it exists in a definite order with a definite conduct. 
 
For example, a piece of iron is a unit of the physical order. It remains as a piece of iron unless it gets 
converted into something else by way of formation and deformation, the activity that characterises the 
physical order. Even after the formation-deformation, every atom continues to exist. Thus, if we have 
1 kg of iron, over the years, it will remain 1 kg, if it is protected properly from rusting. It will have the 
definite conduct of iron and continue to exhibit this conduct unless some formation-deformation takes 
place. 
 
Now let us see the innateness of units of the bio order. A plant has the innateness (self-organisation) 
of existence as well as growth. Thus, a plant exists as a plant and it also grows. A mango tree that is 
1 kg now may become 10 kg after one year – it will continue to be a mango tree and it will grow. Any 
unit of the bio-order, like a plant, a tree, an animal body and a human body, all of them exhibit their 
innateness to exist and to grow. 
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When we look at the animal order, we can observe the Self and the Body separately because a unit 
of the animal order is the co-existence of both Self and Body. The animal body has the innateness of 
existence and growth just like plants and trees. 
 
The Self of the animal has an innate will to live. The Self of every animal and bird, every unit of the 
animal order has a will to live – it wants to live. That is its innateness. We can observe that animals 
and birds nurture and protect their body. They search for food that is conducive for their body. They 
try to find a conducive environment to live. They make all effort to fulfil their will to live. They move 
away from other animals, birds and even people where their will to live is in jeopardy. 
 
Now, coming to the human order, the human being is also a co-existence of Self and Body. At the 
level of the Body (a unit of the bio order), the innateness is existence and growth. The human body 
takes birth, grows, passes through various stages from childhood, adolescence, adulthood, becomes 
old and dies. This is similar to any animal body or a plant.  
 
At the level of the Self, however, the human being has a will to live with continuous happiness. This 
is the innateness, the Self-organization at the level of the Self of the human being. The will to live with 
continuous happiness is an integral part of the Self of the human being and cannot be separated from 
it. As we have seen, the need for continuous happiness is fulfilled by right understanding and right 
feeling, so the innateness of the human order may be restated as the will to live with right 
understanding and right feeling in the Self. 
 

Natural Characteristic of the Four Orders 
Natural characteristic of a unit refers to its natural participation in the larger order. Larger order means 
a larger unit of which this unit is a part of. Larger order for the cells of your stomach may be the 
digestive system. The larger order for the digestive system would be the human body. The larger 
order for the human body may be the human being, the family and so on. Units exhibit their natural 
characteristic only when they are self-organised, in accordance with their innateness, i.e. when they 
are in harmony within. 
 
The natural characteristic of the physical order is composition-decomposition. Units of the physical 
order participate with units of the physical order or any of the other orders by way of composition or 
decomposition. Both composition and decomposition involve the activity of formation and 
deformation. We had taken the example of iron rusting. In this example, iron atoms are deforming in 
the presence of air and moisture and forming molecules of ferric oxide. Iron is decomposing and ferric 
oxide is being composed. Of course, formation-deformation is the activity by virtue of which new 
compositions are made and old compositions are decomposed. This is how units of the physical order 
interact with other units. 
 
The bio order participates with the bio order in terms of nurturing or worsening the other. It is easy 
to see that the apple fruit (a unit of the bio order) nurtures the human body (a unit of the bio order). 
The belladonna plant (in sufficient quantity) worsens the human body. The belladonna plant nurtures 
the Body of a goat. Like this, the units of the bio order participate by nurturing or worsening other units 
of bio order. 
 
When it comes to the animal order, we have to see the natural characteristic of both, the Body of the 
animal as well as the Self of the animal. The Body is a unit of the bio order, so it participates like it is 
described above – it is in terms of nurturing or worsening other units of bio order. 
 
The Self of the animal participates by way of cruelty or non-cruelty with other units of animal order. 
Animals like lions, tigers, hyenas, etc. participate by way of cruelty. It means they fulfil their needs by 
eating the Body of other animals. Animals like cows and sheep participate with non-cruelty; they fulfil 
their needs without force and violence. The natural characteristic of animal order is cruelty and non-
cruelty. 
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In the human order, the human being is the co-existence of Self and Body. The Body belongs to the 
bio order, and hence has the natural characteristic of the bio order. 
 
The natural characteristic of the Self of the human being is perseverance, bravery, generosity, 
kindness, beneficence and compassion. As we observed earlier, a human being in harmony will 
exhibit this natural characteristic, i.e. if a human being is living with human consciousness, it will 
exhibit this natural characteristic. However, a human being who is not living in harmony, is not living 
with human consciousness, will not be able to live by this natural characteristic. Rather it may tend to 
live with wretchedness, cunningness and cruelty which are its assumed characteristics. Basically, the 
assumption is that one can’t fulfil their needs themselves, so they resort to beguiling others or to some 
form cruelty like domination, violence, etc. It may be noted that cruelty is a natural characteristic of 
animal order, it is not so for the human order. In fact, it becomes a serious problem in case of human 
order. For example, the world today is spending a large percentage of resources for destructive 
purposes. This is born out of the assumed feeling of cruelty. 
 

Inheritance of the Four Orders 
Inheritance refers to the method by which the units ensure the continuity of their definite conduct, 
generation after generation. 
 
Units of the physical order maintain their conduct by way of constitution. For example, a piece of 
iron will show the definite conduct of iron, as long as its constitution remains unchanged. If, however, 
the constitution of the piece of iron is changed, its conduct will also change. For example, the addition 
of very minute amounts of carbon, nickel and chromium to the iron changes its constitution and the 
new material is called steel. The conducts of iron and steel are very different. The change in 
constitution has led to a change in conduct. The conduct of the units of the physical order is based 
on their constitution – as long as the constitution of the unit is maintained, its conduct is maintained. 
 
When it comes to the bio order, the continuity of the conduct is maintained by way of seed. As long 
as the seed is preserved, the conduct of the plant is preserved. Thus, we can say that the inheritance 
of the bio order is seed based. If we plant a mango seed, it gives rise to a mango tree and the tree 
further gives rise to mango fruits and therefore, mango seeds. The quality of the seed decides the 
conduct of the plant. Thus, to preserve the mango tree, the mango seed needs to be preserved. As 
long as that happens, the conduct of the mango tree will be maintained across generations. 
 
The continuity of the conduct of a unit of the animal order is ensured by way of its breed. As long as 
the breed of an animal is preserved, its conduct is maintained. The calf of a cow is bound to be a cow 
and its conduct will be like that of a cow. It will eat grass. Similarly, the cub of a lion is bound to be a 
lion and it will eat flesh. This is how the tradition of various animals is maintained over many thousands 
of years. Thus, the inheritance of the animal order is breed based – as long as its breed is preserved, 
its conduct is ensured.  
 
The definite conduct of animals is ensured as long as their breed is maintained. What about the 
human being, the human order? How is the conduct of a human being maintained? Is it based on 
the breed, like animals? If the father is a vegetarian, will the child necessarily be vegetarian? If the 
mother is wise, will the child also be wise by default? Not necessarily! We can easily see many 
examples of children of unwise parents becoming wise and also vice versa. A child’s parents may not 
have ever gone to school, but the child may go on to become an engineer, a doctor and so on. We 
can see that the Body of the child has similar features as the parents. If the mother is tall and dark, 
the child may also be tall and dark. If the father has curly hair, the child may also have curly hair. The 
Body of the child is based on the breed, but the conduct is not; so, what decides the conduct of a 
human being, if it is not based on the breed? This is what we can explore further. 
 
The conduct of a human being is ensured by way of education and sanskar. A human being given 
human education and sanskar will live with definite, human conduct. On the other hand, inhuman 
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education and sanskar gives rise to indefinite, unhuman conduct. We can conclude that the 
inheritance of the human order is education-sanskar. 
 

Significance of Education-Sanskar for Human Order 
With this clarity, we can observe that units of physical, bio and animal orders are maintaining their 
definite conduct – they are already in harmony within and are exhibiting their natural characteristic. It 
is only the human being who is in disharmony within, that it has indefinite, inhuman conduct; it is not 
yet able to realise living with its natural characteristic. 
 
In order to ensure definite human conduct, human education-sanskar is required. That is what was 
said in the beginning of These class notes –the role of education is to facilitate the transformation 
from animal consciousness to human consciousness, thereby developing the competence to live with 
definite human conduct. 
 

 
Through human education and sanskar, we can ensure right understanding in us; this, in turn, will 
ensure the right feeling in us. With right understanding and right feeling in the Self, we will be able to 
ensure the continuity of harmony and happiness in ourselves and live accordingly. Then, we can be 
a source of human education-sanskar for the next generation. Once this happens, the cycle is 
complete (see fig. 10-7). Once complete, the cycle can then be continued, generation after generation. 
 
This is what we essentially need to do. We don’t have to change anything in the first three orders: as 
far as the first three orders are concerned, they are already in harmony; they already have definite 
conduct and are mutually fulfilling for each other and fulfilling for us. It is only the fourth order i.e. us 
human beings, who need to complete this process. The human being as a society is yet to evolve and 
this evolution can take place through the process of human education-sanskar. 
 
This is the main purpose of These class notes. Firstly, to draw the attention towards the need for right 
understanding and right feeling and then, to help us acquire these through the process of self-
exploration, self-investigation. Once we have this right understanding and right feeling in the Self, we 
will be able to ensure the continuity of happiness in ourselves. We will become a source of human 
education and sanskar for others. In this way, human conduct can be transferred from one person to 
the other, one generation to the next. Once the process is complete, it can continue generation after 
generation, making the human order also with a tradition of harmony and continuous happiness within, 
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i.e. living with its innateness and exhibiting its natural characteristic in terms of living with mutual 
fulfilment with human being as well as the rest of nature, the remaining three orders. 
 
For this to happen, this cycle has to start somewhere. These class notes/course is an effort to initiate 
this process of entering into this cycle through the process of human education-sanskar. It is 
introduced with the hope that those who go through it sincerely and make the effort for the process of 
self-exploration can ensure right understanding and right feeling in themselves. They can be in a state 
of continuous happiness and then become a source of education-sanskar for the next generation. In 
this way, the cycle can start, expand, complete and perpetuate, ensuring the tradition of human 
conduct. 
 

Abundance in Nature 
Nature is organized in such a manner that the physical facility required for any order is available in 
abundance. Whatever is required for any order to exist is already available in abundance for that 
order. For example, the bio order is dependent on the physical order. A plant (bio order) requires soil, 
water, air, etc. (physical order) to grow. We can observe that first there is soil, moss is formed, grass 
appears followed by small plants, shrubs and then trees. We can easily see that more than enough 
soil, water and air are available for plants to exist and to thrive. The quantity of soil is far more than 
that of plants and trees. We can see that the quantity of the physical order is far more than the quantity 
of the bio order. That is how nature is organized. 
 
Similarly, animals and birds require both, the physical order and the bio order to survive. They need 
air, water, food and shelter from these two orders. Both these orders together are available in far 
greater quantities in nature, as compared to the quantity of animals and birds. There is no crisis or 
shortage of physical facility for any of the animals in the forest. 
 
Human beings require all these three orders to survive, and the quantity of all these three orders 
together is far more than the quantity of human beings. By its very being, nature is organized in a 
manner where quantity of all four orders is in a sequence: Physical order >> Bio order >> Animal 
order >> Human order (see fig. 10-8). Therefore, the requirement of any order is already available in 
abundance. 

 
This is most clearly observable in a forest (which is untouched by human being). The plants and trees 
as well as the animals and birds are thriving. The soil, the water, the streams and lakes, the air and 
everything else in the forest is getting enriched. The bio-diversity is increasing. Even the few 
carnivorous species of plants, animals and birds have a definite role in it – to maintain the balance, 
to scavenge, etc. Vultures are an example – they eat the flesh of dead animals. In this act, they are 
converting the dead body back to soil (otherwise it will rot and create more problems). There is no 
garbage in the forest. There is a balance. No species is dominating the other, rather they are 
supporting each other. The bees make more than their requirement of honey and it is also available 
to bears – without wiping out the bees. No species is actually getting extinct, but rather each is thriving. 
Of course, there are lean seasons and there are seasons of great abundance, yet there is a 
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definiteness about the availability of food, water, air, etc. for the smallest ant to the largest elephant. 
Try to find out if this seems like a struggle for survival and survival of the fittest or a well-balanced 
system in which every unit is complementing the other. It will give an assurance for the possibility of 
prosperity in human being. 
 

Dependence of the Human Being on the Other Three Orders 
Another important observation we can make from the description of the organization of nature given 
above is related to the dependence of an order over the others. One can see that the physical order 
can exist and sustain itself without any support from the other orders. The air, water, soil, etc. do not 
depend on the units of any other order for their existence. The units of the bio order, however, are 
dependent on the units of the physical order for their existence. Without the presence of the soil, air, 
water, the units of the bio order cannot survive and cannot maintain their continuity. The units of the 
animal order, besides being dependent on the air and water of the physical order for their survival, 
are also dependent on the bio order for their food. 
 
The human order is dependent on all of the other three orders for its existence and survival. It is 
primarily the higher order which is affected most if the lower order is disturbed. In that sense ultimately, 
it is the human being that bears the brunt of this disturbance in the harmony in nature in terms of the 
effect on the Body as well as unhappiness in the Self. 
 
If the human being does not ensure a relationship of mutual fulfilment with the other three orders, the 
human being is certainly going to face the negative consequences. Due to the lack of right 
understanding, human beings have intervened with nature leading to a very negative impact on 
environmental conditions. If we pollute the air, water; then our basic survival on the Earth itself will 
become doubtful. These days, many scientists are saying that the situation has become so critical 
that we will not be able to survive on this Earth for more than a hundred years.  
 
Harmony is inherent in nature by its design. We do not have to create it. There is all provision for 
human being which itself is a unit in nature, to live in harmony. All that we human beings need to do 
is to understand the harmony in nature (that already exists) and live in harmony by ensuring mutual 
fulfilment with other human beings as well as other orders. 
 
When human being starts living with definite human conduct, it will ensure mutual fulfilment with 
human being as well as other three orders; it will also result into manifestation of harmony in the entire 
nature, because rest of the three orders are already exhibiting definite conduct and ensuring a 
relationship of mutual fulfilment with other units. 
 

Mutually Fulfilling Interaction of Human Order in Nature 
With this background, we can see the role of human being when interacting with other human beings 
as well as with the rest of nature. Since all the four orders of nature have a definite innateness (self-
organization), definite natural characteristic and definite inheritance, understanding the harmony in 
nature helps us to develop clarity about our participation in nature and how to go about fulfilling that 
participation: 

• Facilitate a conducive environment for the activities of all the four orders in nature (or at least 
not violate them) 

• Facilitate the innateness of all the four orders in nature (or at least not violate it) 

• Participate with our natural characteristic and facilitate the natural characteristic of all the four 
orders in nature (or at least not violate it) 

• Ensure the inheritance of all the four orders of nature (or at least not violate it) 
 
Thus, when human beings interact with the other units of the four orders of nature, our role is to 
facilitate their activities, innateness, natural characteristic and inheritance or at least be sure not to 
violate them. 
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The natural characteristic would be the guide for human interaction with the other orders. For 
example, for food we would select units of the bio order that have a natural characteristic of nurturing 
the human body. We will make right utilisation of the physical order for structures like homes which 
need to exist for long durations. We will interact with animals which are non-cruel as pets, for carrying 
loads as per their capacity and so on. 
 
This human participation in ensuring mutual fulfilment between the four orders has been summarized 
in the chart below. 
 

Order  Human Participation for Mutual Fulfilment 

Physical 
Order  

Facilitating the existence of the unit by ensuring a conducive environment and 
maintaining / ensuring its constitution 

Bio 
Order  

Facilitating the unit’s growth by ensuring a conducive environment and maintaining / 
ensuring its seed 

Animal 
Order  

Facilitating nurturing and caring of the animal body by ensuring physical facility and 
suitable environment for its existence and growth. Facilitating the fulfilment of the will 
of the animal Self to live. Facilitating the maintenance of its tradition, by maintaining 
its breed 

Human 
Order  

Facilitating nurturing and caring of the human body by ensuring physical facility and 
suitable environment for existence and growth. 
Facilitating the fulfilment of the will of the Self to live with continuous happiness by 
providing human education-sanskar to every individual, and participating in 
developing / maintaining an undivided society and universal human order 

 
The above chart provides the basic guideline for our participation while interacting with other units of 
the four orders of nature. Certainly, the main steps have to be taken by the human being only, since 
the rest of the three orders are maintaining themselves, maintaining their conduct – their innateness, 
their natural characteristic and inheritance – even without the support of the human being. If the 
human being can facilitate the other units, it is very fine; if not, at least, it should not be violating them. 
Ultimately, a way of life that is fulfilling for all – human beings as well as rest of nature is necessary. 
 
Of course, active participation of the human being can facilitate the natural processes going on in 
nature, it may even accelerate it. We can participate meaningfully with the rest of nature by making 
the land fertile; by planting trees of various varieties and nurturing them; by providing fodder and other 
necessary physical facility to animals. These are just some common examples. You may be able to 
identify many such activities that could be performed by human beings to facilitate the fulfilment of 
the rest of nature. 
 
For this, a consistent effort is needed through human education and sanskar to ensure that human 
being is living in human consciousness. In this sense, human beings have to play a very significant 
role with other human beings. As parents and teachers, we need to provide the human education-
sanskar to the child. If we provide human education-sanskar, it gives rise to human conduct in the 
child and if we do not, it is likely to give rise to inhuman conduct. This is the major participation, the 
major role that a human being needs to play. 
 
You may like to reflect on this, think about it and see if it is possible for you to participate with these 
four orders in a mutually fulfilling manner or not? If yes, try to observe whether your participation at 
present, facilitates the mutual fulfilment of all the four orders of nature or not. 
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Natural Outcome of the Understanding 
All the orders in nature, have definite conduct except the human order (without the right 
understanding). In the human being, it is the conduct (response) of the Self that is not definite, is 
varying. We discussed in chapter 6 in detail that the Self, operating on the basis of assuming (without 
knowing) is the source of indefiniteness, the problem and its solution is to ensure knowing. Our natural 
acceptance is to know, to be in harmony. With knowing, with right understanding, human beings can 
also have definite conduct, with which he can ensure a relationship of mutual fulfilment with human 
being and with the remaining three orders. For this, human education-sanskar is required. This is the 
first and foremost thing to be done for human being.  
 
This has been reiterated several times from the beginning that the most important activity for a human 
being is to ensure human education and sanskar for every individual so as to ensure human 
consciousness and definite human conduct. For providing such an education-sanskar, active role 
needs to be played by parents, teachers and ultimately the entire society. This would ensure the 
definiteness of conduct for the whole of nature since the other three orders are anyway exhibiting 
definite conduct. With this definite conduct of all the four orders, there would be harmony and mutual 
fulfilment in nature. 
 
We have also explored, earlier, that this harmony is inherent in nature by its very design. We do not 
have to create it. There is all provision for the human being which itself is a unit of nature, to live in 
harmony. All that we human beings need to do is to understand this harmony in nature and live in 
harmony by ensuring mutual fulfilment with other human beings as well as the other orders of nature. 
 

My Participation (Value) in Nature 
(To Make Effort for Harmony in Nature) 
 
Nature is the collection of units. These may be classified into four orders which are helpful in 
understanding the activity, innateness (self-organisation), natural characteristic and inheritance of 
every unit. It provides us with a basic guideline for interacting with these. Thus, while interacting with 
any unit of nature, our participation (value) is ensuring mutual fulfilment by way of its right utilization 
in accordance with its natural characteristic so that it can continue with its innateness and inheritance. 
 
Therefore, while interacting with the rest of nature, we have to ensure right utilisation, enrichment and 
protection. It results into prosperity for human being and preservation (preservation and enrichment) 
of the rest of nature.  
 
The first three orders are already in a relationship of mutual fulfilment. First part of our participation is 
developing our capacity to live in accordance with our natural characteristic, which can happen when 
we are self-organised (in accordance with our innateness) – through human education-sanskar. With 
this preparation, we can ensure the second part of ensuring mutual fulfilment with rest of nature – this 
is our participation (value) vis-à-vis nature. 
 

Salient Points 
• Nature is the collection of units – consciousness units as well as material units. 

• Though innumerable, units can be classified into four orders 
1. Physical order 
2. Bio order 
3. Animal order 
4. Human order 

• These orders can be understood on the basis of their activity, innateness, natural 
characteristic and inheritance. They have definite activity through which they self-organise in 
accordance with their innateness. They interact with other units in a mutually fulfilling manner 
which is their natural characteristic. Their innateness and natural characteristic is maintained, 
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generation after generation, by way of their inheritance. In this way, nature is self-regulated 
and in harmony. In this manner, they have a definite conduct. 

• The relationship of mutual fulfilment can be observed amongst the first three orders (other 
than the human order). The first three orders are enriching for the human being. While human 
being has a natural acceptance to be fulfilling for all four orders, without right understanding, 
it is unable to be fulfilling for any of the four orders. Rather, it is exploiting all the four orders, 
including itself. 

• The human being needs to awaken to the activities of realisation, understanding and 
contemplation in the Self to actualize its natural characteristic, innateness and inheritance. 
Once this happens, the human being will also exhibit definite human conduct, i.e. conduct in 
accordance with its natural characteristic (perseverance, kindness… compassion). The 
process of education-sanskar is the key to awakening these activities, thus enabling the 
transformation. Therefore, human education-sanskar is one of the most important activities for 
human society. Human education-sanskar enables a child to develop right understanding and 
right feeling within and also to develop the necessary competence to live accordingly. Further, 
these children go on to become individuals who are a source of human education and sanskar 
for the next generation. 

• Understanding the activity, innateness, natural characteristic and inheritance of the four orders 
provides us with a basic guideline for interacting with them. Thus, while interacting with any 
unit of nature, we need to keep in mind, its right utilization by understanding its natural 
characteristic and, at the same time, facilitate (or at least not violate) it so that it can ensure 
its innateness and inheritance. 

• There is abundance in nature – whatever is required by any order is available in nature. By its 
very being, nature is organized in such a manner that the quantities of each of these four 
orders is in a decreasing sequence i.e. Physical order >> Bio order >> Animal order >> Human 
order. This gives an assurance of the possibility of prosperity for human being. 

• The natural process of production is cyclic and mutually enriching. All the physical facility that 
we use is produced by working with the three orders of nature. To be mutually fulfilling, our 
production processes have to also be cyclic and mutually fulfilling. In this way, the entire 
nature, all orders in nature can be in harmony, since the first three orders are already in 
harmony. 

• Harmony is inherent in nature. It is already there. We do not have to create it. There is every 
provision in nature for the human being (who is also a unit of nature), to live in harmony. All 
that we human beings need to do is to understand this existential harmony and live 
accordingly, ensuring mutual fulfilment with other human beings as well as with the other 
orders. 

 

Test Your Understanding 
 

Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. Explain why it is essential to study about nature. 
2. List the four orders in nature with examples of units in each order. What is the basis of this 

classification? 
3. Units in nature, other than human beings without right understanding, are interconnected in a 

relationship of mutual fulfilment. Examine this statement with a few examples. 
4. Why is the human order, by and large, not mutually fulfilling for any of the four orders? Is your 

natural acceptance to be fulfilling for all four orders? What does human being need to do to 
be mutually fulfilling for each of the four orders? 

5. Processes in nature are cyclic and mutually enriching. Explain this statement with three 
examples. 

6. The four orders in nature have been classified on the basis of their distinct activity, innateness, 
natural characteristics and inheritance. Explain with one example for each order. 
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7. With the clarity of the natural characteristic, how would you interact with units of each of the 
four orders? 

8. Give some examples of units that only have the activity of recognising and fulfilling. Also give 
examples of units that have the activity of assuming, recognising and fulfilling. What is the 
basic difference between these two sets of units? 

9. Describe the abundance in the nature. How is human order dependent on the other three 
orders? 

 

Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
(To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
1. Observe the activity, innateness, natural characteristic and inheritance of at least two units in each 

of the four orders (refer to fig. 10-6). Are you able to see that these orders are in a relationship of 
mutual fulfilment? Now relate the two problems, pollution and resource depletion, to the lack of 
mutual fulfilment, particularly by human being. What are your other observations? 
 

2. Take any one environmental issue in your neighbourhood and try to find out the root cause of it. 
[for instance, water scarcity, air pollution, food adulteration, etc.]. What exactly can you contribute 
as an individual to the solution? 
[There are a lot of good documentaries about the state of the environment. One such documentary 
presented by Ex-US Vice President Al Gore in 2006 is called “An Inconvenient Truth”. It is 
downloadable from http://an-inconvenient-truth.com/. 
Also, there are several documentaries about people making effort for environmental rejuvenation. 
You can go through them for ideas.] 
In your opinion, is any sustainable environmental recovery possible without substantial effort for 
right understanding and right feeling in every human being? 
 

3. Update your future resume to address the section on the environment with your commitment and 
ideas for it. 

 

Part 3: Projects and Modelling Exercises 
You may like to revisit this part of Test Your Understanding after reading through the complete class 
notes once and self-exploring all the key proposals. With that, you may have some (or many) aha! 
moments in which something clicks for you, you understand a proposal. What you have understood 
may be expressed in various creative ways which appeal to different people. This part is for you to 
give a creative expression to your understanding. Of course, you can do this in a group also. Creative 
expressions may be in the form of sketches, drawings, paintings, clay models, sculptures, songs, 
poems, music, dance, audios, videos, games, puzzles, stories, skits, plays, dramas, charts, diagrams, 
plans, survey questionnaires, blogs, something on social media and so on. It is the story of your own 
life – and it matters. While some hints are given above, please feel free to share your real aha’s in 
your own way! 
  
“Nature is already in harmony (except for human being without right understanding), so there is a 
potential or provision for harmony in human being.” 
 

Part 4: Your Questions 
Write down your questions or doubts in your note-book. If any of the previous questions have been 
clarified by your self-exploration of the proposals so far, please mark them as answered. We would 
like to discuss the questions remaining unanswered in your self-exploration. 
 

http://an-inconvenient-truth.com/
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Chapter 11: Harmony in Existence 
                     – Understanding Co-existence 

                        at Various Levels  
  

 
 

Recap 
In previous chapters, we have discussed the basic aspiration of human being, i.e. happiness, 
prosperity and its continuity. Continuous happiness is to be in harmony at all levels of being – from 
individual human being, to family, to society and to nature/existence. To be in harmony or to live in 
harmony, one needs to understand harmony at all these levels of being. So far, we have explored the 
harmony in human being, family, society and nature through the process of self-exploration, self-
investigation. 
 
In the last chapter on harmony in the nature, we saw that there are four orders in nature: physical, 
bio, animal and human. The first three orders are in harmony and are mutually fulfilling for each other. 
Human being has to understand the harmony and to live in harmony – then the entire nature will be 
in harmony. 
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In this chapter, we will talk about and explore into harmony in existence. At the end of this chapter, 
we shall try to relook at the harmony at various levels in the light of understanding the harmony in 
existence (the co-existence). 
 

Existence as Units in Space 
 
Existence is whatever exists. 
 
The essence of whatever exists is harmony or mutual fulfilment. The essence of whatever is/whatever 
is to be, is to be in harmony or mutual fulfilment. That is how the existence is. 
 
When we look around, what do we see? We see so many things – the sun, the moon, the stars and 
galaxies, people, roads, buildings, farms, mountains, rivers, oceans, birds, animals, trees and so 
many things; right? When we observe more carefully, we see more subtle units like air and water 
vapour. All these are units and they occupy a definite volume. Most of these have a definite shape 
and size. Is there anything else other than units? Yes, there is Space. 
 
So, there are two types of basic realities in existence – one is space and the other is units. The units 
are in space. No matter where a unit is, or it is moved from one place to the other, it is always in 
space. There is no way a unit can be taken out of space. Units are inseparable from space, they are 
indivisible in space, they are submerged in space. These two realities always co-exist together. 
 
Existence is in the form of co-existence which is in the form of units submerged in space. We will 
explore this in more detail as we go further into this chapter. 
 

Understanding Units and Space 
There are innumerable units in existence. There is air, water, soil, Earth, sun, moon, plants, trees, 
animals, birds, human beings, etc. We have explored these units in quite detail in the chapter on 
harmony in nature. Now we can see that these units are in space. The co-existence of the two is in 
the form of units submerged in space. We will now explore into some of the identifications 
(characteristics) of units and space. 
 

Units are Limited in Size; Space is Unlimited 
We can observe units all around – they are limited in size. A unit may be small or large, but it is limited 
in size. For example, a pencil is a unit which is small in size. A human being is also a unit but it is 
relatively bigger in size. The Earth is much larger compared to human being, but still limited in size. 
The sun is even larger than the Earth, but again, it is limited in size. Thus, all the units, small or big, 
are limited in size. They have a definite shape and size. Every unit is surrounded by space. It is the 
space around the unit, because of which the boundary of a unit is determined. We recognise the 
boundary of a unit along the place where the unit ends and only space exists. 
 
Now coming to space, it is unlimited. It is spread all around. It is all-pervading. There is no limited size 
of space. We are not able to see its boundary. 
 
This is one basic difference between units and space. Space is unlimited and all-pervading whereas 
units are limited in size. Since units are limited in size, they can be counted in numbers, whereas 
space is unlimited. We can count five trees, eight people and so on, while we can only say the space, 
and not this space or that space as the space is all-pervading. 
 

Units are Activity, they are Active; Space is “No-Activity” 
Every unit is an activity and it is active. In itself, one or the other kind of activity is always taking place 
in the unit. Further, the unit is interacting with other units, i.e. it is active in relation to other units. 
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For example, look at your body. Can you see some of the activities going on in your body? Of 
course, yes. Respiration, digestion and pulsation are some common examples of activities 
happening in the Body. All these activities together define your Body. In other words, your 
Body is an activity. Further you can see that your Body is active – it interacts with other units. 
For instance, your Body may be used in the activity of cooking food, ploughing a field, carrying 
loads and so on. In this way, your Body is active. 

 
When you look at yourself, the activities of desire, thought and expectations are continuously going 
on in it. All these activities together define you (Self). You can also see that your Self is interacting 
with other units. It is giving instructions to your body and reading sensation from the Body, for 
example. In this way, your Self is an activity and it is active. 
 
What about a chair? Is it an activity? Is it active? At first glance, it might look like nothing is going on 
in the chair but on closer observation, you can see that it changes its shape, size and composition 
over longer periods like 10-15 years. Has this change occurred instantly or gradually over a period of 
time? All of us know that this process of change is gradual and becomes visible only after some time. 
It indicates that activity is going on in the chair also. With the help of science, now we know that any 
object is made up of atoms. An atom consists of finer sub-atomic particles and they keep rotating 
around their own axis and revolving around the nucleus all the time. These atoms combine together 
to form molecules, other larger structures and ultimately the chair. The chair is also an activity. Further, 
the chair is interacting with other units. It is stable on the floor; it is supporting the weight of a person 
sitting on it and so on. In that sense it is active. 
 
Try to observe the units around you and list out some of the activities going on in them; and also find 
out if they are interacting in a definite manner with other units. You will see that every unit is an activity 
in itself and it is active in relation with other units. 
 
When it comes to space, it is no-activity. There is activity only in the units. Wherever there is no unit, 
there is no activity. In other words, where only space exists, there is no activity. 
 
We can observe a whole lot of activity in ourselves – we are imaging, analysing, comparing, selecting, 
tasting and so on. There is a whole lot of activity in the Body also – it is breathing, eating, walking, 
talking and so on. In the environment of Earth, air and water are constantly in motion, trees are 
growing, animals and birds are seen to be moving from place to place in search of food and so on. 
The sun is also full of activity. Now if we see between the Earth and the sun where there is no unit, 
where only space exists, there is no activity. Space is no activity. 

 
Existence is in the form of units submerged in space (see fig. 11-1). This is how the existence is. Units 
are limited in size, while the space is unlimited and all-pervading. Units are activity and they are active. 
Space is no activity. Units are submerged in space. 
 

Understanding Submergence 
Where are units – are they inside space or outside space? Tricky question, isn’t it? Units are in space 
– they are submerged in space. 
 
When we say, units are submerged in the space, it means units are in space, they are inseparable 
from space. Where a unit is, space is also there. No matter where a unit is, or it is moved from one 
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place to the other, it is always in space. There is no way a unit can be taken out of the space or 
separated from the space. Existence is co-existence. It is in the form of units submerged in space 
[A Nagaraj 2003]. 

 
Submergence implies three things: 

1. Units are energized in space  
2. Units are self-organized in space  
3. Units recognize their relationship and fulfil it with every other unit in space 

 
Using fig. 11-2, let us explore each statement one by one. 
 
 

1. Units are Energised in Space 
Being in co-existence with space, every unit is energized. 
 
The Earth, for example, is in space. It is submerged in space. The Earth is an activity. It is rotating 
around its own axis and revolving around the sun. Are we supplying energy to the Earth? Obviously, 
we human beings are not supplying the energy to Earth. Is the energy coming from the sun or is it 
happening just by being in co-existence with space? The Earth is energised being in co-existence 
with space. 
 
However, we may believe that the energy of the Earth is coming from the sun. We can see that the 
energy of the sun is coming from the fusion of the hydrogen atoms. Then the obvious question is – 
where does the energy of the hydrogen atom come from? We have to get to the base of it. Ultimately, 
we find that the hydrogen atom is energised in co-existence with space. 
 
We can observe any atom. The atom is in space. It is submerged in space. The sub-atomic particles 
rotate around their own axis. Subatomic particles in the various orbits also revolve around the nucleus. 
These and other such activities are going on in the atom. Where is the energy coming from? It is 
energised being in co-existence with space. 
 
Observe yourself. The activities of desire, thought and expectation in the Self are continuously going 
on. Are these activities getting their energy from the Body? When the Body is sick, do these activities 
slow down or stop? So, activities of the Self remain unaffected by the illness of the Body. The activities 
of the Self are continuous and this continuity seems to be independent of the state of the Body. It will 
be interesting to reflect on this proposal – the Self is in space and it is energised being in co-existence 
with space. The Self is submerged in space and the Body is also submerged in space.  
 

2. Units are Self-organized in Space 
Being in co-existence with space, every unit is self-organised. It is in a definite order. By being in a 
definite order, it exhibits a definite conduct – that is how one can identify or recognise and study that 
unit. 
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We can observe an atom again. It is in a definite order – so many sub-atomic particles, all playing a 
definite role. The atom has a definite conduct. Are we doing something for the sub-atomic particles to 
play their roles properly? Are we doing something for the atom’s organisation? The atom is self-
organised being in co-existence with space. It has a definite conduct. 
 
The Earth is also self-organized. It revolves around its axis. It maintains a favourable environment 
needed for plants, animals and human being to survive. Since it is self-organized, is in order, all these 
and other things are happening on Earth. Had not it been self-organized, we could not survive on the 
Earth. The Earth is energized and self-organized being in co-existence with space. 
 
Our body and all the parts of the Body are self-organized. Are we taking care of each and every cell 
(which are billions in number) of our body? Of course, not. The Body is self-organised being in co-
existence with space. 
 

3. Units Recognize their Relationship and Fulfil it with Every Other Unit in Space 
Being in co-existence with space, every unit recognises its relationship with every other unit in space 
and fulfils that relationship. 
 
An atom is in co-existence with space. It is energized in space as many activities are going on in it. 
These activities are self-organized, are in order and the atom exhibits a definite conduct. It recognizes 
and fulfils its relationship with other atoms and forms molecules. These molecules are an expression 
of atoms being in co-existence. These molecules are also in space, they are energized in space, they 
are self-organized, exhibit a definite conduct and they recognize their relationship with other 
molecules and form molecular structures. Similarly, larger structures like planets are also exhibiting 
the same characteristic in space. 
 
The human body is made up of a very large number of cells. All these cells are in space. They are 
energized in space. A whole lot of activities are going on in each and every cell of the Body. These 
cells are self-organized, are active in a well-defined manner and exhibit a definite conduct. They also 
recognize their relationship with other cells forming tissues and organs; ultimately the human body. 
For example, our eye is made up of very large number of cells. These cells recognize their relationship 
with each other and fulfil that relationship. That is how we are able to see objects through the eyes. 
If you observe it more closely, the cells are made up of large number of molecules and these 
molecules are made of atoms. These atoms and molecules are also submerged in space – they are 
energized in space, self-organized in space and recognizing their relationship with other atoms and 
molecules in space. That is how molecular structures, cells, tissues, organs and ultimately the Body 
are formed. All these are happening by virtue of this Submergence.  
 
It can be seen that the first three orders, the physical, bio and animal orders, are already self-
organised by way of nature. Only the human order has to complete the process of self-organisation 
by its own effort, by realisation of this co-existence in existence and living in co-existence. 
 

Existence as Co-existence – Units Submerged in Space 
In the light of above discussion on existence as co-existence, we can now visualise the overall picture 
of the whole existence. 
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On Earth, we can observe the expanse of material units from individual atoms of various types to 
various molecules, molecular structures, cells, cellular structures and so on as well as consciousness 
units, all submerged in space, all co-existing, recognising and fulfilling each other. The fig. 11-3 
depicts that expansion. 
 
At the base is the co-existence. It is unfolding in terms of units submerged in space. Units are limited 
in size; they are activity and are active. Space is unlimited, all-pervading and is no activity. By virtue 
of being submerged in space, units are energised, self-organised and recognise their relationship 
with every other unit in space and fulfil it. 
 

Material and Consciousness Units 
Units are of two types – material units and consciousness units.  
 
Material units are temporary in time, while consciousness units (Self) seem to be continuous (as we 
saw that their needs and activities are continuous in time in contrast to the needs and activities of 
material units which are temporary in time). 
 
Material units recognise and fulfil their relationship – their conduct is definite. Consciousness units 
recognise and fulfil their relationship on the basis of assuming without knowing or assuming based 
on knowing – the conduct of the human being is definite if it is operating on the basis of assuming 
based on knowing, and it is indefinite if it is operating on the basis of assuming without knowing. This 
was discussed in chapter 5 in the context of the Body (a material unit) and the Self (a consciousness 
unit). Knowing and assuming distinguishes consciousness units from material units, as knowing and 
assuming is seen only in consciousness units, but not in material units. 
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You can observe these two characteristics in all material units. Take for example air, water, soil, 
metal, etc. of the physical order; or plants, trees, animal body and human body of the bio order. All 
these units are temporary in time and are only recognizing and fulfilling. There is no assuming in 
them. The potential to know or assume is not there in these units. It may be interesting to note that 
the animal body and human body are also units of the bio-order, with these characteristics.  
 
All material units are composed of other (simpler) material units. The smallest or fundamental stable 
material unit is the atom. All material units are ultimately configurations of one or more atoms. An 
atom may combine with another atom to form a molecular structure. Molecular structures can exist 
either as lumps, or fluids. Fluids are the basis of a plant cell and such cells combine to form plants, 
the animal body and the human body. 
 
How does all this take place? Is there something or someone controlling it? These and such other 
questions may come up in your mind. All these processes are taking place in a self-organized manner, 
in a natural manner. From one simpler configuration in harmony to a more evolved configuration, also 
in harmony – that is what seems to be taking place, isn’t it? 
 
Coming to the domain of consciousness, there is just one type of unit which we have referred to as 
the Self. Of course, there are many consciousness units. The Self is characterised by the activities 
of knowing, assuming, recognizing and fulfilling. It has the need to know as well as the potential to 
know. This we explored by referring to our natural acceptance. Knowing means having the right 
understanding or understanding of the harmony in the entire expanse of our being. A Self may get 
associated with an animal body – we see a vast variety of animals and birds. It may also associate 
with a human body. In this manner, we can classify all the units in existence into four orders. 
 

Classification of Material Units 
 
Material units can be classified into two orders – physical order and bio order. 
 
In the physical order, the smallest self-organised unit (in harmony) is the atom. Hydrogen, oxygen, 
iron and uranium are some examples. These atoms combine in a definite manner to form molecules. 
These molecules are also self-organised and exhibit definite conduct. There are hydrogen molecules, 
oxygen molecules, nitrogen molecules in the atmosphere. Similarly, there are innumerable 
molecules. Molecules, in turn, combine to make molecular structures. Water is an example of a 
molecular structure formed when two atoms of hydrogen combine with one atom of oxygen to make 
a water molecule (H2O). Benzene is another example of a molecular structure. It is made of benzene 
molecules (C6H6) consisting of six carbon atoms and six hydrogen atoms. Like this there are many 
molecular structures. Now these molecular structures, of one or more types, together are in the form 
of lumps. Earth is an example of a lump. Like that there are many lumps. Fluids are molecular 
structures, a particular type of lump, that is nurturing for the bio order. Examples of fluid are water, 
amino acids, etc. Like that there are many fluids. 
 
So, this is the unfolding of the co-existence in the form of physical order. At each level, the unit is in 
space, it is submerged in space, it is energised, it is self-organised, it recognises its relationship with 
every other unit in space and fulfils it. There is a definite recognition and fulfilment. Of course, at the 
base is the co-existence. It is ever present. 
 
Coming to the bio order, the smallest self-organised unit is the cell. In addition to the activity of 
formation-deformation, it has the activity of respiration. It is also recognising its relationship with every 
other unit in space and fulfilling it. Cells combine to form plants and trees. Cells combine to form 
tissues and organs, in turn, these combine to form the animal body and human body. That is the 
unfolding of the co-existence in the bio order. At each level, the unit is in space, it is submerged in 
space, it is energised, it is self-organised, it recognises its relationship with every other unit in space 
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and fulfils it. There is a definite recognition and fulfilment. Of course, at the base is the co-existence. 
It is ever present. 
 

Classification of Consciousness Units in Association with Material Units 
The animal order is the co-existence of consciousness (Self) and the animal body (material). There 
are numerous types of animals and birds. For example, a goat is the co-existence of a Self 
(consciousness) with a goat’s Body (material). This Self assumes that it is a goat and it has a will to 
live. It has a definite ‘goatness’ in its conduct. All its selections are based on this. It selects specific 
set of plants that are conducive for its body on the basis of tasting. It is non-cruel. Similarly, a tiger is 
also the co-existence of a Self (consciousness) with a tiger’s Body (material). This Self has the 
assumption that it is a tiger and it has a will to live. It has a definite ‘tigerness’ in its conduct. It is cruel 
by nature and selects flesh as food to nurture its body. It is like that for every animal and every bird. 
 
The animal Body has a definite recognition and fulfilment. Recognition and fulfilment of the Self is 
based on assuming – assuming itself to be the Body, with a will to live. Of course, at the base is the 
co-existence which is ever present. 
 
The human order is also the co-existence of consciousness (Self) and the human body (material). 
There are many units in the human order. The Body may be black, brown, white, tall, short, fat, thin 
and so many variations. The Self is similar, so in that sense all human beings are of the same type. 
The human body has a definite recognition and fulfilment, while recognition and fulfilment of the Self 
is based on assuming with knowing or assuming without knowing, but with a will to live with 
continuous happiness. The ever-present co-existence is always at the base. 
 

Development in the Existential Sense 
Now, we can see that everything is in co-existence. Everything that exists is basically the expression 
of this ever-present co-existence. It is expressing itself in the form of harmony and relationship. This 
unfolding is something which is happening and has to be completed through human being. 
 

 
Generally, the belief is that the existence is material in nature. The world of consciousness is not in 
the view at all. Consequently, the entire focus of development is on the material world and in particular 
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on the physical order. Whatever we do with the material world is cyclic (see fig. 11-4). No matter how 
much we do in the material world, it is bound to stay cyclic. You can see that there is a cycle in the 
physical order, there is a cycle in the bio order and there is a cycle between the physical order and 
the bio order. These cycles have been alluded to in the chapter on harmony in nature. This part is 
cyclic in nature, it is impermanent. It will keep changing, keep going back to nature, no matter what 
we do. In that sense, there is no development here. We can meaningfully use this part as a resource. 
For human being, physical things have a role to play in its development. The material world is fulfilling 
for the material body. It can also be a resource for societal development. The bio order can be a 
resource for nurturing the Body, the bio order and physical order for protection of the Body and the 
physical order for constructing equipment and instruments for use in societal development. Of course, 
human processes of interaction with the material world have to be in tune with the natural laws – they 
have to be cyclic and mutually enriching. 
 
Only in the human order, there is a potential for development or transformation in the Self which is 
not cyclic. Development or permanent change is possible only in the domain of consciousness. So 
far, there has been very minimal effort on this possibility, due to the prevailing notion that human 
being is body (material) and the existence is material in nature. Now, with this notion set right, true 
development can take place. We have explored this in quite a bit of depth while discussing the Self 
in chapter 6. It is in terms of activity completeness and conduct completeness of the Self. 
 
Activity completeness is essentially developing right understanding (understanding co-existence) and 
right feeling (feeling of co-existence) in the Self. In other words, it means awakening to the activities 
of contemplation (of relationship, participation in the larger order), understanding (of self-organisation, 
harmony) and realisation (of co-existence, mutual fulfilment), as discussed in chapter 6. 
 
Conduct completeness means living on the basis of right understanding and right feeling. Part one is 
updating the sanskar (acceptances derived out of the accumulation of desire, thought and expectation 
in all time) in line with right understanding and right feeling. Part two is the expression in the form of 
behaviour, work and participation in the larger order. the behaviour with the feeling of co-existence 
within, is mutually fulfilling for the other human being. It leads to mutual happiness or justice. The 
work with rest of nature with the clarity of co-existence, is mutually enriching. It leads to prosperity in 
human being and preservation (enrichment, protection and right utilisation) of the rest of nature. The 
participation in the larger order leads to the fulfilment of human goal (happiness, prosperity, 
fearlessness and mutual fulfilment) in the entire nature. 
 
This development, this transformation in human being is facilitated by education-sanskar. There is 
every provision in existence for this development. 
 
In this entire existence, every unit, from the smallest atom to the largest star, from the smallest bird 
to the largest animal is in harmony. Out of the innumerable units in existence, the human order is a 
very tiny part, maybe even less than 0.1%. When we see only a part of the complete picture, we see 
lot of problems related to human participation and we think that that is the whole reality. When we 
see the entire picture – then we see that the major part of the reality is in harmony and only a tiny 
remaining part is not in harmony. Of all that exists, of the complete reality, a major part is in harmony. 
It is only this very percentage of human being as a society in which the development is yet to be 
completed. In the human being, the human body is already self-organised and has a definite conduct, 
so that is not the problem. It is the Self that remains to be self-organised. In the Self, the problem is 
that it is operating on the basis of assuming without knowing. All that needs to be completed is the 
knowing – knowing of co-existence, harmony and relationship. 
 
The human being has to complete this existential journey. In fig. 11-3 and 11-4, it is shown that the 
human order has two things to complete – one is to ensure activity completeness in the Self and the 
second is conduct completeness. This is the only development that has to take place in existence. It 
has been described earlier as progress or as transformation from animal consciousness to human 
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consciousness. This is development – it is linear, there is no going backward, there is no cycle. That 
is the only part of existence, yet to be in harmony. 
 
All human effort from time immemorial has been for this. This part remains to be completed by human 
being. 
 

Expression of Co-existence at Different Levels 
With this background, we can see that all that we discussed about harmony at the level of individual, 
family, society and nature are basically the systematic reflection (the expressions) of existence as co-
existence. The existence is in the form of units submerged in space. Units are energised, self-
organized, recognizing their relationship with every other unit in space and fulfilling it. Recognizing 
the relationship and fulfilling it with other units is basically the relationship of mutual fulfilment.  
 
At the level of nature, this co-existence is expressed in the form of mutual fulfilment among all the 
units. Since the units are self-organized and recognise their relationship with other units in a mutually 
fulfilling manner; all the units put together are bound to be in harmony, i.e. nature, as a whole, is in 
harmony. 
 
At the level of society, the four human goals (happiness, prosperity, fearlessness and co-existence) 
are an expression of co-existence at various levels: 

• Happiness (right understanding, right feeling) is basically understanding co-existence, and 
ensuring the feeling and thought of co-existence at the level of the Self. 

• Prosperity is essentially an outcome of ensuring co-existence of human being with rest of the 
nature which results into prosperity of human being and preservation of the rest of the nature. 
Prosperity is a natural outcome of living in co-existence with rest of the nature by human being. 

• Fearlessness (trust) is ensuring the co-existence with other human beings at the level of 
family, society. 

• Co-existence is ensuring mutual fulfilment at the level of entire nature. 
 
The programme for fulfilment of these goals by ensuring the dimensions of universal human order 
from family order to world family order is therefore, an expression of living in co-existence. 
 
At the level of the family, relationship is basically the expression of the co-existence of one human 
being with other human being. The nine feelings (trust, respect… love) are an expression of 
understanding and acceptance of co-existence in human-human relationship. Trust is the acceptance 
of the co-existence between one human being and another human being. Love is the acceptance of 
the co-existence of one human being with every human being and ultimately with every unit in 
existence. Justice is the realisation and fulfilment of co-existence of human being with other human 
beings. 
 
At the level of individual, human being is the co-existence of the Self and the Body. 

• Acceptance of co-existence in the Self for the Body is the feeling of self-regulation. 

• Expressing this feeling of co-existence between the Self and the Body leads to health at the 
level of body. Health also includes co-existence of all parts of the Body. 

• At the level of Self, our basic desire for continuity of happiness is ensured by realisation of co-
existence, understanding of harmony in the nature, contemplation of participation in the larger 
order leading to the feeling of co-existence (love) and thought of co-existence (compassion). 

 
Hence, all that we discussed at the level of individual, family, society and nature are basically the 
expression of co-existence at various levels. The whole discussion from chapter 2 to 11 can be 
summed up in a simple chart given below. It can be expressed in one word – ‘Co-existence’. 
 

Level Name Relationship Details 
4b. Existence Co-existence Units submerged in Space  
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(energised, self-organised, recognising and 
fulfilling relationship) 

4a. Nature Mutual Fulfillment 4 orders 

3. Society Right Understanding and Right Feeling, 
Prosperity,  
Fearlessness (Trust), 
Co-existence 

Human-Nature relationship 
Natural laws 
Universal Human Order 
Human Tradition 

2. Family  Feeling of co-existence 
Trust, Respect… Love 

Human-Human relationship 
Justice 
Undivided Society 

1b. Individual 
Human Being 

Co-existence of  
Self(I) and Body 

Self-Body relationship 

1a. Self (I) Continuous Happiness 
(happiness, peace, satisfaction, bliss) 

Realisation of co-existence, Understanding of 
Harmony in Nature, Contemplation of 
Relationship → Definite desires to live in co-
existence → Feeling and thought of co-
existence (Love and Compassion) → 
Compassionate behaviour, work and 
participation in larger order 

 

Understanding Role of Human Being in Existence 
With this background, we can see that human being has a definite participation in existence. It is to 
complete the process of development through itself. When we explored nature, we saw that every 
order has a definite natural characteristic and that human being has to realise it for itself by effort – it 
doesn’t happen by itself. The need for living with continuous happiness is innate in the Self. The 
feeling of happiness is the indicator that the Self is in harmony. If there is unhappiness in the Self, it 
only means that the Self is not in harmony, it is not in accordance with its natural characteristic – so 
it has to make effort to be in harmony, to be in accordance with its natural characteristic. In order to 
do this, human being first need to understand its natural characteristic- its participation in existence 
and then make effort to live accordingly. 
 
To explore this, let’s first observe a few phenomenon and the participation of human being in them. 
Let us find out: 

• What have we done for rest of the nature to exist and fulfil a relationship of mutual fulfilment 
among the three orders? [Nothing. They exist even without the human being and they are 
ensuring a relationship of mutual fulfilment without any human participation] 

• What have we done for our Body to be there? [Hardy anything. It is by way of co-existence] 

• What have we done for the Self to be there? [Hardly anything. It is by way of co-existence] 

• What have we done to have the activity of imagination and for the potential for knowing in the 
Self? [Hardly anything. It is by way of co-existence] 

• What have we done for the Self and Body to coexist? [Hardly anything. It is by way of co-
existence] 

 
You can easily verify that all this has happened by way of co-existence, without human participation. 
In fact, we can further see that human being itself is also by virtue of co-existence, embedded in co-
existence, as an expression of co-existence. Now that we are there as human beings, we have a 
definite role in existence. 
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All that human being needs to do is to understand the co-existence and to live in co-existence (refer 
to fig. 11-5). 

• To understand co-existence: 
o To realise co-existence, i.e. to ensure it in the Self 
o To ensure the feeling and thought of co-existence, i.e. to ensure it in the Self 
The outcome of this step is happiness in the Self. 

 

• To live in co-existence, to live with mutual fulfilment: 
o To live in co-existence with human being – from family to world family, leading 

to Undivided Society 
o To live in co-existence in entire nature – from family order to world family order, 

leading to Universal Human Order  
The outcome of this step is continuity of happiness for all, generation after generation. 

 
By understanding co-existence, we are referring to the Self-awakening to the activities of 
contemplation, understanding and realisation. Contemplation is about participation in the larger order, 
about relationship with every unit in existence; understanding is about the harmony in entire nature 
and realisation is of the existence as co-existence. All these together are called knowledge. In fig. 11-
6, these three activities are labelled as block B1. 
 
The clarity about the co-existence, harmony and relationship now guides our desire and thus, all the 
activities of imagination, i.e. desire, thought and expectation (labelled as block B2 in fig. 11-6). Thus, 
the activities of block B2 are guided by the activities of B1, as discussed in Chapter 6. If that happens, 
all our desires, thoughts and expectations are in line with co-existence, harmony and relationship. 
Such guided imagination is called resolution. The imagination is then always with the feeling of love 
and compassion. The Self is in a state of harmony within and therefore, in a state of happiness 
continuously. That is what we all aspire for. 
 
The right feeling and right thought now becomes the basis for our behaviour with other human being, 
work with the rest of the nature and participation in the larger order. Now, 

• The behaviour based on justice with human being results into mutual happiness. Expansion 
of such behaviour from family to world family leads to undivided society. 

• The work based on natural laws with the rest of nature results into mutual prosperity. 
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• The participation in the larger order, in the entire nature results into fulfilment of human goal. 
Expansion of such work and participation in the larger order, from family order to world family 
order leads to universal human order. 

 
The continuity of universal human order generation after generation is called human tradition. That is 
what we all aspire for. See fig. 11-6. 
 
This is the broad description of the role of human being in existence. It is a description of the definite 
human conduct. At the base is realisation of the co-existence and at the other end, in terms of the 
expression, it gets completed with universal human order. All this is facilitated by human education-
sanskar. 
 
We can now see that there is provision in existence for human being to understand co-existence and 
to live in co-existence. There is a will to live with continuous happiness in the Self, and it has the 
potential for the activities of contemplation, understanding and realisation. By developing these 
activities of contemplation, understanding and realisation and lining up all the activities of imagination, 
i.e. desire, thought and expectation on the basis of these; human being can ensure living in harmony 
within, all the time, resulting into continuous happiness in the Self. 
 

Natural Outcome of the Understanding 
The completion point for human being (universal human order) is also the completion point of the 
universal order in existence (see fig. 11-7). In that sense, the universal human order and universal 
order are synonymous. 
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The physical order, the bio order and the animal order are already in harmony, ensuring a relationship 
of mutual fulfilment with each other and are also fulfilling for human being. All this unfolding of the co-
existence has happened without the effort of human being. By realising the co-existence and living 
accordingly, the human order will also be able to ensure a relationship of mutual fulfilment with other 
human beings as well as rest of the nature. That is how universal human order is realized and its 
continuity is ensured as human tradition. It is the completion of the evolution of human order. Of 
course, this has to happen with human effort which has been the effort of humanity for all time. 
 
This is also the total expression of existence. It is the completion point of unfolding of the existence 
as co-existence. 
 

My Participation (Value) in Existence 
(Realise the Co-existence and Live in Co-existence) 
 
Existence is all that exists. It is in the form of units submerged in space. The collection of units is 
called nature, so we can visualise existence as nature submerged in space. My participation (value) 
vis-à-vis nature has already been defined, so now the only remaining part is realising that the 
existence is co-existence or nature submerged in space. Every unit is energised in co-existence, it is 
self-organised in co-existence and it recognises its relationship and fulfils its relationship in co-
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existence. My participation (value) vis-à-vis existence is only to realise (understand) the co-existence 
and live in co-existence. 
 

Salient Points 
• Existence is – whatever exists, whatever is or whatever is to be, is in harmony. 

• Existence is co-existence which is in the form of units submerged in space. 

• Units are of two types – material units and consciousness units. All units are limited in size. 
They are activity and they are active by way of participating with other units. 

• Space is unlimited, all-pervading. It is no activity. 

• Units are submerged in space. This Submergence implies three things: 
1. Units are energized in space. 
2. Units are self-organized in space – Units maintain their self-organisation (innateness). 
3. Units recognize their relationship and fulfil it with every other unit in space – Units 

interacts with other units in accordance with their definite natural characteristic, so they 
are able to participate in the larger order, and in the entire order, in a mutually fulfilling 
manner. 

• Co-existence is ever-present. The four orders of nature are a natural expression or unfolding 
of co-existence, ultimately resulting in universal order. This universal order is to be completed 
by human being, through human being. 

• This co-existence expresses itself at different levels as follows: 

• Mutual fulfilment among all units is basically an expression of co-existence. At the level 
of nature, this co-existence is expressed in the form of mutual fulfilment. 

• At the level of society, the four human goals (happiness, prosperity, fearlessness and 
co-existence) are an expression of co-existence at various levels. 

• At the level of family, relationship is basically the expression of co-existence of one 
human being with another human being. the nine feelings (trust, respect… love) are 
an expression of understanding co-existence and acceptance of co-existence in 
human-human relationship. 

• At the level of human being, it expresses itself in the form of co-existence between the 
Self and the Body. Acceptance of co-existence in the Self for the Body is the feeling of 
self-regulation. At the level of Self, our basic desire for continuity of happiness is 
ensured by realisation of co-existence, understanding of harmony in the nature, 
contemplation of participation in the larger order leading to the feeling of co-existence 
(love) and thought of co-existence (compassion). 

 

• The role of human being in existence is: 
1. To understand co-existence 
2. To live in co-existence 

In this way, the universal order can be completed. 
 

Test Your Understanding 
 

Part 1: Questions for Self-evaluation 
(Have we grasped the basic proposals made in this chapter?) 
 

1. Existence is all that exists. What are the two types of realities that exist? Explain how you can 
distinguish these realities.  

2. Reason out why it is essential to study about space. 
3. Units are in co-existence in space. Where there is a unit, space is also there. Explain these 

two statements. 
4. Distinguish between units and space. 
5. What is meant by Submergence of units in space? What are the three defining aspects? 
6. Draw a chart showing all the different categories of units of nature in space.  
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7. In what types of units – material or consciousness, is there scope for development? Are we 
presently focusing on development in these types of units? Please elaborate. 

8. What is the role of material order and bio-order in the fulfilment of human needs? How does 
understanding of existence help in right identification of the above? 

9. How does co-existence in existence express itself at different levels of living of human being? 
Explain. 

10. Describe the role of human being in this existence. What would be the natural outcome of 
fulfilling this role? 

 
Part 2: Practice Exercises for Self-exploration 
(To help connect the content to one’s life, at least at the level of thought, these exercises may be 
done individually or in a group, particularly with friends and family members) 
 
1. Observe your Self. You are submerged in space. You are energised. You are self-organised. 

Innately, you have a natural acceptance for co-existence, harmony and relationship. This is the 
scope of your full potential, your full possibility as a human being. Find out if that is the case for 
you. 
Now observe your Body. It is also submerged in space. It has trillions of cells. Each cell is 
energized, self-organised and it is recognizing its relationship with the other cells and participating 
in the larger order which is the various tissues, various organs, various systems that together 
compose your body – all this is happening in a mutually fulfilling manner. Every moment some 
cells die and new ones are formed – and they are participating in a similar manner. Is it so? Is it 
like this for every material unit in existence? Check. 
Then there is all the arrangement in terms of the physical order, the bio order and the animal 
order. All these have a definite conduct. They are also abundantly fulfilling for you. 
In all this, you are there, your body is there and you are in co-existence with your body. Now, 
given all this, find out what is it that is worth for you (Self) to do in this existence. Find out what is 
worth for any and every human being in this existence. That is the meaning of universal human 
values. Reflect on it, find it out. 
 

2. You are in co-existence with all that exists. What difference does the proposal of co-existence and 
the role of human being in it (as articulated by the natural characteristic) make to you? Can you 
see that only when you live in harmony with your natural characteristic (participation), you feel 
happy? Are your goals and programs in life going to shift with this clarity? Explain briefly. 

Participation at the level of Self Feeling of happiness in continuity 

Participation with the Body Feeling of self-regulation 

Participation in the family, in 
human-human relationship 

Feelings in relationship (trust, respect, affection, 
care, guidance, reverence, glory, gratitude and 
love) 

Participation in whole of nature, in 
the society 

Feeling of perseverance, bravery, generosity, 
kindness, beneficence and compassion 

Participation with rest of nature Feeling of responsibility for right utilisation of 
physical facility 

 
3. Given all this, update each of the sections of your future resume. Finally, do add a statement 

about what you would like to do with your life – like a vision statement. [We trust you will follow 
through with your vision]  
 

4. List the questions, doubts and notions that you feel could not be addressed with the discussion 
up to chapter 10. Now try to resolve them through the understanding developed in this chapter. 
You may also like to re-read the previous chapters in the light of the proposals made in this 
chapter. 
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Part 3: Projects and Modelling Exercises 
You may like to revisit this part of Test Your Understanding after reading through the complete class 
notes once and self-exploring all the key proposals. With that, you may have some (or many) aha! 
moments in which something clicks for you, you understand a proposal. What you have understood 
may be expressed in various creative ways which appeal to different people. This part is for you to 
give a creative expression to your understanding. Of course, you can do this in a group also. Creative 
expressions may be in the form of sketches, drawings, paintings, clay models, sculptures, songs, 
poems, music, dance, audios, videos, games, puzzles, stories, skits, plays, dramas, charts, diagrams, 
plans, survey questionnaires, blogs, something on social media and so on. It is the story of your own 
life – and it matters. While some hints are given above, please feel free to share your real aha’s in 
your own way! 
  
“Existence (all that exists) is in the form of co-existence = units submerged in space. Every unit is 
energised, self-organised and has a definite conduct (in accordance with its natural characteristic). 
Only human being remains to complete this process”. 
 

Part 4: Your Questions 
Write down your questions or doubts in your note-book. If any of the previous questions have been 
clarified by your self-exploration of the proposals so far, please mark them as answered. We would 
like to discuss the questions remaining unanswered in your self-exploration 


